POTTERY GROUPS FROM TSOUNGIZA
OF THE END OF THE MIDDLE BRONZE AGE
(PLATES
T

70-72)

he excavations of the Nemea Valley Archaeological Project (NVAP) from 1984 to
1986 at the prehistoric site of Tsoungiza, located on a low ridge just west of the
Sanctuary of Zeus at Nemea, have led to a much improved understanding of its settlement
history.1 Previous work at the site, principally the full-scale excavations of J. P. Harland in
1 Works frequently cited are abbreviated as follows:
Buck, 1964
= R. J. Buck, "Middle Helladic Mattpainted Pottery," Hesperia 33, 1964, pp. 231-313
Corinth XIII
= C. W. Blegen, H. Palmer, and R. S. Young, Corinth, XIII, The North Cemetery,
Princeton 1964
= J. L. Davis, "Late Helladic I Pottery from Korakou," Hesperia 48, 1979, pp. 234-263
Davis, 1979
= S. Dietz, Asine, II, ii, The Middle Helladic Cemetery, The Middle Helladic and Early
Dietz, 1980
Mycenaean Deposits, Stockholm 1980
= G. Graziadio, "The Chronology of the Graves of Circle B at Mycenae: A New
Graziadio, 1988
Hypothesis," AJA 92, 1988, pp. 343-372
= G. E. Mylonas, 'O Ta4LK'O KVKXO9 B' T(WV MVK)Vw3v, Athens 1972-1973
Mylonas, 1973
= G. Nordquist, "Floor Deposits on the Barbouna Slope at Asine," Hydra 1, 1985, pp.
Nordquist, 1985
19-33
= G. Nordquist, A Middle Helladic Village: Asine in the Argolid, Uppsala 1987
Nordquist, 1987
= C. W. Blegen, Prosymna. The Helladic Settlement Preceding the Argive Heraeum,
Prosymna
Cambridge, Mass. 1937
Rutter, 1989
= J. B. Rutter, "A Ceramic Definition of Late Helladic I from Tsoungiza," Hydra 6,

1989, pp. 1-19

J. B. and S. H.

Rutter, The Transition to Mycenaean: A Stratified Middle Helladic III
to Late Helladic IIA Pottery Sequence from Ayios Stephanos in Lakonia, Los
Angeles 1976
= J. C. Wright et al., "The Nemea Valley Archaeological Project: A Preliminary Report,
Wright et al.
1984-1987," Hesperia (forthcoming)
= C. Zerner, "Middle Helladic and Late Helladic I Pottery from Lerna," Hydra 2,1986,
Zerner, 1986
pp. 58-74
= C. Zerner, "Middle Helladic and Late Helladic I Pottery from Lerna: Part II:
Zerner, 1988
Shapes," IHydra 4, 1988, pp. 1-10
= C. W. Blegen, Zygouries. A Prehistoric Settlement in the Valley of Cleonae, CamZygouries
bridge, Mass. 1928
Excavations at Tsoungiza have been a part of the Nemea Valley Archaeological Project sponsored by
Bryn Mawr College and conducted under the auspices of the American School of Classical Studies at Athens
with permissions from the Greek Ministry of Culture and Sciences. The project has been funded by grants
from the National Endowment for the Humanities (RO-20731, RO-21715), the Institute for Aegean Prehistory (1984-1987), and the National Geographic Society (2971-84, 3265-86). The project is directed by
James C. Wright, to whom I am very grateful for permission to study and publish the material presented in
this article. The drawings are the work of Julia E. Pfaff, whose patience and remarkable talents as an
archaeological illustrator were often challenged by the extremely fragmentary and heavily worn state of much
of the material. I am greatly indebted to her, as well as to Taylor Dabney for the photographs and to the
conservation team of John Maseman and Sasha Trone for the skilful cleaning and restoration of all the pottery
prior to its final description and illustration. Both the text and the references have profited from numerous
suggestions made by friendly colleagues (S. S. Brown, J. L. Davis, G. Nordquist, D. J. Pullen, J. C. Wright,
Rutter and Rutter, =
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1926-1927 but also salvage operations and soundings undertaken in the 1970's and early
1980's by the University of California at Berkeley (UCB) under the direction of Stephen G.
Miller, had given the impression that the site was occupied in the earlier Neolithic era and,
presumably after a substantial interval during which it was deserted, more or less continuously throughout the Bronze Age from Early Helladic (EH) I to Late Helladic (LH)
IIIB.2 Aside from confirming, and defining with enhanced precision, a lengthy hiatus in
settlement at Tsoungiza during the periods conventionally termed Middle and Late Neolithic, the latest fieldwork by NVAP has resulted in the realization that the site was abandoned at some point late in EH III and not reoccupied until late in the Middle Helladic
(MH) era after a second major hiatus in occupation, in this case lasting some three or four
centuries. 3
One result of this second long gap in the occupational sequence at Tsoungiza is that the
pottery dating from the late MH resettlement of the site occurs in deposits mixed only with
much earlier material and thus provides an unusually clear picture of what a later MH
ceramic assemblage, unblurred by earlier MH survivals and cast-ups, looks like.4 Such
MH deposits as were located during the recent excavations, chiefly in the areas of Excavation Units (EU) 2 and 6 (Fig. 1), seem in every case to have consisted of dumps lying on
outdoor surfaces or of fills immediately underlying such surfaces. In no case was MH
pottery found associated with any substantial remains of contemporary architecture, and no
floor deposits consisting of significant quantities of whole or largely restorable MH vases
were recovered.5 The fragments from these MH dumps are nevertheless large enough to
and C. W. Zerner), to whom I should like to express my most sincerethanks while absolvingthem altogether
of whateverinadequaciesremain.
2 For a summaryof the site's settlementhistorybased upon Harland's excavationsand some of the salvage
operations during the 1970's, see R. Hope Simpson and 0. T. P. K. Dickinson, A Gazetteer of Aegean
Civilization in the Bronze Age I, G6teborg1979, p. 67, site A70. A more detailedsummaryincorporatingthe
results of all subsequentexcavationswill appear in J. C. Wright's contributionto Wright et al.
I Note that reoccupationof the site after the Neolithic episodeof abandonmenthas now been determinedto
have occurredin the Final Neolithic (FN) periodratherthan EH I (see Wright et al.). The periodof desertion
spanning the bulk of the Middle Bronze Age was recognizedalready after the first season of excavation in
1984: J. Rutter, "Middle Helladic Pottery from Tsoungiza (Archaia Nemea): A Brief Report,"Hydra 1,
1985, pp. 34-37. A considerablyshorter period of abandonmentfrom late EH II through early EH III has
also been recognized(Wright et al.).
4 The ceramicsequence of the EH III and MH periodswas nowhere near well enough understoodin the
later 1920's for the absenceof early and middle MH remainsat Tsoungiza to have been detectedat that time.
Moreover,the findingsof Harland'sexcavationswere neithersufficientlypublicizednor well enough recorded
for the period of desertion during the earlier MH period to have become detectableas the MH ceramic sequence became better known through later excavations at other sites such as Asine, Argos, and especially
Lerna.
In strata deposited soon after the resettlementof Tsoungiza late in the Middle Helladic period, the
earlier pottery, in terms of what is readily identifiable,consists principally of Early Neolithic (EN), EH II,
and EH III material, with an occasionalpiece of EH I. Although the site was also occupiedin the FN period,
potteryof this phase, aside from being relativelyrare on the site, is poorly understoodand often undistinctive
in any case, with the result that it has escapeddetectionin most units of mixed sherd material.
I Contrastthe situation in the succeedingLH I period, near the beginning of which a large megaron-like
building in area EU7 burned to the ground, preservinga floor deposit of no less than 19 vases: Wright et al.;
Rutter, 1989; J. C. Wright, "An Early Mycenaean Hamlet on Tsoungiza at Ancient Nemea," in L'habitat
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have furnished a number of complete or almost complete profiles (e.g. 22, 24, 54, 55, 63,
127, 149, 153, 154, 173). Moreover,the excellent horizontalas well as verticalcontrolover
the provenienceof all sherd material, a consequenceof excavatingthe site below the plow
zone according to distinct episodes of deposition (natural stratigraphicunits = SU's) in
small, discrete areas (square meter units = SMU's),6 makes it possible to locate later contaminationswith considerableprecisionand henceto salvagewhat are in some casesevidently undisturbedportionsof a partially contaminatedratherthan genuinely mixed excavation
unit. For example, despite the fact that the stratigraphichistory in area EU2 is extremely
confusedas a functionof constantpitting and rebuildingalong moreor less the same slightly
sloping plane throughout the Middle and Late Bronze Ages, it has neverthelessproved
possibleto isolate severalsmall clumps of the original MH depositin this area and to establish their contemporaneityboth by virtue of the homogeneous typology of their latest
ceramicsand by crossjoins betweenthem (e.g. 63).
There are two additionalmethodsof gauging the contemporaneityof potteryrecovered
from loci physically separatedby later disturbancessuch as intrusivepits or walls but likely
to have belongedto a single depositionalepisode;these methodshave been made possibleby
the retentionof all the potteryrecoveredduring excavationuntil ceramicanalysis was completed. First, the pottery is counted and weighed so that a figure for the average sherd
weight from the unit can be determined.7It is assumedthat the averagesherd size within a
given depositional horizon will ordinarily be fairly constant. It stands to reason that the
averagesize of sherds from floor depositsor freshly dumpedaccumulationsof refuse, when
these have been rapidly buried and then sealed off from subsequentdisturbances,will normally be larger than that of sherds from, for example, plow zones (see p. 403 below) or
surfacesexposed to heavy trafficand weathering. Thus averagesherd size should in theory
be useful both in determining,albeit always in a comparativefashion, whether two or more
small depositswere originallypart of one larger depositand in establishingwhat the history
or nature of a deposit is.
Second, the amount of earlier material present in a given ceramic deposit may be
countedand calculatedas a percentageof the total in such a way as to furnish an index of
egeen pre'historique (BCH Suppl., forthcoming), R. Treuil and P. Darcque, edd.; J. C. Wright, J. L. Davis,
J. F. Cherry, and E. Mantzourani, "Early Mycenaean Settlement in the Nemea Region," in The Prehistoric
Aegean and its Relations to Adjacent Areas (Proceedings of the 6th International Colloquium on Aegean
Prehistory), G. Korres, ed., forthcoming. Substantial early Mycenaean deposits dating to the subsequent
LH IIA and LH IIB periods found during the recent excavations again take the form of dumps or pit fills
rather than true floor deposits (Wright et al.).
6 Wright et al.
I To ensure maximum comparability between pottery units as originally deposited, sherds freshly broken
(i.e. during removal from the ground) should be mended before being counted, but joins across old breaks
should be ignored until after the counting has been completed. The pottery at Tsoungiza has been weighed to
the closest five grams and average sherd weights calculated to the nearest tenth of a gram. Such precision is
misleading, however, since the scales employed for the purpose are certainly not so accurate as such a procedure implies, nor, in practice, could all fresh breaks invariably be taken into account. Thus the figures for
average sherd size presented here should be considered accurate only to the closest gram at best. In most cases
these will also be low estimates, since the numbers of sherds will usually have been somewhat inflated owing to
fresh breaks which escaped detection during the counting and weighing process.
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"backgroundnoise"for the deposit.This index shouldbe moreor less constant,providedthe
figures are large enough, throughouta homogeneouslydepositedstratumand should therefore serveas a fingerprintfor it. Conversely,this index may be expectedto vary significantly
between strata either deposited at different times or, though deposited at essentially the
same time, made up of distinct mixtures of ceramic materials. For the MH deposits at
Tsoungiza, this index of earlier "backgroundnoise"has been calculatedin two ways: first,
the total number of positively identifiable EH III and earlier painted sherds as well as
unpainted feature sherds (i.e. rims, handles, and bases) is calculatedas a percentageof the
total sherds; second, the total number of positively identifiable EH III or earlier feature
sherds, whether painted or unpainted, is calculated as a percentage of the total feature
sherds.8Since the numbers involvedin the first calculationare always larger than those in
the second,the results of the first mode of assessing the level of earlier "backgroundnoise"
are less variable, and being more broadly based, this mode is more meaningful for comparing two or more deposits. On the other hand, the second mode, usually resulting in a
higher figure, often provides a better absolute index of the amount of earlier material
present in a particular MH deposit. For this reason, both modes of calculating earlier
"backgroundnoise"are routinely presentedin the subsequentanalyses of the stratigraphic
sequencesin areas EU2 and EU6 at Tsoungiza in additionto a third figure, the numberof
MH matt-painted sherds as a percentageof the total; this last figure serves as a complementary and unambiguously determined indicator of both the relative and the absolute
amount of MH material present in a given deposit.

EXCAVATION UNIT 2 (Fig. 2; 1-113)
Although some MH levels were exposed during the 1985 season in the southwest
cornerof EU2,9 no significantquantities of MH pottery were recoveredin this area of the
site until excavation was expanded to the northeast in 1986.10 Within both the 9 x 8 m.
8 In both calculations,unpaintedfeature sherdswhich are not unambiguouslyEH III or earlier have been
consideredto be MH, whether or not they are readily identifiableas such. Moreover, in the first calculation
there has been no attemptmade to identify EH III or earlier unpaintedbody sherds.Thus the index of earlier
"backgroundnoise"as calculatedhere is always appreciablylower than the true level with regardto the first
calculation(all earlier painted sherds plus unpaintedfeature sherdsas a percentageof total sherds) and often
somewhat lower with regardto the second(earlier feature sherds as a percentageof total feature sherds).
While fragments of painted pottery of the EN, EH I, EH II, EH III, MH, and LH periods can be
individuallyassigned to one or another of these periods with considerableconfidence,whether the pieces are
body or feature sherds, the same is not true for unpainted material. Thus unpainted body sherds have been
omitted from considerationin these attempts to quantify the level of earlier backgroundnoise in late MH
depositsat Tsoungiza.
9That is, south of the angle formedby Walls 4 and 5 and north of the E-W grid line at 6411.50, which in
1985 marked the southern boundaryof the trench (Fig. 2). In all subsequent referencesto locationswithin
EU2, only the final three digits of both the E-W and N-S grid lines are supplied:that is, the initial 20 of all
N-S grid lines and the initial 6 of all E-W grid lines, as these are markedon Figure 2, will be omitted.
10 The excavation of area EU2 in 1986 was supervised by K. Glowacki, assisted by A. Kugler. All soil
removedfrom the trench was dry-sievedthrough a screen with a mesh size varying between 0.7 and 1.0 cm.
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northeast extension of EU2 (720-728/416-423) and a north-south baulk, 3.00 m. in width
(717-719/412-419), which separated that extension from the portions of EU2 excavated in
1984-1985, substantial MH deposits were exposed. Where best preserved, in the northeast
extension's northwest corner, these deposits took the form of an exterior surface on which
large fragments of bone and pottery were lying flat, sealed above by MH debris and separated from underlying EH occupational strata by a fill containing a mixture of both EH
and MH material. Farther south, this stratified sequence of MH deposits had been badly
disturbed, although large fragments of MH pottery, including whole profiles (e.g., 22, 24,
67), were occasionally found in predominantly Mycenaean units, suggesting that the MH
surface, and the dump containing large ceramic fragments which lay on it, had once extended to the southern limits of the area excavated and at least half of the way to its eastern
boundary as well. The principal damage to this MH surface appears to have been done in
the early LH IIIB period when a building complex, oriented diagonally to the excavation
grid but parallel and perpendicular to the Late Bronze Age contours in this area (walls
10-13,19-22), was constructed (Fig. 2). A pair of LH II walls (6 and 16), however, as well
as minor deposits datable to LH I but devoid of architecture, reveal that disturbance of the
MH stratigraphy here was already well advanced by the end of the 15th century B.C.
In the northwest corner of the northeast extension, the MH surface was exposed north
of the early LH IIIB walls 10 and 11 under SU 237 (in SMU 720/421-423), SU 241 (in
SMU 720/420), and SU 243 (in SMU 721-726/422-423).
South of the E-W grid line at
422, all SMU's in the SU's overlying this surface except for SMU 720/420 of SU 241
contained Mycenaean contaminations of some kind. Indeed, even north of this line Mycenaean material occurred directly above the surface in several SMU's (721-722/422,
724/422) and had penetrated below the level of the surface in SMU 722/422-423. Thus in
this northern zone of the northeast extension, the area within which the MH surface was
both preserved intact and sealed by debris containing nothing later than MH in date was
of SU 256 for the surface
limited to the very northwest corner: SMU 720-721/422-423
itself and SMU 720/422-423 and 721/423 of SU 237 and SU 243 respectively for the
undisturbed fill of late MH date sealing it.
The surface slopes down from northwest to southeast, dropping some 0.05 m. in elevation for each meter in the horizontal plane from either west to east or north to south. At

the southwestcornerof SMU 721/423, it lay at 368.01 m. abovesea level. A test below this
surface, which was removed with SU 256, penetrated in SMU 720/423 somewhat over
0.25 m. below it, with SU 261 above SU 263. Although MH material still occurs in SU 263,
it is thoroughly mixed with large quantities of earlier EN and EH material (Table 1). In
stylistic terms, however, the MH material recovered in SU 261 from below the surface (7,
Samples were also wet-sieved, but the counts and weights presentedin Tables 1-3 are based on the pottery
recoveredduring normalexcavation,exclusiveof the small amountsof generallytiny sherdsrecoveredby wetsieving. Sherds were counted and weighed after the pottery was washed but before it was mended, although
some attempt was made to recognize the fresh breaks incurred in the excavationprocess and to count such
newly brokenfragmentsas single rather than as multiple sherds (see footnote7 above).
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TABLE 1
(Basic Statistics for Pottery Recovered from MH Levels Uncontaminated by Later Material in Stratigraphic Units
237,
Stratigraphic
Unit

237
(720/422-423)
+ 243 (721/423)

256
(720-721/
422-423)

243,

256,

261,

and 263)

Character
of Stratum

Date of
Latest
Pottery

Date of
Bulk of
Pottery

Total
Sherds

Flil above
late MH
surface

Late MH

Late MH

431

4.965

1 1 .5

13.7%
(59)

79

22.8%
(18)

6.5%
(28)

Material
Late MH
lyIng directly
on late MH
surface

Late MH

416

7.630

18.3

7.9%
(33)

75

9.3%
(7)

7.9%
(33)

Total
Average
Weight
Weight
in Kgs. in Grams

Earlier
Painted
and
Feature
Sherdsb

Earlier
Total
Feature Feature
Sherds Sherdsa

Total MH
Mattpaintedb

261

(720/423)

Fill directly
below late
MH surface

Late MH

Mixed

164

3.015

18.4

23.8%
(39)

38

23.6%
(9)

7.3%
(12)

263

(720/423)

Fill further
below late
MH surface

Late MH

Mixed

100

2.085

2 0.9

28.0%
(28)

12

50.0%
(6)

1.0%
(1)

a Expressed as a percentageof the total feature sherds with the raw count within parentheses.
b Expressedas a percentageof the total sherds with the raw count within parentheses.

25, 76, 82, 99, 105) is not recognizablyearlierthan that found lying on the surface(SU 256)
or even that found in the fill sealing it (SU 237 and 243).
Table 1 presents the average sherd size, as well as the proportionsof earlier material
and of MH matt-paintedpottery,in the levels below, at, and abovethe MH surfacein those
excavationunits which show no signs of later disturbance.That the material excavatedas
SU 256 was lying on and embeddedin a living surface,presumablyan outdoorone in view
of the absenceof any evidencefor MH walls in the immediatevicinity, is indicatedas much
by the significantdeclinein the percentageof earliermaterialfromthis stratumcomparedto
those either aboveor below as by the observationthat large sherdsand bone fragmentswere
found lying flat on top of it.
South of walls 10 and 11 but still immediatelyadjacentto the western boundaryof the
northeastextensionof EU2, two superimposedMH units (SU 254 aboveSU 262 and 264) in
SMU 720/417-419 containedpotteryclosely comparable,in its ranges of shapes and decorativetreatments,the size of the fragmentsinto which it had been broken,and the percentage
of earlier material present (Table 2), to that found further north in SU 261 and 263 (Table 1). Within the space definedby the later Mycenaean walls 10, 11,13, and 16, however,
no MH surfacewas detectable,despite the fact that virtually completevessels like the juglet
22 and sizable fragmentsof much largervases like the matt-paintedjar 38 and the unpainted
kantharoi58 and 59 were found here; sometimesthese vessels were exclusively from MH
contextsuncontaminatedby later material(59), but in othercasesthey were partially (38) or
wholly (22, 58) from units mixed with early LH IIIB pottery. At least two fragments(59,
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(Basic

Statistics

for Pottery

Recovered

TABLE 2
from MH Levels Uncontaminated
254, 262, and 264)

by Later Material in Stratigraphic

Earlier
Painted
and
Feature
Sherdsb

Earlier
Total
Feature Feature
Sherds Sherdsa

Units

Total MH
Mattpaintedb

Stratigraphic
Unit

Character
of Stratum

Date of
Latest
Pottery

Date of
Bulk of
Pottery

Total
Sherds

Total
Weight
In Kgs.

254
(720-721/
418-419)

?FIll below
late MH
surface

Late MH

Late MH

306

5.455

17.8

12.1%
(37)

59

25.4%
(15)

5.2%
(16)

?FilI further
below late
MH surface

Late MH

Mixed

172

3.575

20.8

23.8%
(41)

34

38.2%
(13)

2.9%
(5)

262

(720/417)
264
(720/418-419)
+

Average
Weight
In Grams
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a Expressedas a percentageof the total feature sherds with the raw count within parentheses.
b Expressedas a percentageof the total sherds with the raw count within parentheses.

63) consist of sherds from each of the two superimposed MH units (SU 254 and 264), while a
third (38) is made up of sherds from the uppermost unit (SU 254) as well as from two others
higher in the stratification which are contaminated with later material (SU 245 and 240). In
both sherd size and level of earlier "background noise", the uncontaminated MH units south
of walls 10 and 11 closely resemble the fill from below the MH surface to the north (Tables 1
and 2). These similarities, together with the previously noted joins, suggest that this surface,
though it may once have extended south of these walls, has been destroyed here by later
building activities and that the surviving MH deposit in this area that is uncontaminated by
later Mycenaean pottery is a fill comparable to that below the MH surface further north.
Large fragments like 22, 38, and 58 are best explained, according to such an interpretation of
the stratigraphy, as examples of more fully preserved vessels which once rested on the MH
surface (like the kantharos 54 found further north) but which, owing to demolition of the
surface by subsequent constructions, ended up in close association with the much later Mycenaean material which dates these constructions.
Further to the southwest, in the baulk between trench EU2 as dug in 1984-1985 and the
northeast extension of 1986, two more superimposed MH units (SU 396 and 397) contained
pottery (Table 3) similar to that from SU 254, 262, and 264 (Table 2). The northernmost
SMU's (717-718/416) of the uppermost MH unit here (SU 396) produced a ceramic profile
rather different from the southern SMU's (717/414-415, 718/415) of the same unit and
from the immediately underlying unit (SU 397) in the same SMU's (Table 3), but such variation is unlikely to have any great significance. Here, as further to the east in the area just discussed, no trace of an exterior MH surface was detected; SU 396 and 397, like the relevant
portions of SU 254, 262, and 264 to the east, probably represent a chronologically mixed fill
deposited in a short period of time below a MH exterior surface which has simply failed to
survive. This view receives some support from the fact that the miniature unpainted kantharos 63 has been mended from sherds found in SU 254, 264, and 397.
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(Basic

Statistics

for Pottery

Recovered

TABLE 3
from MH Levels Uncontaminated
396 and 397)

by Later Material in Stratigraphic

Total
Earlier
Feature Feature
Sherds Sherdsa

Units

Total MH
Mattpaintedb

Character
of Stratum

Date of
Latest
Pottery

Date of
Bulk of
Pottery

Total
Sherds

Total
Weight
In Kgs.

Average
Weight
In Grams

Earlier
Palnted
and
Feature
SherdSb

396
(717-718/416)

?Fill below
late MH
surface

Late MH

Late MH

250

4.950

19.8

14.4%
(36)

48

18.8%
(9)

6.8%
(17)

396
(717/414-415,
71 8/415)

?Fill below
late MH
surface

Late MH

Mixed

133

2.920

22.0

21.1%
(28)

25

28.0%
(7)

2.3%
(3)

397
(717/414-415,
71 8/415)

?Fill further
below late
MH surface

Late MH

Mixed

129

2.310

17.9

25.6%
(33)

20

40.0%
(8)

7.0%
(9)

Stratigraphic
Unit

a Expressedas a percentageof the total feature sherds with the raw count within parentheses.
b Expressedas a percentageof the total sherds with the raw count within parentheses.

CATALOGUE: EU2
Pieces are presented in the catalogue in the following sequence: matt-painted tableware, unpainted tableware,
cooking vessels, and pithoi. Within each of these classes the open forms are presented before the closed forms.
Details of shape and decoration are described verbally only when they are not immediately apparent from
the photographs or drawings.
Clay and paint colors have been recorded with the aid of the Munsell Soil Color Charts (Baltimore 1971).
With the exception of vases used primarily for cooking (i.e. 98-111), only the colors of pots as they were
originally fired, unaltered by subsequent burning, have been recorded. The individual catalogue entries give
the verbal Munsell terminology; the corresponding numerical data are listed in Table 4, pp. 385-387 below.
The sizes of non-plastic inclusions are characterized according to the terminology of the Wentworth
scale.11 No mineralogical identifications of these inclusions are suggested, but their colors are described and
their approximate frequencies recorded in terms of a four-point scale ("occasional", "some", "many", "massive
amounts"). Fine fabrics normally include no grits larger than "very coarse' (max. dim. 2 mm.); medium coarse
fabrics include grits through the size of "granules" (max. dim. 4 mm.); only fabrics with more than "occasional" numbers of grits larger than "granules" are described as coarse. I am grateful to my colleague Pat
Thomas for suggesting use of the term "sparkling inclusions", instead of the more commonly but often erroneously employed term "mica", for non-plastic constituents of the fired clay which reflect light. None of the
vases described here was made from pastes tempered with either vegetable matter or shell.
All vessels are considered to have been handmade, and all measurements are in meters unless otherwise
specified.
The number in parentheses following the catalogue number is the excavation inventory number of the
vessel.
The provenience of a particular entry is provided in two ways: 1) in terms of the SU's and SMU's in
which the sherds belonging to it were found; 2) by means of a coded designation in parentheses which in effect
II

A. 0. Shepard,Ceramicsfor the Archaeologist, Washington, D.C. 1965, p. 118.
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TABLE 4.
CATALOGUEINVENTORY
NUMBER
NUMBER

Munsell Soil Color Readings for Catalogue Entries 1-113

FINDSPOT

FRACTURE

SMU CODE

NEAR

CORE

PAINT

SURFACES

__
SU

385

SURFACES

T

ITRO

ETRO

1

243-2-1

243

725/422

D

8.75YR 6/6

2.5YR 5.5/8

2

254-2-3

2 54

720/418

A2

7.5YR 5/0

2.5YR 5/8

5YR6.5/6

3.75YR

3

397-2-4

3 97

717718/415

A2

7.5YR 7/1

5YR 7/4

5YR 7/4

7.5YR 7.5/4

5YR 3/2

4

397-2-2

3 97

717/414

A2

SYR 6/2

l OYR 7/3

2.SY 8/2

SYR 3.5/3

5

396-2-1 2

3 96

718/416

A2

2.SYR 5/2

6

256-2-4

25 6

720/4 21

B

5YR 5/3

7

261 -2-2

261

720/423.

Al

7.SYR 7/1

8

254-2-2

2 54

721/41 8

A2

7.5YR 6.5/0

2 43
1721/423
3 96 171 8/41 6

A2

10YR 6/4

A2

SY 7/2

C

7.5YR

5YR 3/2

6.5/6
6/6

2.SY 8/2 (SLIP)

r

10YR 7/3
(SLIP)

T

YR 6.5/4

7.5YR

8.75YR 7.5/4

5YR 5.5/3

SYR 3/2.5

2.SY 8/2
(SLIP)

[

7.5YR 7/6

5YR 6.5/6

l OR 4/1.5

7.5/4

(SLIP)

2.SY 8/2 (SLIP)

5YR 3/2.5
7.5YR 3/2
7.5YR 3.5/2
SYR 3/2

9

243-2-8

10

396-2-1 3

11

254-2-5

254

720/41

12

237-2-1

237

720/422

C

5Y 8/2

5Y 8/2

10YR 3/3

13

243-2-9

243

721 /423

C

7.5YR 7/4 (mnt.),
10YR 8/2 (ext.)

NOT PRESERVED

7.5YR 3/2

10YR 8/2 (SLIP)

2.SYR 2.5/2

10YR 8/1 (SLIP)

7.SYR 3/2

____

_

__

____

T

____

j

YR 6.5/6

NOT PRESERVED

SYR 6/4
__

____

____

7.5Y 607j2.YR6/

____

SY 7.5/2
(SL IP)

2.SY 8/2
(S LIP)

SYR 3/2
7.SYR 3/2

14

243-2-7

243

721 /423

C

15

262-2-1

26 2

720/41 7

A2

16

256-2-7

2 56

720/422

17

396-2-11

39 6

7 18/ 416

18

256-2-8

256

720/422

B

19

256-2-3

256

721/423

B

20

243-2-1 0

243

721/423

21

254-2-4

254

720/41 8

A2

7.SYR 6/4

2.SY 8/2 (SLIP)

7.SYR 3/2

22

245-2-1

245

722/41 9

D

7.SYR 7/4

7.SYR 7.5/4

7.SYR 3/2

23

243-2-6

243

721/423

C

2.SYR 6/7

7.SYR 6/6

7.SYR 7.5/4

SYR 3/2

24

231-2-1

231
24 2

D

SYR 6/1

2.SYR 6/8

B

SYR 6/2.5
2.SYR 6/0

SYR 6.5/6

AT2- SYR 6.5/3

10YR 7.5/3

2.SY 8/2 (?SLIP)

2.SYR 5.5/4

2.SY 7.5/4

C

2.SYR 4/0

7.SYR 7/6

lO1YR 8/3

7.SYR

2.5 - SYR 6/6
2.Y68Y

(SLIP)
6.5/6

7.SYR 3/2

6.25YR 7/6

10YR 7.5/3
(SLIP)

SYR 3/2

7.SYR 6/3-7/4

SYR 7/6 7.SYR 7/4

2.5 - 5YR
2.5/2

723/420.
723/422
2.SYR ~5/8

2.SYR 2.5/2
NOT
PRESERVED

10YR 8/3

./

SYR 3/2
SYR 3/2.5

720/423

Al

243

722/423

D

10YR 4/1

SYR 6/6

7.SYR 6/6

8.75YR 6/4

SYR 3/2

243

721 /4 22

D

7.SYR 6/0

5YR 7/6

SYR 7/6

7.SYR 7.5/4

NOT
PRESERVED

B

10YR 3/2

25

261-2-1

261

26

243-2-17

27

243-2-3

2.SY 8/2 - SY 8/1

2.SY 8/2

SY 8/1

SYR 6.5/3

8.75YR 7/4

10YR 8/3

SYR 3/2

7.SYR 6/6

7.SYR 7/6

7.SYR 3/2

28

256-2-10

256

720/423

29

396-2-3

3 96

71 7/41 6 A2

30

256-2-25

256

723/423

31

243-2-19

243

723/420

D

SYR 6/6

32

256-2-5

256

720/421

B

SY 8/2

33

237-2-2

34

396-2-14

2 37
241
3 96

SY 8/2
C
720/422
720/420
6/4
71 8/41 6 A2 -7.SYR
Inside
2S5YR 6/8

35

256-2-24

256

36

396-2-2

39 6

B
722-723/
23
14
71 7/41 6 A2

7.SYR 6.5/0

37

243-2-11

243

C

7.SYR 6.5/0

721/4231

B

5YjR 6/3

75YRj6/

7.SYR 6/6

10YR 7.5/4
SY 8/2

SYR 3/2
10YR 3/2

SY 8/2

10YR 3/1

10YR 7-8/3
(?SLIP)

10YR 7-8/2
(?SLIP)

7.5YR 3/2

SY 8/1.5
(SLIP)

SY 8/1
(SLIP)

10YR 3/3

7.SYR 6/4

7.SYR 7.5/4

8.75YR 8/4

7.5YR 3/2

SYR 6.5/3

SYR 6.5/3

10YR 8/4
(SLIP

10YR 3/2-3

7.SYR 6/4

SYR 6/3
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386
720/41 9
721/41 9
721/41 9

A2

38

254-2-1

2 54
240
245

39

397-2-6

39 7

71 8/41 5 A2

40

264-2-3

2 64

720/41 8 A2

5-7.5YR 6/6

10YR 5/2

2.5YR 5.5/8-

2.5YR 5.5/8-

7.5YR 6/6

10YR 6/4

gradual transition
to surface colors

5YR 5.5/4

5YR 6/6

7.5YR 6/6

7.5YR 6/610lYR 8/3-

41

262-2-2

2 62

720/41 7 A2

5YR 6/1

5 YR 6/6

5YR 6.5/6

7.5YR 6.5/6

42

254-2-11

254

721/41 8

A2

7.5YR 4/0

5 YR 6.5/6

5YR 6.5/6

7.5YR 7/6 8.75YR 7/4

43

243-2-1 4

2 43

721/423

C

7.5YR 6/0

5YR 7/3

10YR 8/2
(SLIP)

2.5Y 8/2
(SLIP)

C

10YR 6/3 -7.5YR

237-2-9

23 7

720/423

45

396-2-6

3 96

717/41 6 A2

10YR 3.5/1

2.5YR 4/6

46

396-2-1 8

3 96

71 8/41 6 A2

7.5YR 5.5/4

5 YR 6/6 2.5YR 6/7

47

397-2-7

39 7

71 8/41 5 A2

10YR 5/3

5 YR 6/6

3.75YR 6/6-

48

237-2-4

23 7

720/422.

C

7.5YR 6/2

5 YR 6/6

7.5YR 6.5/4-

49

243-2-1 3

243

721/423

C

50

237-2-5

237

720/423

C

SYR 6/1

2.5YR 6/8

SYR 6.5/6

51

254-2-8

2 54

720/41 9

A2

10YR 4/1

2.5YR 6/8

3.75YR 6/6

52

237-2-7

23 7

720/418

C

7.5YR 6/0

gradual transition
to surface colors

53

396-2-1 7

396

718/41 6

A2

54

256-2-2

25 6

721 -722/
42 2,
729/41 9,
72 9/42 3

B

SYR 6/3

D

10YR 6/1-3

2 43
55

231 -2-2

231
23 6

72 2/422

6/6
10YR 7.5/4

56

243-2-4

243

721/422

D

SYR 7/4

57

262-2-4

2 62

720/41 7

A2

10YR 6/2

58

245-2-3

245

721/417

D

59

264-2-1

264
25 4

720/41 9
721/41 8

A2

60

396-2-1 0

3 96

718/415

A2

61

243-2-1 6

243

723/422

C

62
63

256-2-1 2
254-2-6

25 6
254

720/423
720721/418
720/41 9

B
A2

264

2.5YR 4.5/6 - black7.5YR 7/4

NOT
PRESERVED

10YR 8/3
(SLIP)

5YR 6/4

6.25YR

-

7.5YR 6.5/4 - SYR 7/5

6.5/6

44

10YR 5/1 -SYR
7.5YR 6/5

5YR 3/2

10YR 8/2
(SLIP)

-

-

7.5YR 3.5/0

SYR 6.5/6

-

6.25YR 6/6

NOT
PRESERVED

-

10YR 4/2 +
10YR 7/4

2.5Y 7.5/2

-

6.5/6

NOT PRESERVED

-

2.5Y 8/2 (SLIP)

-

8/3

10YR 5/2 -l1YR

-

10YR 6.5/6
(SLIP)

10YR 8/3
(SLIP)

-

2.5Y 8/2

2.5Y 8/2 with
one black patch

2.5Y 8/2 7.5YR 7/6

-

5YR 6/4

5Y 8/2 (SLIP)
with some gray

5Y 8/2 (SLIP)
with some
7.5YR 7.5/4

-

2.5YR 6/2

5YR 6.5/6

2.5Y 8/2 (SLIP)-

5YR 6/3
2.5YR 5.5/6
7.5YR 6/0

5YR 6/65YR 6/3

10YR 7.5/3

7.5YR 3/2 10YR 7.5/3

-

717/ 1
[~9
243
721/423

C

237-2-3

23 7

720/422

C

396-2-22

39 6

71 9/41 6 A2

__________

64

243-2-1 2

65
66

5YR 5/1

7.5YR 7/6-

5YR/
5YR 5/2-3

I7OYR4ZIII,

67

242-2-1

242

723/420 D

68

256-2-2 2

256

721/423

B

69

256-2-23

2 56

722/422

B

70

237-2-1 0

237

720/423

C

5YR 5/6 - black

71

264-2-2

2 64

720/41 8

A2

6.25YR 6/6

72

264-2-4

2 64

720/41 9

A2

256-2-1 1

73
I
74

1

256
I

396-2-8

3 96

I
718/415

7.5YR 7/4

7.5YR 4.5/1
7.5YR 6/4

-Y

/

10YR 8/2 (SLIP)-

NOTPRESERVED10YR 8/1

5YR 6/1

I
A2I

III6I

10YR 7/4

B

720/423
I

6/6

YR

8.75YR 7/4

f[

10YR 8/2

-

8.75YR 7/4

-

5YR 5/6 -black7.5YR 6/65YR 5/4

7.5YR 7/6 (int.),
7/4 (ext.)
10~~~~~~~~lYR

I
2.5YR 6/8

2.5Y 4/2 -

7.5YR 5/3 black

5YR 5/4black

8.75YR 7/45YR 7/6-

-
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7.5YR 7/4 - 10YR 7.5/3

-

75

243-2-1 5

243

724/423

C

SYR 5.5/3

SYR 6/6

76

261 -2-4

261

720/423

Al

SYR 6/4

SYR 6/7

SYR 6/8

7.5YR 7/4

-

77

254-2-1 0

25 4

721/418

A2

7.5YR 5/4

2.5YR 5/8

SYR 6/6

7.5YR 6/6

-

78

396-2-1 5

3 96

718/416

A2

3.75YR 6/8

SYR 6/7

79

396-2-9

3 96

718/415

A2

SYR 5.5/4

7.5YR 7/4

80
81

237-2-6
264-2-5

23 7
2 64

720/423
720/41 9

C
A2

6.25YR 6/4
SYR 6/3

8.75YR 7/4
SY 7.5/1 (SLIP)

-

82

261 -2-3

2 61

720/423

Al

5YR 6/4

7.5YR 7.5/4

-

83

396-2-1 6

3 96

718/41 6

A2

10YR 6/3
10YR 6/3

3.75YR 6/8

2.5YR 5.5/6
SYR 6/6

jS7YR 7/6jj

5YR7/6

84

254-2-9

2 54

721/41 8 A2

85

397-2-5

3 97

71 7/41 5

A2

86

256-2-1 7

2 56

721/422

B

7.5YR 4/0

SYR 6/6

10YR 5/3 - SYR 6.5/3

87

256-2-6

25 6

720/
421- 423

B

10YR 6.5/6

3.75YR 6/8

SYR 6.5/6

88

243-2-18

2 43

722/420

D

10YR 5.5/2

I
720/41 7 A2

-

8.75YR 7/4

SYR 6/5

gradual transition

surface colors
~~~~~~~~to

10YR 7/6

7.5YR 6.5/6

-

-

5 - 7.5YR 7/4-

2.5YR 5.5/8

89

262-2-3

2 62

90

243-2-5

2 43

721/42 2

D

91

396-2-4

3 96

71 7/41 6

A2

10YR 6/3

SYR 6.5/6

7.5YR 7/6

SYR 5/6

7.5YR 7/6

7.5YR 7/6

7.5YR 7/6

10YR 8/3
(SLIP)

-

396-2-5

3 96

71 7/41 6

A2

2.5YR 5/0

93

264-2-6

264

720/41 9

A2

10YR 5.5/2

10YR 7/4

94

237-2-8

237

720/423

C

7,5YR 5/0

5YR 6/6

7.5YR 6/6

7.5YR 6.5/6

-

95

256-2-21

2 56

721/423

B

7.5YR 4.5/0

SYR 6.5/6

10YR 6/4

10YR 7/4

-

96

256-2-1 5

2 56

720/423

B

SYR 6/4

gradual transition
to' surface colors

6.25YR 7/4
10YR 7/2.5

10lYR 7.5/3 10YR 6/3.5

-

97

254-2-1 2

2 54

721/41 9

A2

2.5YR 5/2

SYR 6/6

SYR 7/5

2.5Y 8/2
LIP)

-

92

98

254-2-7

254

I
I
720/41 8 JA2

99

261 -2-5

2 61

720/423

Al

7.5YR 5/0

as surfaces

100

397-2-3

3 97

717/414

A2

10YR 4/2

as

10YR 7/4

7.5YR 3/2

10YR 3/3

surfaces

black-

7.5YR 5.5/4
black

5 YR4/8 3.75YR 5/8

-

7.5YR 5/5-

3.75YR 5/8

-

6/4
(top)
~~~~~~~~~~~~~7.5YR

1 01

256-2-1 4

2 56

I
720/423

B

10YR 5/2

1 02

256-2-1 8

2 56

721/422

B

black

surfaces

2.5YR 5/8

3.75YR 5/8 7.5YR 6/6

-

as surfaces

l OYR 3/2 5YR 5/6

l OYR 3/2 7.5YR 5.5/4

-

as

10YR 4/2 -2.5YR

1 03

256-2-9

2 56

720/422

B

7.5YR 6/0

as

surfaces

1 04

256-2-1 9

2 56

721/422

B

10YR 4/2

as

surfaces

105

261 -2-6

2 61

720/423

Al

7.5YR 5.5/0

as surfaces

5YR 6/6

3.75YR 5/8black

106

396-2-1 9

3 96

71 8/416

A2

SY 3/1

as surfaces

l OYR 4/1

7.5YR 4.5/1.7 5 YR 5/ 8

5YR 3/2

as surfaces

10YR 4/1

as surfaces

I
1 07

256-2-20

2 56

721/
42 2-423

B

1 08

396-2-20

3 96

718/41 6

A2
I

5YR 4/3 -3.75YR
l OYR 4/1

396-2-21

3 96

718/416

A2

11 0

262-2-5

26 2

720/417

A2

ill

396-2-7

3 96

717/41 6

A2

1 R 5.5/6

11 2

256-2-1 3

2 56

720/423

B

2.5YR 6/7

11 3

256-2-1 6

2 56

720/423

B

l OYR 5/1

10R6/.

-

-

5/8-

10lYR 3/16/6

5/8
7.5YR
~~~~~~~~~3.75YR

-

2.5YR 5/6 - black-

10YR 3.5/2

109

5/6-

l OYR 4/2 5YR 5/8

7.5YR 6/4 3.75YR 5/8

as

surfaces

3.75YR 5/8

7.5YR 5.5/45YR 5/6

-

10YR 5/2 - 5YR 5.5/6l OYR 6/4 7.5YR 7/5

NOT
PRESERVED
5YR 7/6

5

/

-
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constitutes an interpretative summary of the often confusing mass of numbers used to specify the SU's and
SMU's in question. The coding system recognizes five distinct stratigraphic categories as follows:
Al
A2
B
C
D

from MH fill uncontaminated by later material and sealed by a positively identified MH
surface (i.e. SU 261).
from MH fill uncontaminated by later material and suspected once to have been sealed by this
same MH surface, here no longer preserved (i.e. SU's 254, 262, 264, 396, 397).
lying flat on the same MH surface (i.e. SU 256).
from MH fill uncontaminated by later material and lying on top of the same MH surface (i.e.
SU 237 and some SMU's of SU 243).
significant MH fragments from contexts contaminated by later Mycenaean material.

Joined sherds from two or more of these categories are by convention considered to belong to the earliest
category deposited. So, for example, 38, made up of sherds from both A2 and D strata, is categorized as A2.
TABLEWARE

Matt painted

1 (243-2-1). Goblet

Fig. 7

Rim. Mended from 2 sherds.
Diam. rim 0.27.
Coarse fabric containing many dark red and some
black, fine to pebble-sized(max. dim. 4.5 mm.) grits
as well as some white, fine to very coarsegrits. Fracture reddish to brownish yellow at core, red to light
red near surfaces. Reddish yellow surfaces burnished to moderateluster on exterior;original interior surface not preserved because of wear. Dark
reddishbrown matt paint.
SU 243 SMU 725/422 (D).
2 (254-2-3). Goblet
Rim. Single sherd.
Diam. rim 0.38.

Fig. 7

Medium coarse fabric containing some white, gray,
and black, fine to very coarsegrits and an occasional
white granule or pebble (max. dim. 7.5 mm.). Fracture normallygray at core, shadingto reddishbrown
and light reddish brown near rim and always red
near surfaces. Burnishedto moderateluster all over,
reddishyellow inside and light red to reddishyellow
outside. Dark reddishgray to weak red matt paint.
SU 254 SMU 720/418 (A2).
Fig. 7
Handle and body fragment. Mended from 2
sherds.
Max. Diam. of body 0.245.

3 (397-2-4). Goblet

Medium coarse to coarse fabric containing many
fine to medium, gray and black grits and occasional
dark red or gray granules and pebbles (max. dim.
4.5 mm.). Fracture light to pinkish gray at core, pink
near surfaces. Pink surfaces burnished to high luster
except on exterior behind now missing handle. Dark
reddish brown matt paint.
SU 397 SMU 717-718/415 (A2).
4 (397-2-2). Goblet

Fig. 7

Body sherd.
Max. Diam. of body ca. 0.20.
Medium coarse fabric containing many fine to
granule-sized (max. dim. 2.5 mm.), black, dark and
yellowish red, and white grits. Pinkish gray fracture.
Exterior coated with white slip; very pale brown interior left unslipped. Interior patchily burnished but
also preserving extensive traces of wiping; exterior
surface treatment not determinable owing to heavy
wear. Dark reddish brown to reddish brown matt
paint.
SU 397 SMU 717/414 (A2).
5 (396-2-12). Goblet

Fig. 7

Rim. Single sherd.
Diam. rim 0.24.
Medium coarse fabric containing many gray and
black, and occasional white and dark red, fine to
granule-sized (max. dim. 3.0 mm.) grits. Weak red
fracture. Surfaces, coated with white slip, burnished
to moderate luster all over. Dark reddish brown matt
paint.
SU 396 SMU 718/416 (A2).
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Fig. 7
6 (256-2-4). Goblet
Rim. Mended from 2 sherds.
Diam. rim 0.26.
Medium coarse fabric containing many gray and
black, and occasionaldark red, fine to granule-sized
(max. dim. 3.5 mm.) grits, as well as an occasional
medium to coarse, white grit. Reddish brown fracture. Surfaces coated with pale slip, usually white
but mottled to very pale brown below rim on interior. Dark reddishbrown matt paint.
SU 256 SMU 720/421 (B).
Fig. 7
7 (261-2-2). Goblet
Body fragment.Mended from 3 sherds.
Diam. at carination0.26.
Medium coarse fabric containing some gray, black,
and yellowish red, fine to very coarse grits and some
mediumto granule-sized(max. dim. 2.5 mm.), white
grits. Fracture light to pinkish gray at core, light
reddish brown to pink near surfaces. Burnished to
high luster all over, reddish yellow inside and pink
outside. Dark brown matt paint.
SU 261 SMU 720/423 (Al).
Fig. 7
8 (254-2-2). Goblet
Rim. Single sherd.
Diam. rim 0.23.
Medium coarse fabric containingoccasionalyellowish red and white, coarseto granule-sizedgrits (max.
dim. 2.5 mm.). Fracture light gray at core, reddish
yellow near surfaces. Seemingly coatedwith pink to
very pale brown slip, surfaces roughly burnishedto
low luster overall. Dark brown matt paint.
SU 254 SMU 721/418 (A2).
Fig. 7
9 (243-2-8). Goblet
Rim. Mended from 2 sherds.
Diam. rim ca. 0.30.
Medium coarse fabric containing many gray and
black, fine to coarse grits, some white, fine to medium grits, and some gray granules (max. dim.
2.5 mm.). Reddish brown to light reddish brown
fracture. Surfaces coated with white slip, but final
surfacetreatmentnot determinablebecauseof heavy
wear. Dark reddishbrown matt paint.
SU 243 SMU 721/243 (C).

10 (396-2-13). Goblet

389
Fig. 8

Rim. Single sherd.
Diam. rim 0.32.
Medium coarse fabric containing many dark red,
gray, and black, fine to very coarse grits, some white,
fine to coarse grits, and occasional dark red and
white granules (max. dim. 3.5 mm.), as well as one
visible medium sparkling inclusion. Fracture light
yellowish brown at core, reddish yellow near surfaces. Original surface colors and treatment not preserved because of very heavy wear. Dark reddish
brown matt paint.
SU 396 SMU 718/416 (A2).
11 (254-2-5). Goblet

Fig. 8

Foot fragment. Single sherd.
Diam. foot 0.125.
Medium coarse fabric containing many white, dark
and yellowish red, and black, fine to granule-sized
(max. dim. 2.5 mm.) grits. Fracture mostly light
gray, mottled to light reddish brown at some points
near surfaces. All surfaces coated with white slip but
burnished to moderate luster only on exterior and
across bottom centimeter of interior. Dark brown
matt paint.
SU 254 SMU 720/418 (A2).
12 (237-2-1). Goblet

Fig. 8

Foot fragment. Single sherd.
Diam. foot 0.12.
Medium coarse fabric containing many white, gray,
and black, fine to granule-sized (max. dim. 2.5 mm.)
grits. White fracture and surfaces, the latter burnished to moderate luster only on exterior and either
heavily worn or purposely left rough on interior.
Dark brown matt paint.
SU 237 SMU 720/422 (C).
13 (243-2-9). Goblet

Fig. 8

Foot fragment. Single sherd.
Diam. foot 0.13.
Medium coarse fabric containing massive amounts
of white, gray, dark and yellowish red, and black,
fine to granule-sized (max. dim. 3 mm.) grits. Fracture pink toward interior, white toward exterior.
Original surface colors and treatment not preserved
owing to heavy wear. Dark brown matt paint.
SU 243 SMU 721/423 (C).
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14 (243-2-7). Kantharos

Fig. 11

Rim and handle fragment. Single sherd.
Diam. rim 0.16.
Fine fabric containing occasional fine white grits.
Fracture light red near surfaces but otherwise gray
to light gray. Surfaces coated with white slip and
then burnished to high luster. Matt paint very dusky
red where thickly applied, reddish brown where
thinned.
SU 243 SMU 721/423 (C).
15 (262-2-1). Kantharos

Fig. 11

Rim and handle fragment. Single sherd.
Diam. rim 0.16.
Fine to medium coarse fabric containing many black
and yellowish red, fine to very coarse grits and an
occasional white grit in the same size range. Pinkish
gray to light reddish brown fracture. Surfaces coated
with white slip and burnished to moderate luster.
Dark brown matt paint.
SU 262 SMU 720/417 (A2).
16 (256-2-7). Kantharos

Fig. 11

Rim. Mended from 2 sherds.
Diam. rim 0.14.
Fine fabric containing some black, fine to very coarse
grits and an occasional white grit in the same size
range. Fracture reddish yellow just below surfaces
but otherwise gray to light gray. Surfaces coated
with very pale brown slip on exterior and to base of
rim on interior, but rest of interior left unslipped and
hence reddish yellow. Burnished to moderate luster
overall. Dark reddish brown matt paint.
SU 256 SMU 720/422 (B).
17 (396-2-11). Kantharos

Fig. 11

Rim. Single sherd.
Diam. rim 0.12.
Medium coarse fabric containing many black and
white, fine to very coarse grits and an occasional similarly colored granule (max. dim. 3.5 mm.). Fracture
very pale brown near surfaces, light reddish brown
to pink near core. White surfaces, possibly but not
necessarily coated with a distinct slip, burnished to
moderate luster on exterior but too worn on interior
for surface treatment to be determined. Dark reddish
brown matt paint.
Top of rim abraded, possibly from use.
SU 396 SMU 718/416 (A2).

18 (256-2-8). Kantharos
Fig. 11
Handle. Single sherd.
W. 0.025-0.028.
Fine fabric containingoccasionalwhite, fine to very
coarsegrits. Fracturereddishbrown to light reddish
brown near surfaces, dark gray at core. Surfaces
coated with pale yellow slip and burnished to high
luster on back and sides of handle. Very dusky red
matt paint.
SU 256 SMU 720/422 (B).
19 (256-2-3). Kantharos
Fig. 11
Base. Single sherd.
Diam. base 0.058.
Coarse fabric containing many white, gray, and
black,fine to pebble-sized(max. dim. 7 mm.) grits as
well as many dark red grits up to granules in size.
Light red to reddishyellow fracture.Reddishyellow
surfaces roughly burnished to moderate luster all
over. Matt paint heavily enough worn that original
thickness,and hence color, is nowhere preserved.
Resting surfaceof base worn from use.
SU 256 SMU 721/423 (B).
20 (243-2-10). Kantharos
Fig. 11
Body sherd.
Max. pres. Diam. ca. 0.14.
Fine to medium coarse fabric containingmany gray
as well as dark and yellowish red, fine to very coarse
grits and occasional white grits in the same size
range. Light red fracturebecomingvery pale brown
near and at surfaces, which are burnished to
moderateluster. Dark brown matt paint.
SU 243 SMU 721/423 (C).
21 (254-2-4). Miniature kantharos(?)
Fig. 13
Handle. Single sherd.
W. 0.0135-0.0175.
Fine fabric containing occasional white and black,
fine to coarse grits. Light brown fracture. Surfaces,
coatedwith white slip, burnishedto moderateluster.
Dark brown matt paint.
SU 254 SMU 720/418 (A2).
22 (245-2-1). Juglet with cutaway
neck

Fig. 14; P1.70

Completeexcept for chip at rim and all but lowermost 10 percentof handle. Mended from 3 sherds.
H. to top of rim 0.078. Max. Diam. 0.058. Diam.
base 0.021.
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Fine fabric containing occasional white and yellowish red, fine to coarse grits and some silt-sized sparkling inclusions. Pink fracture and unpainted surfaces, the latter burnished to low luster on exterior.
Dark brown matt paint.
SU 245 SMU 722/419 (D).
23 (243-2-6). Juglet with cutaway neck

Fig. 14

Rim. Single sherd.
W. of spout 0.021.
Fine fabric containing some fine to very coarse (max.
dim. 1.5 mm.), gray and yellowish red grits. Fracture reddish yellow near surfaces, light red at core.
Pink surfaces burnished to moderate luster on exterior, crudely wiped on interior. Dark reddish
brown matt paint.
SU 243 SMU 721/423 (C).
24 (231-2- 1). Neck-handled jug with subsidiary ring handle attached at rim

Fig. 14

Complete profile except for two handles. Mended
from 21 sherds into 3 non-joining fragments.
H. to rim 0.161-0.167. Diam. rim 0.101. Max.
Diam. 0.144. Diam. base 0.065.
Fine to medium coarse fabric containing many white,
gray, black, and yellowish red, fine to very coarse
grits and many silt-sized to fine sparkling inclusions.
Fracture light red near surfaces, gray to light gray at
core. Traces preserved of very pale brown slip coating exterior, but reddish yellow interior surface is
unslipped. Exterior burnished to moderate luster;
interior lower body crudely wiped, but interior neck
and upper body patchily burnished. Dark reddish
brown matt paint, preserved only in patches because
of extremely heavy wear over all surfaces.
Traces of a second patterned zone below one(?)
broad band at the point of maximum diameter.
SU 231; SU 242 SMU 723/420, 723/422 (D).
25 (261-2-1). Jug

Fig. 14

Rim. Single sherd.
Diam. rim 0.115.
Fine fabric containing some fine to very coarse white
grits. Red fracture. Surfaces mottled pink to reddish
yellow on exterior, pink to pinkish gray and light
brown on interior, all burnished to high luster. Very
dusky red matt paint.
SU 261 SMU 720/423 (Al).

26 (243-2-17). Jug
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Fig. 14

Base and lower body fragment. Single sherd.
Diam. base 0.060.
Medium coarse fabric containing some gray and
dark red, fine to granule-sized (max. dim. 2.5 mm.)
grits, some white, fine to coarse grits, and occasional
very fine sparkling inclusions. Fracture reddish yellow near surfaces, occasionally dark gray at core.
Reddish yellow interior surface wiped; light brown
to light yellowish brown exterior surface roughly
burnished, but degree of luster impossible to assess
owing to heavy wear. Dark brown matt paint.
SU 243 SMU 722/423 (D).
27 (243-2-3). Jug

Fig. 14

Neck and shoulder fragment. Single sherd.
Max. Diam. 0.135.
Medium coarse fabric containing some black and
dark red, fine to granule-sized grits and occasional
fine to coarse, white grits. Fracture gray to light
gray, becoming reddish yellow just below surfaces
and at the interior surface. Pink exterior surface,
probably unslipped. Interior burnished to base of
neck, wiped below; exterior burnished to high luster
all over. Original thickness, and hence color, of paint
nowhere preserved.
SU 243 SMU 721/422 (D).
28 (256-2-10). Jug

Fig. 14

Neck and shoulder fragment. Single sherd.
Min. Diam. of neck 0.100.
Medium coarse fabric containing fine to granulesized, white, gray, black, and dark red grits. White
fracture and surfaces, the latter burnished to moderate luster on exterior but either roughly smoothed
or heavily worn on interior. Very dark grayish
brown matt paint.
SU 256 SMU 720/423 (B).
29 (396-2-3). Jug

Fig. 14

Neck and shoulder fragment. Single sherd.
Max. pres. Diam. 0.085.
Fine to medium coarse fabric containing many black
and dark red, as well as some white, fine to very
coarse (max. dim. 2.0 mm.) grits. Light reddish
brown to pink fracture. Pink to very pale brown interior surface, roughly burnished down to base of neck
but only crudely smoothed below; very pale brown
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exterior surface, probably unslipped, burnished to
moderate luster. Dark reddish brown matt paint.
SU 396 SMU 717/416 (A2).
30 (256-2-25). Jug

Fig. 14

Body sherd.
Max. pres. Diam. ca. 0.28.
Fine to medium coarse fabric containing many white,
black, dark red, and yellowish red fine to very coarse
(max. dim. 1.5 mm.) grits. Fracture light reddish
brown at core, becoming reddish yellow near and at
surfaces. Interior roughly wiped; exterior burnished
to moderate luster. Dark brown matt paint.
SU 256 SMU 723/423 (B).
31 (243-2-19). Side-spouted jug

Fig. 14

Neck, shoulder, and spout fragment. Single sherd.
Max. pres. W. 0.049.
Medium coarse fabric containing some black and
dark red, fine to granule-sized (max. dim. 2.5 mm.)
grits, as well as occasional very fine sparkling inclusions. Reddish yellow fracture and roughly
smoothed interior surface; very pale brown exterior
surface, burnished to moderate luster. Dark reddish
brown matt paint.
Base of neck preserved at top of sherd, base of
spout preserved at viewer's right edge.
SU 243 SMU 723/420 (D).
32 (256-2-5). Bridge-spouted jar

Fig. 15

Handle, spout, and shoulder fragment. Mended
from 2 sherds.
Max. pres. H. 0.043.
Medium coarse fabric containing some gray and
black, fine to granule-sized (max. dim. 2.5 mm.)
grits and occasional medium to very coarse white
grits. White fracture and surfaces, the latter evenly
burnished to moderate luster on the exterior but
streakily burnished, and hence patchily lustrous, on
the interior. Very dark grayish brown matt paint.
Swelling at upper left edge of sherd (exterior
view) indicates proximity of handle, probably a horizontal loop rising almost vertically from the upper
shoulder; at lower right edge of fragment, arc defining base of wide spout discernible on interior.
SU 256 SMU 720/421 (B).
33 (237-2-2). Jar

Fig. 15

Rim and neck fragments. Mended from 5 sherds
into 2 non-jolning pieces.

Diam. rim 0.14.
Medium coarse fabric containing many black and
some gray and white, fine to very coarse grits, as well
as occasional similarly colored granules (max. dim.
3.0 mm.). White fracture and surfaces. Traces of
vertical paring on exterior of neck, and some horizontal striations preserved at rim; heavy wear over
all surfaces has eradicated all but a few patches, on
the interior of the neck, of the burnish which almost
certainly was applied to both interior and exterior
surfaces. Very dark gray matt paint.
SU 237 SMU 720/422; SU 241 SMU 720/420
(C).
34 (396-2-14). Jar

Fig. 15

Rim. Single sherd.
Diam. rim 0.14.
Medium coarse fabric containing some black, medium to coarse grits, many yellowish red and occasional white, fine to granule-sized (max. dim. 3.5
mm.) grits, and an occasional very fine sparkling inclusion. Fracture varying from light brown at core
through light red to light brown again just below
surfaces. Very pale brown interior surface, exterior
mottled light gray to white, in both cases almost certainly coated with a paler firing slip. Original burnish survives only in slight hollow on interior of rim.
Dark brown matt paint.
SU 396 SMU 718/416 (A2).
35 (256-2-24). Jar

Fig. 15

Two non-joining rim fragments.
Diam. rim 0.11.
Fine to medium coarse fabric containing many gray
and black, fine to very coarse (max. dim. 1.5 mm.)
grits and some white grits in the same size range.
Light reddish brown fracture. White surfaces,
coated inside and out with slip, wiped to low luster
on exterior but no more than roughly smoothed on
interior. Dark brown matt paint.
SU 256 SMU 722-723/423 (B).
36 (396-2-2). Jar

Fig. 15

Neck fragment. Single sherd.
Min. Diam. of neck 0.09.
Medium coarse fabric containing many yellowish
red and gray, fine to granule-sized (max. dim.
2.5 mm.), and occasional white, medium to coarse
grits. Light brown fracture near surfaces, light gray
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at core. Surfaces pink on interior and seemingly unburnished except at top of neck, pink to very pale
brown on exterior and burnished to moderate luster.
Dark brown matt paint.
SU 396 SMU 717/416 (A2).
37 (243-2-11). Jar

Fig. 15

Neck and shoulder fragment. Single sherd.
Max. pres. Diam. 0.19.
Fine fabric containing some white, gray, and dark
red, fine to very coarse (max. dim. 1.5 mm.) grits.
Fracture light gray at core, light reddish brown to
pink near surfaces and on crudely wiped interior.
Exterior surface coated with very pale brown slip
and seemingly untouched subsequently except for
application of very dark brown to dark brown mattpainted decoration.
SU 243 SMU 721/423 (C).
38 (254-2-1). Jar

Fig. 16

Handle and body fragments. Mended from 16
sherds into 2 non-joining pieces.
Max. Diam. (est.) 0.275.
Coarse fabric containing many white, gray, black,
and dark red, fine to granule-sized grits and an occasional similarly colored pebble (max. dim. 6.0 mm.).
Fracture reddish yellow near surfaces, grayish
brown at core. Reddish yellow surfaces burnished to
moderate luster on exterior, roughly smoothed on
interior. Dark reddish brown matt paint.
Traces of single painted ring preserved around
each handle attachment; portions of two double-triangle groups preserved at 90-degree intervals on upper shoulder.
SU 240 SMU 721/419; SU 245 SMU 721/419;
SU 254 SMU 720/419 (A2).
Unrpainted
39 (397-2-6). Goblet

Fig. 9

Rim and handle fragment. Single sherd.
Diam. rim 0.20.
Medium coarse fabric containing massive amounts of
white, gray, black, and dark red, fine to granule-sized
(max. dim. 3.5 mm.) grits as well as an occasional
very fine sparkling inclusion. Fracture and surfaces
mottled from red through light red to reddish yellow,
the latter burnished to high luster all over.
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Sides of handle attached to top of rim; center of
handle attachedto undersideof rim.
SU 397 SMU 718/415 (A2).
40 (264-2-3). Goblet
Fig. 9
Rim and handle fragment.Mended from 3 sherds.
Diam. rim 0.215.
Medium coarse fabric containing some white, gray,
black, and dark red, fine to granule-sized(max. dim.
4.0 mm.) grits. Fracture reddishbrown to light reddish brown at core, becoming paler and less red
toward surfaces, themselves mottled light yellowish
brown to very pale brown and burnishedto high luster all over.
Wear on rim and side of handle probably from
use.
SU 264 SMU 720/418 (A2).
41 (262-2-2). Goblet
Fig. 9
Rim and handle fragment.Single sherd.
Diam. rim ca. 0.25.
Fine fabric containingsome white, gray, black, and
dark red, fine to coarse, and occasional gray and
black, very coarse (max. dim. 1.5 mm.) grits as well
as occasionalvery fine sparklinginclusions.Fracture
gray to light gray at core, reddishyellow near and at
surfaces. Burnishedto moderateluster all over.
Sides of handle attached to top of rim; center of
handle attachedto undersideof rim.
SU 262 SMU 720/417 (A2).
42 (254-2-11). Goblet
Rim and handle fragment.Single sherd.
Diam. rim 0.26.

Fig. 9

Medium coarse fabric containing some white, gray,
black, and yellowish red, fine to granule-sized(max.
dim. 3.0 mm.) grits. Fracture mostly dark gray, becoming reddish yellow near surfaces. Interior surface reddishyellow, exterior mottled reddish yellow
through pink to very pale brown, and rim proper
brown to pale brown. Coarsely burnished to moderate luster all over.
SU 254 SMU 721/418 (A2).
43 (243-2-14). Goblet

Fig. 9

Foot fragment.Single sherd.
Min. pres. Diam. of foot 0.06.
Medium coarse fabric containingmany white, gray,
black, and dark red, fine to granule-sized(max. dim.
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2.5 mm.) grits. Fracture pink near surfaces, gray to
light gray at core. Surfaces coated with white slip;
exterior burnished to moderate luster, but final
treatment of interior uncertain owing to heavy wear.
Diagonal slashes across upper break incised for
purpose of ensuring secure attachment of foot to base
of bowl.
SU 243 SMU 721/423 (C).
44 (237-2-9). Goblet

Fig. 9

Foot fragment. Single sherd.
Min. pres. Diam. of foot ca. 0.065.
Medium coarse to coarse fabric containing many
white, gray, black, and dark red, fine to very coarse
grits and occasional gray pebbles (max. dim.
5.0 mm.). Fracture variable, pale brown to reddish
yellow. Surfaces mottled from light brown through
pink to reddish yellow. Exterior burnished to moderate luster, interior only smoothed.
SU 237 SMU 720/423 (C).
45 (396-2-6). Goblet

Medium coarse fabric containing many white, gray,
black, and dark red, fine to very coarse grits and an
occasional pebble (max. dim. 4.5 mm.) of the same
colors. Fracture reddish yellow near surfaces, brown
at core. Light red to reddish yellow surfaces burnished to high luster all over.
SU 397 SMU 718/415 (A2).
48 (237-2-4). Goblet

Medium coarse fabric containing many white, gray,
black, dark red and yellowish red, fine to very coarse
grits and one visible pebble (max. dim. 4.5 mm.).
Fracture reddish yellow near surfaces, pinkish gray
at core. Heavily worn, light brown to pink surfaces
preserve traces of original burnish to moderate luster.
Heavier wear on resting surface of foot probably
from use.
SU 237 SMU 720/422 (C).
49 (243-2-13). Goblet

Fig. 8

Foot fragment. Single sherd.
Min. Diam. of foot 0.065.

Fig. 9

Foot fragment. Single sherd.
Diam. foot 0.11.

Fig. 9

Foot fragment. Single sherd.
Diam. foot 0.11.

Medium coarse fabric containing many white, black,
and dark red, fine to granule-sized (max. dim.
3.0 mm.) grits. Very dark gray to dark gray across
most of fracture, red near surfaces. Surfaces mottled
red to black and burnished to moderate luster all
over.
SU 396 SMU 717/416 (A2).

Medium coarse fabric containing many white, black,
and yellowish red, fine to granule-sized (max. dim.
2.5 mm.) grits and an occasional silt-sized sparkling
inclusion. Light reddish brown fracture. Surfaces
coated with pale-firing slip, white on exterior shading to very pale brown on interior and burnished to
moderate luster all over.
SU 243 SMU 721/423 (C).

46 (396-2-18). Goblet

50 (237-2-5). Goblet

Fig. 9

Foot fragment. Single sherd.
Min. Diam. of foot 0.07.
Coarse fabric containing massive amounts of white,
gray, black, and dark red, fine to very coarse grits as
well as occasional white and gray granules and pebbles (max. dim. 6.0 mm.). Fracture brown to light
brown at core, becoming reddish yellow to light red
or red at surfaces. Traces of original burnish preserved on pink exterior surface, but most of exterior
and all of interior surface worn away.
SU 396 SMU 718/416 (A2).
47 (397-2-7). Goblet
Foot fragment. Single sherd.
Min. pres. Diam. of foot 0.08.

Fig. 9

Foot fragment. Single sherd.
Diam. foot 0.11.

Fig. 9

Fine fabric containing some white, gray, black, and
dark red, fine to very coarse grits. Fracture light red
near surfaces, gray to light gray near core. Reddish
yellow surfaces burnished to high luster all over.
Some wear on resting surface of base probably
from use.
SU 237 SMU 720/423 (C).
51 (254-2-8). Goblet

Fig. 9

Foot fragment. Single sherd.
Diam. foot 0.12.
Fine to medium coarse fabric containing many
white, gray, and black, fine to very coarse (max. dim.
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2.0 mm.) grits. Fracture light red near surfaces, dark
gray at core. Light red to reddish yellow surfaces
heavily worn, but one or two patches of original burnish survive.
Especially heavy wear on resting surface of base
probably from use.
SU 254 SMU 720/419 (A2).
52 (237-2-7). Goblet

Fig. 9

Foot fragment. Single sherd.
Diam. foot 0.12.
Medium coarse fabric containing some white and
gray, fine to granule-sized (max. dim. 2.5 mm.) grits.
Fracture gray to light gray, becoming dark gray to
very dark gray near and at interior surface, reddish
yellow at exterior surface. Surfaces burnished to
high luster all over.
SU 237 SMU 720/423 (C).
53 (396-2-17). Goblet

Fig. 9

Foot fragment. Mended from 4 sherds.
Diam. foot 0.13.

54 (256-2-2). Kantharos

SU 243 SMU 723/419 and 723/423 (1 sherd
each); SU 256 SMU 721-722/422 (23 sherds) (B).
55 (231-2-2). Kantharos

Fig. 12; P1. 70

Reconstructed profile missing portions of lower
body and handle. Mended from 14 sherds into 7
non-joining fragments.
H. (rest.) 0.160. Diam. rim (est.) 0.195. Diam.
base 0.070.
Medium coarse fabric containing massive amounts of
white, gray, dark red, and especially yellowish red,
fine to granule-sized (max. dim. 3.0 mm.) grits.
Fracture reddish yellow near surfaces, light gray to
pale brown at core. Original surface color and treatment undeterminable owing to extremely heavy
wear.
Lower bowl diagonally scored prior to attachment
of foot in order to improve quality of join between
these two parts of vase.
SU 231; SU 236 SMU 722/422 (D).
56 (243-2-4). Kantharos

Medium coarse fabric containing some white, gray,
black, dark red, and yellowish red, fine to granulesized (max. dim. 2.5 mm.) grits. Fracture reddish
yellow near surfaces, gray through light brown to
reddish yellow at core. Owing to extremely heavy
wear on exterior, reddish yellow original surface,
burnished to moderate luster, is preserved only in
patches on underside of foot.
SU 396 SMU 718/416 (A2).
Fig. 12

Complete profile except for part of handle. Mended from 25 sherds into a single fragment.
H. to rim 0.099. Diam. rim 0.120. Diam. base
0.042-0.044.
Medium coarse fabric containing occasional white
and massive amounts of dark red and black, fine to
granule-sized (max. dim. 4.0 mm.) grits. Fracture
very pale brown near surfaces, light reddish brown
at core. Surfaces, burnished to moderate luster all
over, are light gray to white on exterior but mottled
very pale brown to dark grayish brown on interior.
Top of rim and sides of handles somewhat more
heavily worn than remainder, probably from use.
Handle uniformly convex in section, never Ushaped.
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Fig. 12

Rim and handle fragment. Single sherd.
Diam. rim 0.115.
Fine fabric containing some white and black, fine to
medium grits. Pink fracture. Coated all over with
white slip and then burnished to low luster; burnish
preserved only in patches on interior owing to heavy
wear.
Edge of upper handle attachment preserved at
rim.
SU 243 SMU 721/422 (D).
57 (262-2-4). Kantharos

Fig. 12

Rim and handle fragment. Single sherd.
Diam. rim ca. 0.115.
Fine to medium coarse fabric containing many
black, and occasional white, fine to very coarse (max.
dim. 1.5 mm.) grits. Light brownish gray fracture.
Mottled grayish brown to very pale brown surfaces,
burnished to low luster on interior, to moderate luster on exterior.
Scars of both attachments of one handle preserved.
SU 262 SMU 720/417 (A2).
58 (245-2-3). Round-bodied cup(?)

Fig. 13

Rim and handle fragment. Mended from 7 sherds.
Diam. rim 0.12.
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Fine to medium coarse fabric containing massive
amounts of gray and black, as well as some white
and yellowish red, fine to very coarse grits. Fracture
reddish yellow near surfaces, pale red at core. Surfaces coated with pale-firing slip, very pale brown on
exterior but mottled to brownish yellow and yellow
on interior, then burnished to moderate luster all
over, somewhat more carefully on exterior than on
interior.
Thickening of body wall in vicinity of lower handle attachment preserved just below point of maximum diameter at extreme left edge of fragment (exterior view).
SU 245 SMU 721/417 (D).
59 (264-2-1). Kantharos

Fig. 12; P1. 70

Rim and handle fragment. Mended from 11
sherds.
Diam. rim 0.14.
Fine fabric containing some black, fine to coarse
grits and some white, fine to very coarse (max. dim.
2.0 mm.) grits. White fracture and surfaces, blackened in one patch on interior by secondary burning
and occasionally mottled on exterior to reddish yellow. Surfaces burnished to low luster all over.
Heavy wear at rim and sides of handle probably
from use.
SU 254 SMU 721/418 (1 sherd); SU 264 SMU
720/419 (10 sherds) (A2).
60 (396-2-10). Kantharos

Fig. 12

Base. Single sherd.
Diam. base 0.049.
Medium coarse fabric containing many gray, black,
dark red, and yellowish red, as well as occasional
white, fine to granule-sized (max. dim. 2.5 mm.)
grits. Light reddish brown fracture. Coated all over
with white slip, mottled to pink on exterior and to
light gray on interior, in both cases patchily and as a
result of secondary burning. Burnished to low luster
all over.
Moderate to heavy wear at bottom of interior
probably from use.
SU 396 SMU 718/415 (A2).
61 (243-2-16). Kantharos
Base. Single sherd.
Diam. base 0.057-0.060.

Fig. 12

Medium coarse fabric containing many white, gray,
black, dark red, and yellowish red, fine to granulesized grits. Light reddish brown fracture. Coated
with white slip all over. Surface treatment undeterminable because.of extremely heavy wear.
SU 243 SMU 723/422 (C).
62 (256-2-12). Kantharos

Fig. 12

Base. Single sherd.
Diam. base 0.060.
Medium coarse fabric containing massive amounts
of gray, black, dark red, and yellowish red, fine to
granule-sized (max. dim. 3.5 mm.) grits and some
white, fine to coarse grits. Red to light red fracture.
Reddish yellow surfaces burnished to moderate luster all over.
Wear on resting surface probably from use.
SU 256 SMU 720/423 (B).
63 (254-2-6). Miniature kantharos

Fig. 13

Complete profile except for part of handle. Mended from 4 sherds.
H. to rim 0.045. Diam. rim 0.085. Diam. base
0.032-0.033.
Fine fabric containing some white, black, and yellowish red, fine to very coarse (max. dim. 1.5 mm.)
grits. Fracture light reddish brown near surfaces,
gray to light gray at core. Very pale brown surfaces,
mottled to dark brown at center of interior. Traces of
moderately lustrous burnish preserved all over.
Especially heavy wear at center of interior and on
resting surface of base probably from use.
Width of handle tapers markedly as handle rises
from lower attachment.
SU 254 SMU 720-721/418;
SU 264 SMU
397
SU
SMU
720/419;
717/415 (A2).
64 (243-2-12). Miniature kantharos

Fig. 13

Rim and handle fragment. Single sherd.
Diam. rim 0.075.
Fine fabric containing some white, gray, and black,
fine to very coarse (max. dim. 1.5 mm.) grits. Gray
fracture. Reddish yellow surface burnished to moderate luster all over.
Width of handle tapers markedly as handle rises
from lower attachment.
SU 243 SMU 721/423 (C).
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Fig. 13

65 (237-2-3). Miniature kantharos
Rim. Single sherd.
Diam. rim 0.07.

Fine fabric containing some white and black, fine to
very coarse (max. dim. 1.5 mm.) grits. Fracture gray
at core, becoming reddish yellow near and at surfaces, which are burnished to moderate luster on exterior, somewhat less luster on interior.
SU 237 SMU 720/422 (C).
Fig. 13

66 (396-2-22). Miniature kantharos
Handle and base fragment. Single sherd.
Diam. base 0.031.

Medium coarse fabric containing many white, black,
dark red, and yellowish red, fine to very coarse grits
and an occasional granule (max. dim. 2.5 mm.) in
the same color range. Reddish gray to reddish brown
fracture. Coated all over with white slip which is,
however, extensively mottled by secondary burning.
Surface treatment undeterminable owing to extremely heavy wear.
SU 396 SMU 719/416 (A2).
67 (242-2-1). Angular cup

Fig. 13; P1. 70

Complete profile. Mended from 4 sherds.
H. to rim 0.040. Diam. rim 0.041. Max. Diam.
0.051. Diam. base ca. 0.020.
Medium coarse fabric containing some white and
gray, fine to granule-sized (max. dim. 4.0 mm.) grits
and occasional black and dark red, fine to medium
grits. Fracture reddish yellow near surfaces, dark
gray at core. Original surfaces nowhere preserved
owing to extremely heavy wear.
SU 242 SMU 723/420 (D).
68 (256-2-22). Goblet(?)

Fig. 10

Rim. Single sherd.
Diam. rim 0.185.
Fine to medium coarse fabric containing many
white, gray, and black, fine to very coarse (max. dim.
1.5 mm.) grits. Very pale brown fracture. White
surfaces burnished to high luster all over.
Somewhat heavier wear at rim probably from use.
SU 256 SMU 721/423 (B).

69 (256-2-23). Goblet(?)
Rim. Mended from 4 sherds.
Diam. rim 0.19.

Fig. 10

397

Medium coarse fabric containing many gray, black,
and dark red, fine to granule-sized grits as well as
occasional white, fine to medium grits. Fracture pink
near surfaces, gray to light gray near core. Pink to
very pale brown surfaces, mottled to dark grayish
brown at top of rim and on interior, burnished to
moderate luster all over.
SU 256 SMU 722/422 (B).
70 (237-2-10). Goblet(?)

Fig. 8

Rim. Single sherd.
Diam. rim 0.235.
Fine fabric containing some white, black, and yellowish red, fine to very coarse (max. dim. 1.5 mm.)
grits. Fracture and surfaces thoroughly mottled, yellowish red to black. Surfaces burnished to high luster on exterior, to lower luster on interior.
SU 237 SMU 720/423 (C).
71 (264-2-2). Goblet(?)

Fig. 10

Rim. Single sherd.
Diam. rim 0.22.
Medium coarse fabric containing some white and
black, fine to granule-sized (max. dim. 3.0 mm.)
grits, some very fine sparkling inclusions, and one
medium gold sparkling platelet. Reddish yellow
fracture. Original surfaces nowhere preserved owing
to very heavy wear.
SU 264 SMU 720/418 (A2).
72 (264-2-4). Goblet(?)

Fig. 8

Rim. Single sherd.
Diam. rim 0.26.
Medium coarse fabric containing some white, gray,
and black, fine to very coarse grits and an occasional
white granule (max. dim. 3.0 mm.). Fracture reddish brown near surfaces, gray to dark gray at core.
Burnished surfaces mottled from reddish brown to
black on moderately lustrous exterior, from brown to
black on less lustrous interior.
SU 264 SMU 720/419 (A2).
73 (256-2-11). Goblet(?)

Fig. 10

Rim. Single sherd.
Diam. rim 0.22.
Fine to medium coarse fabric containing many
white, black, dark red, and yellowish red, fine to very
coarse (max. dim. 2.0 mm.) grits. Fracture light
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brownat core,becomingreddishyellow near interior
surface,very pale brown near exterior.Owing to extremely heavy wear, original burnishedsurfacepreserved in only one small pink to very pale brown
patch on exterior.
SU 256 SMU 720/423 (B).
74 (396-2-8). Goblet(?)
Rim. Single sherd.
Diam. rim 0.245.

Fig. 10

Medium coarse fabric containingmany white, gray,
black, ahd dark red, fine to granule-sized(max. dim.
2.5 mm.) grits. Light red fracture. Reddish yellow
surfaces, with a few worn patches of original burnish preservedon exterior.
SU 396 SMU 718/415 (A2).
75 (243-2-15). Goblet(?)
Fig. 10
Rim. Mended from 3 sherds.
Diam. rim 0.25.
Coarse fabric containing some white, black, dark
red, and yellowish red, fine to very coarse grits,
many black granules, and an occasionalblack pebble
(max. dim. 5.0 mm.). Reddishbrown to light reddish
brown fracture, becoming reddish yellow near
surfaces.Pink to very pale brown surfaces,probably
not slipped, burnishedto high luster on exterior but
to only moderateluster on interior.
Wear on exterior of rim probablyfrom use.
SU 243 SMU 724/423 (C).
76 (261-2-4). Goblet(?)
Fig. 10
Rim. Single sherd.
Diam. rim 0.20.
Medium coarse fabric containing some white and
dark red, fine to very coarse grits and an occasional
similarly colored granule (max. dim. 2.5 mm.).
Fracture reddish yellow near surfaces, light reddish
brown at core. Surfaces reddish yellow on interior
and pink on exterior, burnished to moderate luster
all over.
SU 261 SMU 720/423 (Al).
77 (254-2-10). Goblet(?)
Fig. 10
Rim. Mended from 2 sherds.
Diam. rim 0.205.
Medium coarse fabric containingmany gray, black,
and yellowish red, fine to granule-sized (max. dim.
2.5 mm.) grits as well as some white, fine to coarse
grits. Fracture red near surfaces, brown at core.

Reddish yellow surfaces burnished to high luster all
over.

SU 254 SMU 721/418 (A2).
78 (396-2-15). Goblet(?)

Fig. 10

Rim. Single sherd.
Diam. rim 0.25.
Medium coarse fabric containing some white, gray,
black, and dark red, fine to granule-sized (max. dim.
2.5 mm.) grits. Light red to reddish yellow fracture.
Original burnish patchily preserved inside and out
on reddish yellow surfaces.
Shoulder lightly ribbed.
SU 396 SMU 718/416 (A2).
79 (396-2-9). Goblet(?)

Fig. 10

Rim. Single sherd.
Diam. rim 0.185.
Fine to medium coarse fabric containing many
white, gray, black, and yellowish red, fine to very
coarse (max. dim. 1.5 mm.) grits. Reddish brown to
light reddish brown fracture. Patches of moderately
lustrous burnish preserved on pink interior surface;
original exterior surface entirely worn off.
SU 396 SMU 718/415 (A2).

80 (237-2-6). Goblet(?)

Fig. 10

Rim. Single sherd.
Diam. rim 0.265.
Medium coarse fabric containing some white, gray,
and black, fine to granule-sized (max. dim. 2.5 mm.)
grits. Light reddish brown to light brown fracture.
Pink to very pale brown surfaces, burnished to moderate luster all over.
Rim chipped and heavily worn, probably from
use.
SU 237 SMU 720/423 (C).
81 (264-2-5). Goblet(?)

Fig. 10

Rim. Single sherd.
Diam. rim 0.18.
Fine to medium coarse fabric containing many
white, gray, and black, fine to very coarse (max. dim.
1.5 mm.) grits. Light reddish brown fracture. Surfaces coated with light gray to white slip and burnished to high luster all over.
Wear on top of rim probably from use.
Two grooves on exterior, at base of rim and top of
shoulder.
SU 264 SMU 720/419 (A2).
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82 (261-2-3). Goblet(?)

Fig. 10

Rim. Single sherd.
Diam. rim 0.29.

Fig. 10

Rim. Mended from 2 sherds.
Diam. rim 0.28.
Medium coarse fabric containing some white, gray,
black and dark red, fine to very coarse grits as well as
many black and dark red granules (max. dim.
4.0 mm.) and some very fine sparkling inclusions.
Fracture red to light red near surfaces, pale brown at
core. Light red to reddish yellow surfaces, burnished
to high luster all over.
Single pronounced rib on lower shoulder, just
above carination in body profile.
SU 396 SMU 718/416 (A2).
84 (254-2-9). Kantharos(?)

Fig. 12

Rim. Mended from 5 sherds.
Diam. rim 0.12.

86 (256-2-17). Kantharos(?)

Fig. 12

Rim. Single sherd.
Diam. rim 0.13.
Fine to medium coarse fabric containing many
white, black, and dark red, fine to very coarse (max.
dim. 1.5 mm.) grits. Light reddish brown to reddish
yellow fracture. Pink to very pale brown surfaces
burnished to moderate luster all over.
Heavy wear at exterior edge of rim probably from
use.

Fig. 12

Rim. Mended from 2 sherds.
Diam. rim 0.15.
Medium coarse fabric containing some white, gray,
and black, fine to very coarse grits and an occasional
white granule (max. dim. 3.5 mm.). Fracture reddish yellow near surfaces, dark gray at core. Surfaces
mottled from brown through light reddish brown to
pink, with a few patches of burnish preserved on
exterior but most of original surfaces worn away.
Shoulder very lightly ribbed.
SU 256 SMU 721/422 (B).
87 (256-2-6). Kantharos(?)

Fig. 12

Rims. Mended from 5 sherds into 3 non-joining
fragments.
Diam. rim 0.15.
Medium coarse fabric containing some white, black,
and dark red, fine to granule-sized (max. dim.
3.5 mm.) grits as well as some very fine sparkling inclusions. Fracture reddish yellow near surfaces,
brownish yellow to yellow at core. Reddish yellow
surfaces preserve a few small patches of burnish on
interior despite extremely heavy wear.
SU 256 SMU 720/421-423 (B).
88 (243-2-18). Kantharos(?)

Fine fabric containing some white, black, and dark
red, fine to very coarse (max. dim. 1.5 mm.) grits.
Fracture reddish yellow near surfaces, pale brown at
core.
Original surfaces nowhere preserved owing to
very heavy wear.
SU 254 SMU 721/418 (A2).
85 (397-2-5). Kantharos(?)

Rim rises toward one edge of sherd in vicinity of
upper handle attachment to top of rim.

SU 397 SMU 717/415 (A2).

Fine fabric containing some white and yellowish red,
fine to very coarse (max. dim. 1.5 mm.) grits. Light
reddish brown fracture. Pink surfaces burnished to
high luster all over.
Wear on exterior edge of rim probably from use.
Three shallow grooves on exterior, one at base of
rim and two at top of shoulder.
SU 261 SMU 720/423 (Al).
83 (396-2-16). Goblet(?)
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Fig. 12

Rims. Mended from 4 sherds into 2 non-joining
fragments.
Diam. rim 0.16.
Fine to medium coarse fabric containing many
white, gray, black, and dark red, fine to very coarse
(max. dim. 2.0 mm.) grits. Grayish brown to light
brownish gray fracture, becoming yellow near and at
interior surface and reddish yellow near and at exterior. Patches of burnish preserved on interior, but
most of original surfaces worn away.
SU 243 SMU 722/420 (D).
89 (262-2-3). Miniature goblet(?)

Fig. 9

Rim and handle fragment.
Diam. rim ca. 0.13.
Medium coarse fabric containing white, black, dark
red, and yellowish red grits, many in the fine to coarse
range, and occasional very coarse and granule-sized
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(max. dim. 2.5 mm.) grits of the same colors. Red to
light red fracture. Pink surfaces burnished to moderate luster all over.
Handle, which is evenly attached at the top to the
exterior underside of the rim, has badly distorted the
rim itself by pushing it both up and in.
SU 262 SMU 720/417 (A2).
90 (243-2-5). Round-bodied cup(?)

Fig. 13

Base. Single sherd.
Diam. base 0.040.
Medium coarse fabric containing many white, black,
dark red, and yellowish red, fine to granule-sized
(max. dim. 2.5 mm.) grits. Reddish yellow fracture
and interior surface. Exterior surface apparently
coated with very pale brown slip. All surfaces burnished to moderate luster; toolmarks on interior
much more pronounced than on exterior.
SU 243 SMU 721/422 (D).
91 (396-2-4). Neck-handled jug

Fig. 15

Rim and handle fragment. Single sherd.
Diam. rim 0.09.
Fine to medium coarse fabric containing many
white, gray, black, and dark red, fine to very coarse
grits. Fracture reddish yellow near surfaces, pale
brown at core. Reddish yellow surfaces burnished to
low luster all over as preserved.
Sides of handle attached to underside of rim; center of handle attached somewhat lower on neck.
SU 396 SMU 717/416 (A2).
92 (396-2-5). Jug

Fig. 15

Base. Single sherd.
Diam. base 0.045.
Fine fabric containing some white, black, and dark
red, fine to very coarse (max. dim. 1.5 mm.) grits as
well as occasional very fine sparkling inclusions.
Fracture yellowish red near surfaces, dark gray to
gray at core. Original treatment of reddish yellow
surfaces undeterminable owing to extremely heavy
wear.

SU 396 SMU 717/416 (A2).
93 (264-2-6). Jug

Fig. 15

Base. Mended from 2 sherds.
Diam. base 0.043-0.048.
Fine to medium coarse fabric containing many
white, gray, black, dark red, and yellowish red, fine

to very coarse (max. dim. 1.5 mm.) grits. Grayish
brown to light brownish gray core, becoming very
pale brown near and at surfaces. Exterior burnished
to low luster; interior more roughly burnished.
SU 264 SMU 720/419 (A2).
94 (237-2-8). Jug

Fig. 15

Base. Single sherd.
Diam. base 0.055.
Medium coarse fabric containing many white, gray,
and dark red, fine to granule-sized (max. dim.
3.0 mm.) grits. Fracture reddish yellow near surfaces, gray at core. Reddish yellow surfaces, roughly smoothed on interior, burnished to low luster on
exterior.
SU 237 SMU 720/423 (C).
95 (256-2-21). Jug

Fig. 15

Base. Single sherd.
Diam. base 0.059.
Medium coarse fabric containing some white, gray,
black, and yellowish red, fine to granule-sized (max.
dim. 2.5 mm.) grits as well as some silt-sized sparkling inclusions. Fracture reddish yellow near surfaces, gray to dark gray at core. Light yellowish
brown interior roughly smoothed; very pale brown
exterior burnished to low luster.
SU 256 SMU 721/423 (B).
96 (256-2-15). Side-spouted jug

Fig. 15

Neck, shoulder, and spout fragment. Single sherd.
Min. Diam. of neck 0.115.
Coarse fabric containing massive amounts of black,
dark red, and yellowish red, fine to pebble-sized
(max. dim. 4.5 mm.) grits as well as occasional
white, fine to coarse grits. Fracture light reddish
brown at core, shading gradually to surface colors
near surfaces. Mottled pink through very pale
brown to light gray interior showing signs of secondary burning in patches and roughly smoothed; pale
brown to light yellowish brown exterior, burnished
to moderate luster.
Large tubular spout applied over hole pierced in
shoulder. Prominent rib of clay rings lower 75 percent of spout.
SU 256 SMU 720/423 (B).
97 (254-2-12). Jar
Base. Single sherd.
Diam. base 0.085.

Fig. 17
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Medium coarse fabric containing massive amounts
of gray, black, dark red, and yellowish red, fine to
granule-sized (max. dim. 3.0 mm.) grits as well as
occasional white grits in the same size range. Fracture reddish yellow near surfaces, weak red at core.
Pink to reddish yellow interior finely smoothed; exterior coated with white slip and burnished to low
luster.

SU 254 SMU 721/419 (A2).
COOKING VESSELS

98 (254-2-7). Small jar

Fig. 17

Rim. Single sherd.
Diam. rim 0.09.
Medium coarse fabric containing many white, gray,
and black, fine to granule-sized (max. dim. 3.5 mm.)
grits. Dark brown fracture. Surfaces mottled from
dark brown to black all over, burnished to high luster on exterior, to moderate luster from rim to upper
shoulder on interior but only roughly smoothed
below.

SU 254 SMU 720/418 (A2).
99 (261-2-5). Jar

Fig. 17

Rim. Single sherd.
Diam. rim 0.125.
Medium coarse fabric containing some white, gray,
and black, fine to granule-sized (max. dim. 3.5 mm.)
grits. Fracture gray across most of thickness of vessel; near surfaces, mottled as surfaces. Exterior mottled from red to yellowish red, interior from light
brown through brown to black, both burnished to
high luster.
SU 261 SMU 720/423 (Al).

100 (397-2-3). Lid

Fig. 17

Rim. Single sherd.
Diam. lid 0.13.
Medium coarse fabric containing many white, gray,
black, and dark red, fine to granule-sized (max. dim.
3.0 mm.) grits. Fracture dark grayish brown at core,
mottled from yellowish red to red near top surface
and from brown through strong brown to light
brown near bottom surface except for one fire-blackened patch. Original surfaces nowhere preserved
because of extremely heavy wear.
SU 397 SMU 717/414 (A2).
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101 (256-2-14). Neck-handledjar
Fig. 17
Rim, handle, and shoulder fragment. Mended
from 3 sherds.
Diam. rim 0.11.
Coarse fabric containing many white, gray, black,
and dark red (max. dim. 5.0 mm.) grits. Fracture
sometimesgrayish brown at core, otherwise mottled
like surfaces. Smoothed red interior; mottled red
through yellowish red to reddish yellow exterior,
burnishedto moderateluster.
SU 256 SMU 720/423 (B).
102 (256-2-18). Rim-handledjar(?)
Fig. 18
Rim, lug, and shoulder fragments. Mended from
8 sherdsinto 4 non-joiningfragments.
Diam. rim 0.16.
Coarse fabric containing many white, gray, and
black, fine to pebble-sized(max. dim. 5.5 mm.) grits.
Fracture black across most of thickness of vessel;
near surfaces, mottled as surfaces. Exterior mottled
from very dark grayish brown through brown to
light brown, interior from very dark grayish brown
to yellowish red, in both cases predominantlydark
surfacedand crudelyburnishedto moderateluster.
Partially preservedcrescenticlug on upper shoulder squashedquite flat.
SU 256 SMU 721/422 (B).
103 (256-2-9). Horizontal-handledjar
Fig. 17
Rim, handle, and shoulder fragment. Mended
from 5 sherds.
Diam. rim 0.225.
Coarse fabriccontainingmany gray, black, and dark
red, fine to pebble-sized(max. dim. 7.5 mm.) grits as
well as some fine to medium white grits. Fracture
often but not invariably gray to light gray at core,
otherwise mottled like surfaces. Surfaces mottled
from red to dark grayish brown and burnished to
moderate luster all over, although predominantly
red on interiorand more mottledon exterior.
SU 256 SMU 720/422 (B).
104 (256-2-19). Jar
Fig. 18
Base. Single sherd.
Diam. base 0.034-0.036.
Coarse fabric containing many white, gray, black,
and dark red, fine to pebble-sized grits. Fracture
dark grayish brown across most of thickness of
vessel; near surfaces, mottled as surfaces. Interior
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surface mottled from red through yellowish red to
light brown, exterior from yellowish red to dark
grayish brown, both burnished to moderate luster.
SU 256 SMU 721/422 (B).
105 (261-2-6). Jar

Fig. 18

Base. Single sherd.
Diam. base 0.037-0.038.

Fig. 18

Coarse fabric containing many white, gray, black,
dark red, and yellowish red, fine to pebble-sized
(max. dim. 4.5 mm.) grits. Fracture very dark gray
across most of thickness of vessel; near surfaces, mottled as surfaces. Dark gray exterior, mottled red
through yellowish red and gray to dark gray exterior, in both cases roughly burnished to moderate
luster.
SU 396 SMU 718/416 (A2).
Fig. 18

Base. Mended from 2 sherds.
Diam. base 0.045.

108 (396-2-20). Jar

Coarse fabric containing massive amounts of gray,
black, and dark red, fine to pebble-sized (max. dim.
7.5 mm.) grits as well as some white, fine to medium
grits. Very dark grayish brown to dark grayish
brown fracture. Surfaces mottled from red to black
and burnished to moderate luster all over.
SU 396 SMU 718/416 (A2).

Fig. 18

Base. Single sherd.
Diam. base 0.047.
Coarse fabric containing many white, gray, black,
and dark red, fine to pebble-sized (max. dim.
5.0 mm.) grits. Fracture dark gray across most of

Fig. 18

Base. Single sherd.
Diam. base 0.062-0.067.
Coarse fabric containing many white, gray, black,
and dark red, fine to pebble-sized (max. dim.
10.5 mm.) grits. Fracture gray across most of thickness of vessel; near surfaces, mottled as surfaces. Red
to yellowish red interior, mottled yellowish red
through brown to light brown exterior, in both cases
burnished to moderate luster.
Profile of body highly irregular above base
proper.

SU 262 SMU 720/417 (A2).
111 (396-2-7). Jar

Coarse fabric containing many white, gray, black,
and dark red, fine to pebble-sized (max. dim.
5.0 mm.) grits. Fracture dark reddish brown across
most of thickness of vessel; near surfaces, mottled as
surfaces. Both interior and exterior burnished to
high luster and mottled from red through yellowish
red to reddish brown.
SU 256 SMU 721/422-423 (B).

Fig. 18

Base. Single sherd.
Diam. base 0.055.

110 (262-2-5). Jar

Base. Single sherd.
Diam. base 0.041.

107 (256-2-20). Jar

SU 396 SMU 718/416 (A2).
109 (396-2-21). Jar

Coarse fabric containing many white, gray, black,
and dark red, fine to pebble-sized (max. dim.
5.0 mm.) grits. Fracture gray across most of thickness of vessel; near surfaces, mottled as surfaces.
Reddish yellow interior, mottled red through yellowish red to black exterior, in both cases burnished
to moderate luster.
SU 261 SMU 720/423 (Al).
106 (396-2-19). Jar

thickness of vessel; near surfaces, mottled as
surfaces. Original surface on interior not preserved
owing to heavy wear; exterior mottled from reddish
yellow to very dark gray and burnished to moderate
luster.

Fig. 18

Base. Single sherd.
Diam. base 0.09.
Coarse fabric containing many white, gray, black,
and dark red, fine to pebble-sized (max. dim.
6.5 mm.) grits. Fracture variable, but mostly red to
light red. Surfaces mottled from grayish brown
through yellowish red to reddish yellow, burnished
to moderate luster all over.
SU 396 SMU 717/416 (A2).
STORAGE VESSELS

112 (256-2-13). Pithos
Rim. Single sherd.
Diam. rim ca. 0.50.

Fig. 17

POTTERY GROUPS FROM TSOUNGIZA: END OF THE MIDDLE BRONZE AGE
Coarse fabric containing massive amounts of white,
gray, black, and dark red, fine to pebble-sized (max.
dim. 9.0 mm.) grits. Light red fracture. Cursorily
wiped exterior surface mottled from light yellowish
brown through pink to reddish yellow; interior surface below inner face of rim no longer preserved owing to heavy wear.
SU 256 SMU 720/423 (B).
113 (256-2-16). Pithos

Fig. 17; P1. 71

Body sherd.
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Max. pres. H. 0.080.
Coarse fabric containing some gray, black, and dark
red, fine to pebble-sized (max. dim. 6.5 mm.) grits as
well as some fine to coarse white, grits. Fracture
light brownish gray to pale brown across most of
thickness of vessel, becoming reddish yellow near
and at surfaces. Streakily burnished to moderate luster on exterior, more crudely burnished to lesser luster on interior.
SU 256 SMU 720/423 (B).

UNIT 6 (Figs. 3-6; 114-176)

Trench EU6, a 3 x 3 m. square on the west slope of the Tsoungiza ridge, was excavated in
1984 to test the stratification where augering in 1983 had revealed that cultural deposits
were relatively deep above the marl bedrock."2The stratigraphy of the upper levels within
this trench is relatively uncomplicated (Figs. 3, 4). The plow zone, some 0.45 m. deep and
grayish brown in color, was removed in two increments, an upper layer ca. 0.10 m. deep
(SU 901) and a lower one ca. 0.35 m. deep (SU 902). At the bottom of the second unit,
wavelike furrows produced by recent deep plowing in the area were occasionally detectable.
The upper plow zone contains ground-up, heavily worn, and thoroughly mixed pottery of
all periods represented at the site from EH II through LH IIIB. The sherds from the lower
plow zone, though equally worn, are on the average noticeably larger in size (Table 5).
Furthermore, the largest single chronological component among them is of late MH date,
including large fragments mended from several sherds (e.g. 120). Below the plow zone, a
uniformly grayish brown fill some 0.85-0.90 m. deep at the east, thinning to ca. 0.500.65 m. at the west, was removed in four distinct stratigraphic units (SU 903, 905-907). A
late MH exterior surface, perhaps that of a yard, was identified during excavation at the
bottom of SU 903 on the basis of a significant number of large ceramic fragments, including
numerous pieces of a burnished cooking pot (173) and a single sherd preserving the full
profile of a matt-painted dipper (127), lying flat amidst a litter of bones, mud-brick fragments, and pebbles (Fig. 5). Whereas the fill above this surface (SU 903) contains a number
of LH I sherds and even a couple of LH III kylix feet, the pottery collected from the surface
itself and from the fill immediately below it (SU 905) includes nothing postdating the late
MH period. Although there is a good deal of earlier material present in this last unit, there
is less than in any underlying stratum containing MH pottery, while the average sherd size
is, significantly, larger (Table 5). The litter marking this outdoor surface was particularly
12 The excavation of EU6 in 1984 was supervised by M. Toumazou, assisted by A. Lambropoulos. Excavation procedures and the methods whereby the pottery was initially processed were identical to those
followed in EU2 (see footnote 10 above). As for EU2, locations within EU6 are specified using only the three
final digits of both the E-W and the N-S gridlines as these appear in Figures 3-5 (see footnote 9 above).
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characteristicof the east half of the trench (Figs. 5, 6) and sloped down appreciablyfrom
east to west, much as does the groundsurfacein this area of the site today (Figs. 3, 4). In the
northwest corner of the trench, a large hunk of what appeared to be redeposited marl
bedrockprotrudedfrom the north scarp (Fig. 3). Although recordedas SU 904, this feature
was never tested by excavation.
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Trench EU6 was reducedin size below the level of SU 905 to a 2 x 2 m. square in the
northwest corner of the original trench. Although the grayish brown fill of SU 906 and
SU 907 still contains late MH pottery as its latest chronologicalcomponent,average sherd
size and overall ceramic density (as measured in kilograms of pottery recoveredper cubic
meter of earth excavated) declines somewhat, while the relative abundance of earlier
material, principally of EH III date, increasessignificantly(Table 5). The lowest stratum
in this trench to contain late MH pottery was a thin (0.02 m. thick) level of whitish soil
(SU 908), which sloped down slightly from northwest to southeast, in markedcontrastto
the virtually opposite slope of the strata above. Readily detectable at the northwest but
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TABLE 5
(Basic Statistics for Pottery Recovered from the Upper Levels [SU 901-909] of Trench
EU6)
Stratigraphic

9 01

Unit

Character of
Stratum

9 02

Lower
Upper
plowzoneplowzone

903
Fill above
late MH
surface

905

906

Late MH Fill below
surface
late MH
and fill
surface

immedi-

907

908

910 9

Fill below Thin white Upperlate MH
strosis
most fill
surface
capping
of EH iII

EH III

ateiy

date

levels

beiow
Date of Latest

Pottery

Date of Bulk of Pottery

LH IIIB
Mixed

LH IIIB

LH liI

Late MH Late MH Late MH Late MH _ EH ill

Late MH Late MH Late MH Late MH

EH liI

EH iII

EH hII

949

3275

719

677

527

189

83

469

Total Weight In Kgs.

3.515

22.305

9.450

13.630

8.870

3.160

0.640

4.350

Average Weight
per Sherd In Grams

3.7

6.8

13.1

20.1

16.8

16.7

7.7

9.3

Volume of Soil
Excavated In m.3

0.954

2.889

1.383

1.166

1.240

0.391

0.073

0.461

Sherd Density
per m.3

995

1 134

520

581

425

483

1 137

1017

Density of Pottery
in Kgs.
Recovered

3.7

7.7

6.8

11.7

7.2

8.1

8.8

9.4

18.0%
(95)

33.9%
(64)

32.5%
(27)

Not
counted

8

Not
counted

Total

Sherds

per rn.3 of Soil
Earlier Painted and
Feature Sherdsa

Not
counted

Not
counted

Not
counted

9.9%
(67)

Total

Not
counted

Not
counted

Not
counted

19

Earlier Feature
Sherdsb

Not
counted

Not
counted

Not
counted

12.6%
(15)

22.4%
(19)

47.6%
(10)

75.0%
(6)

Not
counted

Total MH Mattpainted Sherdsa

Not
counted

Not
counted

Not
counted

6.6%
(45)

5.1%
(27)

0.5%
(1)

0.0%
(0)

0.0%
(0)

MH Matt-palnted
Feature Sherdsb

Not
counted

Not
counted

Not
counted

12.6%
(15)

14.1%
(12)

0.0%
(0)

0.0%

0.0%
(0)

Feature

Sherds

85

2 1

(0)

a Expressed as a percentageof the total feature sherds with the raw count within parentheses.
b Expressed as a percentageof the total sherds with the raw count within parentheses.

becoming progressively more elusive toward the south and east, this whitish stratum
containsvery little positivelyidentifiablelate MH material,but one cooking-potrim from it
links non-joiningsherds from SU 906, two strata above.The resulting fragment(172) is so
similar to the cookingpot which lay on the MH exteriorsurfaceeven furtherabove (173) as
to suggest that the two vessels were producedby one and the same potter. This evidence
suggests that the fill between the whitish level of SU 908 and the exterior surface exposed
under SU 903 was depositedin a short space of time. Furthermore,the potteryfrom SU 908
is markedlysmaller in its averagesize than that in the overlyingstrata dug as SU 906 and
907, though no less abundantin terms of its weight per volume unit of excavatedsoil. This
fact, along with the observationthat SU 908 caps a fairly deep fill of EH III date, suggests
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that this thin level may mark the ground surface in this area of Tsoungiza during the long
period of the site's abandonmentfrom late in the EH III periodto a time near the end of the
subsequentMH era.
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CATALOGUE: EU6
The same conventionsfollowed in the cataloguefor the MH potteryfrom EU2 presentedabove (pp. 384, 388)
are followed here with the exceptionof the descriptionof provenience.In EU6, the only unit to have been dug
by square meter units was SU 905; in the cases of pieces recoveredfrom other stratigraphicunits, only the SU
number is specifiedas the findspot.In addition,the summarycodingof proveniencefor the MH potteryfrom
EU6 takes the following form:
E
F
G

from MH fill sealed well below the late MH surface (i.e. SU 906-908).
lying flat on the late MH surfaceor from the fill immediatelybelow it (i.e. SU 905).
significant MH fragments from contexts above the late MH surface contaminatedby later
Mycenaean material (i.e. SU 902-903).

The numerical Munsell color readingsfor the clays and paints of the MH vessels cataloguedfrom EU6
are presentedin Table 6, pp. 410-411 below.
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TABLEWARE

Matt painted
114 (906-2-1). Goblet

Fig. 8

Rim. Single sherd.
Diam. rim ca. 0.28.
Medium coarse fabric containing some white, gray,
black, and yellowish red, fine to granule-sized (max.
dim. 3.0 mm.) grits. Variable fracture, sometimes
light gray at core and reddish yellow near surfaces.
Surfaces burnished to high luster all over, dark
brown through brown to reddish yellow on interior,
reddish yellow with scattered brown patches on exterior. Dark brown to brown matt paint.
SU 906 (E).
115 (905-2-4). Goblet

Fig. 8

Rim. Single sherd.
Diam. rim 0.33.
Coarse fabric containing many gray, black, dark red,
and yellowish red, fine to granule-sized grits, some
white, fine to coarse grits, and an occasional gray to
black pebble (max. dim. 4.5 mm.). Fracture reddish
yellow at core, becoming gradually paler towards
surfaces, which are pink to white on interior, very
pale brown on exterior. Surface treatment on interior
undeterminable owing to heavy wear; exterior burnished to moderate luster. Very dark gray matt paint.
SU 905 SMU 646/397 (F).
116 (906-2-4). Goblet

Fig. 8

Rim. Single sherd.
Diam. rim 0.19.
Fine fabric containing some white, gray, and dark
red, fine to very coarse (max. dim. 1.5 mm.) grits.
Reddish yellow fracture and surfaces, the latter burnished to moderate luster all over. Original thickness, and hence original color, of matt paint nowhere
preserved.
SU 906 (E).
117 (905-2-29). Goblet

Fig. 8

Handle and body fragment. Single sherd.
Max. Diam. of body ca. 0.20.
Medium coarse fabric containing occasional black

409

and dark red, fine to granule-sized (max. dim.
4.0 mm.) grits. Fracture reddish yellow near surfaces, grayish brown at core. Pink to very pale brown
surfaces burnished to low luster all over. Original
thickness, and hence original color, of matt paint nowhere preserved.
Three very fine grooves incised near base of preserved exterior profile.
SU 905 SMU 648/399 (F).
118 (906-2-6). Goblet

Fig. 8

Foot fragment. Single sherd.
Diam. foot 0.14.
Medium coarse fabric containing some white, black,
and dark red, fine to granule-sized (max. dim.
2.5 mm.) grits. Fracture pale yellow near surfaces,
light gray to white at core. White surfaces, wiped on
exterior but burnished to low luster on interior. Very
dark grayish brown matt paint.
SU 906 (E).
119 (906-2-5). Goblet

Fig. 8

Foot fragment. Single sherd.
Diam. foot 0.15.
Medium coarse fabric containing many black, fine to
very coarse grits, some dark red and occasional white
grits in the same size range, and an occasional black
granule (max. dim. 3.0 mm.). Light reddish brown
fracture. Surfaces coated with white slip and burnished to moderate luster on exterior and lower twothirds of preserved interior; upper interior surface
wiped. Original thickness, and hence original color,
of matt paint nowhere preserved.
SU 906 (E).
120 (902-2-2). Kantharos

Fig. 11; P1. 71

Rim and handle fragments. Mended from 12
sherds into 4 non-joining fragments.
Diam. rim 0.105.
Medium coarse fabric containing many gray and
black, fine to granule-sized grits and occasional
white, fine to coarse grits. Pale yellow fracture and
surfaces, the latter burnished to moderate luster all
over. Dark brown matt paint.
SU 902 (G).
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Munsell Soil Color Readings for Catalogue Entries 114-176

TABLE 6.
CATALOGUE
NUMBER

INVENTORY
NUMBER
Su

114

906-2-1

906

115

905-2-4

9 05

116

906-2-4

9 06

117

905-2-29

90 5

SMU ICODE
-

646/397
-

648/399

E

ICORE
7.5YR 6.5/0

F

6.25YR

F

gradual transition
to surface colors

5YR 3/1
5YR 4/2

7.5YR 7/6
6.25YR 6/6

I

IOYR 8/3

7.5YR 7/4 10YR 8/2

5YR 6.5/6
10YR 5/2

7.5YR 4/2

7.5YR 4.5/4 + 7.5YR 6/6

NOT

8.75YR 7/4

~~~~~~~~~~~PRESER

5Y 7.5/11

IOYR 3/2
NOT
PRESERVED

5Y 7/3

5Y 7/3

7.5YR 3/2

2.5YR 6/7

7.5YR 7/4

5YR 3/2

2.5YR 6/8

7.5YR 8/4 (SLIP)

7.5YR 3/2

E

5Y 7.5/2

5Y 8/1.5

7.5YR 4.5/2

F

6.25YR 7/6

IOYR 8/2-3 (SLIP)

7.5YR 3/2

G

7.5YR 7/4

NOT PRESERVED

5YR 3/2

F

2.5YR 6/8

NOT PRESERVED

-

E

9 06

-

E

1 20

902-2-2

90 2

-

G

121

906-2-2

906

-

E

1 22

903-2-3

903

-

G

1 23

906-2-3

906

-

1 24

905-2-9

905

1 25

903-2-8

903

1 26

905-2-16

905

-

5YR 6/6

ETRO

INEIR-T

2.5Y 8/2

906

906-2-5

648/398

SURFACES

2.5Y 8/2 (SLIP)

906-2-6

119

647/397

NEAR

7/6

E

118

127

PAINT

SURFACES

FRACTURE

FINDSPOT

905-2-2 905 648/397 F

1 28

905-2-1 7

905

648/398

F

1 29

905-2-8

905

647/397

F

5Y 8/3

5YR 6/4

7.5YR/4jII
10YRIfIII

11 75YR

7.SYF7/41

17/4

f

7.5YR 6/4

F

10YR 6/3

F

SYR 6/3

[

SYR3/2
7.5YR 3/2

l OYR 7/5

8.75YR 7/4

5YR 3/2

T

YR 6.5/6

7.5YR 7/6

7.5YR 7/4

7.5YR 3/2

YR 7/6

7.5YR 7/6

7.5YR 7/4

2.5YR 3/2

3.75YR 6/8

SYR 7/6

7.5YR 3/2

130

905-2-1 9

90 5

648/398

131

905-2-18

90 5

648/398

1 32

906-2-7

906

-

E

2.5YR 6/2

1 33

905-2-5

905

646/397

F

10YR 6/3

1 34

905-2-20

905

648/
398- 399

F

7.5YR 6.5/0

5YR 6.5/4

1 35

906-2-8

906

-

E

5YR 7/2

5YR 6.5/6

136

906-2-9

906

-

E

SYR 6/4

7.5YR 7/4

1 37

903-2-7

903

-

G

1 38

905-2-22

905

648/398

F

SYR 6/4

gradual transition
to surface color

1 39

906-2-1 2

906

E

8.75YR 6/4

3.75YR 6/6

140

905-2-26

905

647/398

7.5YR 5/0

7.5YR 5.5/4

141

905-2-25

905

648/398

1 42

906-2-1 5

90 6

-

E

1 43

906-2-1 6

90 6

-

E

SYR 5/2-3

SYR 6/6

SYR 7/6

144

903-2-5

90 3

-

G

7.5YR 4/0

SYR 7/6

10YR 8/3 (SLIP)

1 45

903-2-6

90 3

-

G

7.5YR 4/0

10YR 8/3 (SLIP)

-

1 46

905-2-6

905

646/397

F

3.75YR 6/8

3.75YR 6/6

-

147

905-2-1 4

905

648/397

F

10YR 5/1

SY 8/1.5 (SLIP)

-

148

905-2-7

905

646/397

F

2.5YR 6/8

SYR 7/4-6

-

2.5YR 5.5/8

2.5Y 8/2 (SLIP)

2.5YR 6/8

F

2.5Y 8/2
(SLIP)

7.5YR 3/2

5YR 7/6

8.75YR 7/4

2.5YR 3/3

5Y 8/2
(SLIP)

7.5YR 3/2

2.5Y 8/2
(SLIP)

7.5YR 3/2

7.5YR

7.5/4

7.5YR 8/4
SYR 5.5/8

5YR 6/8

SYR 6/62.5Y 8/2

10YR 8/3
(SLIP)

7.5YR 7.5/4
(SLIP)

-

10YR 5/2
7.5YR 4/2 2.5YR 6/6

10YR 7/3

7.5YR 3/2

2.5Y 7/2

SYR 6/6-

10YR 7.5/3

-

-

411
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-

E

SY

F

3.75YR

149

906-2-14

906

150

905-2-12

905

151

906-2-11

906

1 52

905-2-27

905

647/399

153

905-2-3

905

646/397

154

903-2-4

903

155

905-2-21

905

156

906-2-13

906

-

157

906-2-10

906

-

E

158

905-2-10

905

647/397

F

6.25YR

159

905-2-28

905

647/399

F

7.5YR

648/397

-

-

648/398

E

8/2.5

SY 8/2

6/8

ENCRUSTED

10YR 6/1

F

5YR
5YR

YR

6/8

6.5/6

7.5YR

F

10YR

6/4

3.75YR

G

10YR

6/1

7.5YR

F

10YR

6/1

E

1OYR

7/1

6/8
6.5/6

5YR

NOT

7/6

PRESERVED

7/6

6.25YR

7.5/2

7.5YR

6/4

905-2-13

905

648/397

F

161

905-2-11

905

648/397

F

162

905-2-23

905

648/398

F

10YR

5/1

5YR

2.5Y
1OYR 3/2

-

7/6
8/2
OYR

-

7.5YR

6.5/4

7.5YR
NOT

PRESERVED

6.5/6

7.5YR

6.5/6

-

7/2

(SLIP)

6/6

7/3

10YR

-

6.5/6

10YR 7/2
(SLIP)
160

-

8/2

2.5Y
6.25YR

2.5Y

7/4

10YR 7.5/3
(SLIP)

6/6

5/0

6/8

NOT
PRESERVED

7.5/3

10YR
5YR

NOT
PRESERVED

7.5YR

7.5/4

SYR 7/6
163
164

905-2-32
907-2-1

905
907

648/399
-

F

2.5YR

5/2

3.75YR

6/8

E

7.5YR

7/0

3.75YR

6/4

7.5YR
10YR

8/4

7.5/4

2.5Y

8/2

(SLIP)
165

906-2-17

906

-

E

7.5YR

4/1

7.5YR

5/4

10YR

4/2

-

10YR

5.5/3

-

8/3
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Fig. 11

Rim and handle fragment. Mended from 2 sherds.
Diam. rim ca. 0.17.
Fine fabric containing occasional white and dark
red, fine to coarse grits. Light red fracture. Pink surfaces burnished to high luster all over. Dark reddish
brown matt paint.
SU 906 (E).
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122 (903-2-3). Kantharos

7.5YR
5YR

5.5/4
5.5/6

Fig. 11

Rim. Single sherd.
Diam. rim 0.145.
Coarse fabric containing some gray and yellowish
red, fine to granule-sized (max. dim. 3.0 mm.) grits
and an occasional pebble (max. dim. 6.5 mm.) of the
same colors. Light red fracture. Surfaces coated with
pink slip and burnished on exterior to high luster;
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interior surface treatmentundeterminableowing to
thick incrustation.Dark brown matt paint.
Extreme wear at rim probablyfrom use.
SU 903 (G).
123 (906-2-3). Kantharos

Fig. 11

Rim. Mended from 2 sherds.
Diam. rim ca. 0.15.
Fine fabriccontainingsome black and yellowish red,
fine to very coarse (max. dim. 1.5 mm.) grits. Light
gray to white fracture.White surfaces, burnishedto
moderate luster on exterior; interior surface treatment undeterminableowing to heavy wear. Brown
matt paint.
SU 906 (E).
124 (905-2-9). Kantharos

Fig. 11

Rim and handle fragment.Single sherd.
Diam. rim 0.14.
Medium coarse fabric containingmany white, gray,
black, dark red, and yellowish red, fine to granulesized (max. dim. 3.5 mm.) grits. Reddish yellow
fracture. White to very pale brown surfaces, probably coated with pale-firing slip, burnishedto moderate luster. Dark brown matt paint.
Decoration very poorly preservedowing to wear:
band across back of handle at its junction with rim;
trace of vertical bar on interior of rim to one side of
handle; traces of band below rim on exterior and of
further decorationon either side of carination.
SU 905 SMU 647/397 (F).
Fig. 11
125 (903-2-8). Kantharos
Rims. Mended from 4 sherds into 2 non-joining
fragments.
Diam. rim 0.14.
Medium coarse fabric containing many gray, dark
red, and yellowish red, fine to granule-sized (max.
dim. 3.5 mm.) grits as well as some white, fine to
coarse grits and some very fine sparkling inclusions.
Pink fracture. Original surfaces nowhere preserved
owing to extremelyheavy wear. Dark reddishbrown
matt paint.
Traces of undeterminable pattern at one point
below lowest of three bands decoratingexterior below rim.
SU 903 (G).

Fig. 13

126 (905-2-16). Miniature kantharos
Rim and handle fragment. Single sherd.
Diam. rim 0.075.

Fine fabric containing occasional white and black,
fine to coarse grits and occasional very fine sparkling
inclusions. Light red fracture. Original surfaces nowhere preserved owing to extremely heavy wear.
Dark reddish brown matt paint.
SU 905 SMU 648/398 (F).
127 (905-2-2). Dipper(?)

Fig. 13; P1. 71

Complete profile except for handle and center of
base. Single sherd.
H. to rim 0.058. Diam. rim 0.090. Diam. base
0.035.
Medium coarse fabric containing some white, gray,
black, and yellowish red, fine to very coarse grits and
an occasional yellowish red granule (max. dim.
3.0 mm.). Fracture pink near surfaces, light yellowish brown at core. Surfaces pink on interior, pink to
very pale brown on exterior, and burnished to moderate luster all over. Dark reddish brown matt paint.
Short preserved segment of rim rises slightly as
distance from handle increases.
SU 905 SMU 648/397 (F).
128 (905-2-17). Jug

Fig. 14

Rim, neck, and shoulder fragment. Single sherd.
Diam. rim ca. 0.09.
Medium coarse fabric containing many white, gray,
and yellowish red, fine to granule-sized (max. dim.
4.0 mm.) grits. Pink to very pale brown fracture.
Very pale brown surfaces. Surface treatment not determinable owing to extremely heavy wear. Dark
brown matt paint.
SU 905 SMU 648/398 (F).
129 (905-2-8). Jug

Fig. 14

Handle and shoulder fragment. Single sherd.
Max. Diam. 0.17.
Medium coarse fabric containing some gray, black,
and dark red, fine to granule-sized (max. dim.
2.5 mm.) grits as well as some white, fine to coarse
grits. Fracture reddish yellow near surfaces, light
brown at core. Reddish yellow interior crudely
wiped, pink exterior burnished to moderate luster.
Dark brown matt paint.
SU 905 SMU 647/397 (F).
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Fig. 14

130 (905-2-19). Jug
Shoulder fragment. Single sherd.
Max. pres. H. 0.029.

Medium coarse fabric containing some white, gray,
and dark red, fine to granule-sized (max. dim.
2.5 mm.) grits. Fracture reddish yellow near surfaces, pale brown at core. Reddish yellow interior
roughly smoothed, pink exterior burnished to moderate luster. Dusky red matt paint.
SU 905 SMU 648/398 (F).
Fig. 16

131 (905-2-18). Jar
Handle and body fragment. Single sherd.
Max. Diam. ca. 0.26.

Medium coarse fabric containing many gray, black,
and dark red, fine to granule-sized (max. dim.
2.5 mm.) grits as well as some white, fine to coarse
grits. Fracture light red near surfaces, light reddish
brown at core. Light red to reddish yellow interior roughly smoothed; reddish yellow exterior burnished to moderate luster. Dark brown matt paint.
SU 905 SMU 648/398 (F).
132 (906-2-7). Jar

Fig. 16

Handle. Mended from 2 sherds.
Th. 0.023-0.025.
Medium coarse fabric containing many gray and
black, fine to granule-sized (max. dim. 2.5 mm.)
grits as well as some white, fine to coarse grits. Pale
red fracture. Surface coated with white slip and burnished to moderate luster. Dark brown matt paint.
SU 906 (E).
133 (905-2-5). Jar

Fig. 16; P1. 71

Shoulder fragment. Mended from 3 sherds.
Max. pres. Diam. 0.28.
Medium coarse fabric containing many gray, black,
and dark red, fine to very coarse (max. dim. 1.5 mm.)
grits and an occasional similarly colored pebble
(max. dim. 5.0 mm.). Pale brown fracture. Light
gray interior wiped; exterior coated with white slip
and burnished to moderate luster. Dark brown matt
paint.
SU 905 SMU 646/397 (F).
134 (905-2-20). Jar

Fig. 16

Shoulder fragment. Mended from 5 sherds.
Max. Diam. ca. 0.33.
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Medium coarse fabric containing massive amounts
of gray, dark red, and yellowish red, fine to granulesized (max. dim. 3.5 mm.) grits as well as some
white, fine to coarse grits. Fracture light reddish
brown to pink near surfaces, light gray at core. Reddish yellow interior roughly smoothed; pink to very
pale brown exterior burnished to moderate luster.
Dusky red to dark reddish brown matt paint.
SU 905 SMU 648/398-399 (F).
135 (906-2-8). Jar

Fig. 16

Shoulder fragment. Single sherd.
Max. pres. H. 0.043.
Medium coarse fabric containing many white, gray,
and black, fine to granule-sized (max. dim. 2.5 mm.)
grits. Fracture reddish yellow near surfaces, pinkish
gray at core. Pink interior roughly wiped; exterior
coated with white slip and burnished to moderate
luster. Dark brown matt paint.
SU 906 (E).
136 (906-2-9). Jar

Fig. 16

Shoulder fragment. Single sherd.
Max. pres. W. 0.057.
Fine to medium coarse fracture containing many
white, black, and yellowish red, fine to very coarse
(max. dim. 1.5 mm.) grits. Fracture pink near surfaces, light reddish brown at core. Pink interior
wiped; exterior coated with white slip and burnished
to low luster. Dark brown matt paint.
Pattern on shoulder probably to be restored as
pendent series of outlined, cross-hatched triangles.
SU 906 (E).
Unpainted
137 (903-2-7). Goblet

Fig. 10

Rim and handle fragment. Mended from 2 sherds.
Diam. rim 0.20.
Coarse fabric containing massive amounts of gray
and dark red, fine to pebble-sized (max. dim.
6.5 mm.) grits as well as occasional white grits in the
same size range. Light red fracture. Reddish yellow
exterior burnished to moderate luster; yellowish red
to reddish yellow interior too heavily worn and covered with incrustations for surface treatment to be
determined.
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Handle attached evenly across its full width to top
of rim.
SU 903 (G).
138 (905-2-22). Goblet

Fig. 10

Rim and handle fragment. Single sherd.
Diam. rim ca. 0.245.
Fine fabric containing some black and occasional
white, fine to very coarse (max. dim. 1.25 mm.) grits.
Fracture light reddish brown at core, becoming progressively paler toward white, unslipped surfaces.
Traces of burnish to low luster preserved on interior,
but surface treatment of exterior undeterminable
owing to extremely heavy wear.
Lower stump of vertical strap handle preserved at
carination on exterior. Single broad rib at approximate middle of shoulder.
SU 905 SMU 648/398 (F).
139 (906-2-12). Goblet

Fig. 10

Rim and handle fragment. Single sherd.
Diam. rim 0.28.

Fig. 8

Foot fragment. Single sherd.
Min. pres. Diam. of foot 0.070.
Fine fabric containing occasional fine to coarse,
white grits and some very fine sparkling inclusions.
Fracture brown to light brown near surfaces, gray at
core. Grayish brown surfaces, burnished to high luster on exterior but more roughly and to considerably
lower luster on interior.
SU 905 SMU 647/398 (F).
141 (905-2-25). Goblet
Foot fragment. Single sherd.
Diam. foot 0.11.

142 (906-2-15). Goblet

Fig. 10

Foot fragment. Single sherd.
Diam. foot 0.11.
Fine fabric containing some white, gray, and black,
fine to very coarse grits as well as some yellowish
red, fine to medium grits. Very pale brown fracture
and surfaces, the latter burnished to moderate luster
on exterior and on resting surface of interior but no
more than well smoothed on remainder of interior.
SU 906 (E).
143 (906-2-16). Goblet

Fig. 10

Foot fragment. Single sherd.
Diam. foot 0.115.

Coarse fabric containing many gray and dark red,
fine to granule-sized grits, some white, fine to coarse
grits, and an occasional dark red pebble (max. dim.
6.0 mm.). Fracture light red to reddish yellow near
surfaces, light brown to light yellowish brown at
core. Surfaces coated with paler-firing slip, very pale
brown on interior and pink on exterior, and burnished to moderate luster all over.
Heavy wear on sides and back of handle probably
from use.
SU 906 (E).
140 (905-2-26). Goblet

Medium coarse fabric containing many white, gray,
and black, fine to granule-sized (max. dim. 2.5 mm.)
grits. Reddish yellow fracture. Surfaces reddish yellow on exterior, light red through brown to dark
brown on interior, and burnished to moderate luster
all over.
SU 905 SMU 648/398 (F).

Fig. 10

Medium coarse fabric containing many gray, black,
and dark red, fine to granule-sized (max. dim.
3.0 mm.) grits as well as occasional white, fine to
coarse grits. Fracture reddish yellow near surfaces,
reddish gray to reddish brown at core. Reddish yellow surfaces burnished to high luster all over.
Particularly heavy wear on resting surface of foot
probably due to use.
SU 906 (E).
144 (903-2-5). Goblet

Fig. 10

Foot fragment. Single sherd.
Diam. foot 0.115.
Medium coarse fabric containing many white, gray,
black, and yellowish red, fine to granule-sized (max.
dim. 2.0 mm.) grits. Fracture reddish yellow just below surface, dark gray across most of thickness. Surfaces coated all over with very pale brown slip and
burnished to high luster.
Two irregular and rather faint ribs preserved at
transition from flaring to cylindrical profile of foot.
SU 903 (G).
145 (903-2-6). Goblet
Foot fragment. Mended from 3 sherds.
Diam. foot 0.12.

Fig. 10
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Medium coarse fabric containing many white, black,
dark red, and yellowish red, fine to granule-sized
(max. dim. 2.5 mm.) grits. Dark gray fracture. Surfaces coated with very pale brown slip, burnished to
moderate luster all over.
SU 903 (G).
146 (905-2-6). Kantharos

Fig. 12

Base. Single sherd.
Diam. base 0.060.
Medium coarse fabric containing many gray, black,
and dark red, fine to granule-sized (max. dim.
2.5 mm.) grits and white, fine to coarse grits. Light
red to reddish yellow fracture and surfaces, the latter
burnished to moderate luster all over.
SU 905 SMU 646/397 (F).
147 (905-2-14). Kantharos

Fig. 12

Base. Single sherd.
Diam. base 0.060.
Medium coarse fabric containing some white, black,
and dark red, fine to granule-sized (max. dim.
2.0 mm.) grits. Gray fracture. Surfaces coated with
white slip and burnished to high luster all over.
Heavy wear on resting surface of base probably
from use.
SU 905 SMU 648/397 (F).
148 (905-2-7). Kantharos

Fig. 12

Base. Single sherd.
Diam. base 0.065.
Medium coarse fabric containing many white, gray,
black, and dark red, fine to granule-sized (max. dim.
2.5 mm.) grits. Light red fracture. Surfaces mottled
pink to reddish yellow and burnished to moderate
luster all over.
SU 905 SMU 646/397 (F).
149 (906-2-14). Miniature kantharos

Fig. 13

Complete profile except for handle and center of
base. Mended from 6 sherds into 2 non-joining
fragments.
H. to rim 0.031. Diam. rim 0.070. Diam. base
0.018.
Medium coarse fabric containing many black and
dark red, fine to granule-sized (max. dim. 3.5 mm.)
grits and occasional white grits in the same size
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range. White to pale yellow fracture. White surfaces
burnished to moderate luster all over.
SU 906 (E).
Fig. 13

150 (905-2-12). Miniature kantharos
Rim and handle fragment. Single sherd.
Diam. rim 0.085.

Fine fabric containing many white, black, and dark
red, fine to medium grits. Light red to reddish yellow
fracture. Original exterior surface nowhere preserved; interior surface so covered with incrustations
that surface treatment cannot be determined.
Stump of vertical strap handle partially preserved
at rim.
SU 905 SMU 648/397 (F).
151 (906-2-1 1). Miniature kantharos

Fig. 13

Rim and handle fragment. Mended from 2 sherds.
Diam. rim 0.090.
Fine fabric containing many white, black, and dark
red, fine to coarse grits. Fracture reddish yellow near
surfaces, gray to light gray at core. Reddish yellow
surfaces burnished to high luster all over except on
underside of handle.
SU 906 (E).
152 (905-2-27). Dipper(?)

Fig. 13

Rim. Single sherd.
Diam. rim 0.085.
Fine fabric containing occasional black and dark red,
fine to medium grits. Reddish yellow fracture. Pink
surface with traces of burnish surviving on interior
of rim.
Possibly wheelmade.
SU 905 SMU 647/399 (F).
153 (905-2-3). Angular cup

Fig. 13; P1. 71

Complete profile except for handle. Mended from
3 sherds.
H. to rim 0.048. Diam. rim ca. 0.080. Diam. base
ca. 0.028.
Medium coarse fabric containing massive amounts
of gray, black, and dark red, fine to granule-sized
(max. dim. 3.5 mm.) grits as well as some white, fine
to coarse grits. Fracture light red to reddish yellow
near surfaces, light yellowish brown at core.
Original surfaces nowhere preserved.
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Scars of vertical strap handle preserved at rim and
carination.
SU 905 SMU 646/397 (F).

158 (905-2-10). Kantharos(?)

154 (903-2-4). Dipper

Fine to medium coarse fabric containing massive
amounts of white, gray, and black, fine to very coarse
(max. dim. 1.5 mm.) grits. Fracture for the most part
homogeneous, light gray to white, but occasionally
reddish yellow at core. Traces of burnish preserved
on white interior; original exterior surface nowhere
preserved.
SU 905 SMU 647/397 (F).

Fig. 13

Complete profile except for handle. Mended from
2 sherds.
H. to rim 0.045. Diam. rim 0.085. Diam. base
0.030-0.035.
Medium coarse fabric containing many white, gray,
black, and dark red, fine to granule-sized (max. dim.
2.5 mm.) grits. Fracture reddish yellow near surfaces, gray to light gray at core. Original interior
surface nowhere preserved; on exterior, patches survive of very pale brown slip burnished to moderate
luster.
SU 903 (G).
155 (905-2-21). Goblet(?)

Fig. 10

Rim. Single sherd.
Diam. rim 0.23.
Medium coarse fabric containing many gray and
dark red, fine to granule-sized (max. dim. 2.0 mm.)
grits. Fracture reddish yellow near surfaces, gray to
light gray at core. Reddish yellow surfaces burnished
to moderate luster all over.
Swelling at bottom left of preserved exterior surface indicates proximity of handle attachment.
SU 905 SMU 648/398 (F).
156 (906-2-13). Goblet(?)

Fig. 10

Rim. Single sherd.
Diam. rim 0.27.
Medium coarse fabric containing some white, gray,
and black, fine to granule-sized (max. dim. 2.5 mm.)
grits. Fracture very pale brown near surfaces, light
gray at core. White surfaces burnished to moderate
luster all over.
SU 906 (E).
157 (906-2-10). Kantharos(?)

Fig. 12

Rim. Single sherd.
Diam. rim 0.13.
Fine fabric containing some white, gray, black, and
dark red, fine to very coarse grits. Reddish yellow
fracture and surfaces, the latter burnished to moderate luster all over.
SU 906 (E).

Fig. 12

Rim. Single sherd.
Diam. rim 0.13.

159 (905-2-28). Kantharos(?)

Fig. 12

Rim. Single sherd.
Diam. rim 0.15.
Medium coarse fabric containing many white, gray,
and black, fine to granule-sized (max. dim. 3.0 mm.)
grits. Fracture light brown near surfaces, gray at
core. Surfaces coated with slip, mottled very dark
grayish brown to light gray on interior, spottily preserved in light gray patches on exterior, and burnished to moderate luster all over.
SU 905 SMU 647/399 (F).
160 (905-2-13). Neck-handled jug

Fig. 15

Rim and handle fragment. Single sherd.
Max. pres. H. 0.037.
Medium coarse fabric containing some white, gray,
black, and dark red, fine to granule-sized (max. dim.
2.5 mm.) grits. Fracture reddish yellow near surfaces, gray at core. Light brown to pink surfaces burnished to moderate luster all over.
Upper stump of vertical strap handle attached
well below rim.
SU 905 SMU 648/397 (F).
161 (905-2-11). Neck-handled jug

Fig. 15

Rim and handle fragment. Single sherd.
Diam. rim ca. 0.115.
Medium coarse fabric containing many gray, black,
and dark red, fine to granule-sized (max. dim.
3.5 mm.) grits as well as occasional white, fine to
medium grits. Very pale brown fracture.
Original surfaces nowhere preserved owing to extremely heavy wear.
SU 905 SMU 648/397 (F).
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162 (905-2-23). Juglet

Fig. 15

Fine fabric containing occasional gray and dark red,
fine to medium grits and one visible dark red, very
coarse (max. dim. 2.0 mm.) grit. Reddish yellow
fracture and interior surface, the latter crudely
smoothed; exterior mottled pink to reddish yellow
and burnished to low luster.
SU 905 SMU 648/398 (F).
Fig. 15

Base. Single sherd.
Diam. base 0.050.
Medium coarse fabric containing many white, gray,
black, and dark red, fine to granule-sized (max. dim.
2.0 mm.) grits. Fracture light red to reddish yellow
near surfaces, weak red at core. Surfaces pink all
over, wiped on interior but burnished to moderate
luster on exterior.
SU 905 SMU 648/399 (F).
164 (907-2-1). Jug

Fig. 15

Base. Single sherd.
Diam. base 0.055.
Fine fabric containing some white, gray, and yellowish red, fine to very coarse (max. dim. 1.5 mm.) grits.
Fracture light reddish brown near surfaces, light
gray at core. Very pale brown interior roughly
wiped; exterior coated with white slip and burnished
to low luster.
SU 907 (E).
165 (906-2-17). Jar

Fig. 17

Base. Single sherd.
Diam. base 0.070.

Base. Single sherd.
Diam. base 0.031-0.033.

163 (905-2-32). Jug

166 (905-2-15). Jar
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Fig. 17

Rim, neck, and shoulder fragment. Single sherd.
Diam. rim 0.125.
Fine to medium coarse fabric containing many
white, gray, black, and dark red, fine to very coarse
(max. dim. 1.5 mm.) grits. Fracture brown immediately beneath surfaces, but dark gray across most of
thickness of vessel. Surfaces burnished to low luster
all over, brown to pale brown on exterior, mottled
dark grayish brown through light yellowish brown
to very pale brown on interior.
SU 906 (E).

Medium coarse fabric containingmany gray, black,
and dark red, fine to granule-sized (max. dim.
3.5 mm.) grits. Fracture reddish yellow near surfaces, weak red to pale red at core. Reddish yellow
interior crudely wiped; exterior coated with very
pale brown slip and burnishedto high luster.
Wear on exterioredge of base probablydue to use.
SU 905 SMU 648/397 (F).
167 (905-2-35). Jar

Fig. 17

Base. Single sherd.
Diam. base 0.10.
Coarse fabric containing massive amounts of white,
gray, black, dark red, and yellowish red, fine to
pebble-sized (max. dim. 5.0 mm.) grits. Fracture
light reddishbrown to pink near surfaces,light gray
at core. Pink interior roughly smoothed; exterior
coated with pale slip mottled from very pale brown
to white and burnishedto moderateluster.
Underside of base secondarilyburnt; resting surface of base heavily abradedfrom use.
SU 905 SMU 648/398 (F).
COOKING VESSELS

168 (906-2-18). Smalljar

Fig. 17; P1.72

Rim and lug fragment. Mended from 2 sherds.
Diam. rim 0.10.
Medium coarse fabric containingmany white, gray,
and yellowish red, fine to granule-sized (max. dim.
2.5 mm.) grits. Fracture black across most of thickness of vessel; near surfaces,mottledas surfaces. Interiormottledfrom darkgray throughlight brown to
light yellowish brown and burnished to moderate
luster; original exterior surface nowhere preserved
owing to extremelyheavy wear.
SU 906 (E).
169 (905-2-30). Jar

P1. 72

Lug. Single sherd.
Max. pres. W. 0.046.
Medium coarse fabric containingmany white, gray,
black, and dark red, fine to granule-sized(max. dim.
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3.5 mm.) grits. Fracture gray at core; near surfaces,
mottled as surfaces. Exterior surface mostly light
brown to light yellowish brown, too heavily worn for
surface treatment to be determined.
Knob-lug, trapezoidal in plan, roughly circular in
section, slightly hollowed at end.
SU 905 SMU 648/399 (F).

Broad vertical strap handle attached to top of rim
at sides but to underside of rim in center and decorated with four broad and crudely executed vertical
grooves down back; horseshoe lug attached on shoulder at 90 degrees clockwise in plan from handle.
SU 906 and SU 908 (E).

P1. 72

Rim, handle, lug, and body fragment. Mended
from 29 sherds into 14 non-joining fragments.
Max. pres. H. 0.157. Diam. rim 0.173-0.179.
Max. Diam. 0.207.

170 (905-2-31). Jar
Lug. Single sherd.
Max. W. 0.038.

Medium coarse fabric containing many white, gray,
black, and dark red, fine to granule-sized (max. dim.
2.5 mm.) grits. Fracture gray at core; near surfaces,
mottled as surfaces. Crudely smoothed surface mottled from grayish brown to reddish yellow.
Horizontal ledge lug, C-shaped in plan.
SU 905 SMU 648/399 (F).
171 (905-2-24). Tripod cooking pot

Fig. 18

Tripod leg. Single sherd.
Max. pres. L. 0.075.
Medium coarse fabric containing many white, gray,
and sparkling black, fine to granule-sized (max. dim.
2.0 mm.) grits as well as occasional coarse to very
coarse, sparkling gold platelets. Red fracture. Finely
wiped surface mottled from red through yellowish
red to strong brown except where discolored black by
secondary burning.
Surface fire blackened, chipped, and flaking
around lower 0.03 m. of leg, the depth to which the
legs of the cooking pot were evidently sunk into the
coals of a fire when the vessel was in use.
SU 905 SMU 648/398 (F).
172 (906-2-19). Rim-handled jar

Fig. 18

Rim, handle, lug, and shoulder fragment. Mended from 4 sherds.
Diam. rim 0.175.
Coarse fabric containing many gray, black, and dark
red, fine to pebble-sized (max. dim. 6.0 mm.) grits as
well as some white, fine to very coarse grits. Fracture
dark gray to gray at core; near surfaces, mottled as
surfaces. Surfaces mostly light red to reddish yellow,
mottled to yellowish brown on interior and to black
on exterior, and burnished to moderate luster all
over except on underside of and behind handle.

173 (903-2-2). Rim-handled jar

Fig. 18; P1. 72

Coarse fabric containing many white, gray, black,
and dark red, fine to pebble-sized (max. dim.
6.0 mm.) grits. Fracture dark gray to gray at core;
near surfaces, mottled as surfaces. Surfaces burnished to low luster all over, mottled from red to
black on exterior, mostly red to yellowish red on
interior but also mottled in a couple of patches to
dark brown.
Broad vertical strap handle attached to top of rim
at sides but to underside of rim at center and decorated with three broad and crudely executed vertical
grooves down back; horseshoe lug attached at base of
broadly flaring rim directly opposite handle.
SU 902, SU 903, and SU 905 SMU 647/398 and
648/397-398 (F).
174 (906-2-20). Horizontal-handled jar

Fig. 17

Handle and body fragment. Mended from 4
sherds.
Max. Diam. ca. 0.30.
Coarse fabric containing many white, gray, black,
and dark red, fine to pebble-sized (max. dim.
5.0 mm.) grits as well as some very fine sparkling
inclusions. Fracture very dark gray at core; near surfaces, mottled as surfaces. Surfaces burnished to
moderate luster all over and mostly dark in color,
yellowish red to black on exterior and reddish yellow
to black on interior.
SU 906 (E).
175 (905-2-34). Jar

Fig. 18

Base. Single sherd.
Diam. base 0.052-0.054.
Coarse fabric containing massive amounts of gray,
black, and dark red, fine to pebble-sized (max. dim.
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12 mm.) grits, some white, fine to coarse grits, and
some very fine sparkling inclusions. Fracture dark
gray at core;near surfaces,mottled as surfaces.Surfaces burnishedto moderateluster all over, mottled
from dark gray to pale brown on interior and from
red to dark brown on exterior.
SU 905 SMU 648/398 (F).
176 (906-2-21). Jar
Base. Single sherd.

Fig. 18
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Diam. base 0.070.
Coarse fabric containingmassive amounts of white,
gray, black, and dark red, fine to pebble-sized(max.
dim. 6.0 mm.) grits. Fracturegray at core;near surfaces, mottled as surfaces. Exterior burnished to
moderateluster and mottled from reddish yellow to
brown; dark gray interior too heavily worn for surface treatmentto be determined.
SU 906 (E).

PRELIMINARY CLASSIFICATION
BY FUNCTION, DECORATION, AND COLOR
The MH pottery from EU2 and EU6 may be subdividedinto three major categoriesaccording to gross differencesin vessel function:extremely large, thick-walled vessels, produced exclusively in coarse fabrics and employed for storage, which are conventionally
termed "pithoi"(112, 113); wide-mouthed closed vessels, producedin dark-surfaced,medium coarse and coarse fabrics, whose mottled surfaces and characteristicshapes indicate
that they served as cookingvessels (98-111, 168-176); and the remaining,generally somewhat finer and occasionallydecoratedpottery,producedin a much broaderrange of shapes,
which may be lumped togetherunder the heading of tableware (1-97, 114-167).
No significant subdivisionsexist among the pithoi and cooking pots in terms of their
color or decoration,but the tableware can be further broken down into two large palesurfacedgroups, one decoratedwith abstractdesignsin matt paint (1-38, 114-136) and the
other unpainted (39-44, 46-69, 71, 73-97, 137-139, 141-167), and one small dark-surfaced and unpainted group (45, 70, 72, 140). The highly fragmentarystate of the MH
pottery from EU2 and EU6 renders any estimate of the frequency of matt-paintedvases
within the overall ceramic assemblageduring this period a very rough one. If total sherds
are counted,the figure hoversbetween 2.5 and 7.5 percent(Tables 1-3, 5), but many mattpainted vessels, particularlyclosed shapes, have large unpainted areas. This fact, together
with the presenceof substantialnumbersof earlier sherds in the relevant deposits, make a
figure of 2.5 to 7.5 percentfar too low an estimate. If the count is restrictedto matt-painted
feature sherds, estimates of the frequencyof matt-paintedvases in these deposits approximately double (Table 5). Even these figures are likely to be low, since most matt-painted
vases during this period have unpainted bases or feet, and the earlier material present in
these deposits has yet to be taken into account. Matt-painted vessels thus probably accountedfor ca. 20 percentof a typical household'sceramicinventory.13
13 The number of painted vases in the slightly later deposit of LH I vessels found in a burnt house in EU7
was four out of a total of nineteen, or 21.1 percent (Rutter, 1989: pp. 3-5, nos. 1-4).
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There is no evidencefrom these deposits for MH pottery decoratedwith lustrous (i.e.
iron-based)paints or with more than one color of matt paint (i.e. bichromeor polychrome
decoration). Solid coatings of dark-firing (i.e. red to black) slips, whether burnished or
unburnished,are also unattested.Pale-firing slips, on the other hand, are quite commonon
all shapes exceptjugs (Tables 4, 6). The most commoncolors for these slips are white and
very pale brown or some shadein between (4-6, 11, 14-17, 21, 24, 34, 35, 37, 43, 56, 58, 60,
61, 66, 81, 90, 97, 119, 124, 132, 133, 135, 136, 144, 145, 147, 154, 164, 166, 167), but pink
(122), pink to very pale brown (8, 139), pale yellow (18), and light gray (159) are also
attested on vessel exteriors. These slips sometimes fire to appreciably darker shades on
vessel interiors (58, 159). Most open shapes when slipped are coated all over, but at least
three pieces, a goblet (4), a kantharos(16), and a cup of some sort (90), are slipped only on
the exterior and at the rim on the interior,that is, only on those portionsof the vase which
might bear dark-on-lightdecorationin matt paint. In some cases, therefore,a pale slip was
perhapsapplied to ensure that the painted decorationwould contrastsharplywith the color
of the undecoratedclay body.
Also missing from the MH ceramicrepertoireat Tsoungiza is the fine burnishedclass
of potterycharacterizedby a uniformlygray fractureand surfacewhich is commonlyknown
as Gray Minyan. Thus the overall range of distinctdecorativetreatmentsand the varietyof
purposefully distinct unpainted surface colors attested among the late MH pottery of
Tsoungiza are very narrow,both in comparisonto what is to be found at contemporarysites
in the near-by Argolid and in view of what will appear at Tsoungiza itself at the beginning
of the following LH I period.14
FABRIC AND SURFACE TREATMENT
The range of non-plasticinclusionsto be found in most of the MH potteryfrom Tsoungiza
is distinctiveto the naked eye in terms of the colors and sizes of the materialspresent,quite
independentof their specificmineralogicalidentities.Sometypes of inclusionare so unusual
as to suggest that the vessels in which they occur are imports. Particular combinationsof
otherwise common enough types of inclusion may, by virtue of the absence of other commonly occurringminerals, be equally distinctiveand so constitutea rather differentmeans
of identifyingimports. The practiceof identifying importson the basis of fabric inspection
by the naked eye alone, however, is often sufficientlysubjectiveto make additionalevidence
in favor of a given vessel's importedstatus highly desirable.Thus peculiaritiesin a vessel's
14 For the decorativenoveltiesof the LH I period at Tsoungiza, see Rutter, 1989; for the broaderrange of
colors and decorativetreatmentsin contemporaryArgive MH ceramic assemblages,see S. Dietz, G. Nordquist, and C. Zerner,"Concerningthe Classificationof Late Middle Helladic Wares in the Argolid,"Hydra 5,
1988, pp. 15-16. Particularly unusual about Tsoungiza is the total absence of Lustrous Decorated wares
(Zerner, 1986, pp. 66-68; 1988, pp. 6-10), the paucity of dark burnished wares, and the lack of Gray
Minyan. For the identificationof Aeginetan Gold Mica wares at MH Tsoungiza, see below under "Fabric
and SurfaceTreatment"and footnote 15.
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fabric have had to be supplemented by other atypical features of the piece (e.g., shape,
decoration,color, surface treatment) in most cases, before any confidencehas been felt in
singling out a vase as a probableimport.The numberof vessels actuallyidentifiedas such in
what follows may thereforebe considerablysmaller than the real numberof importsrepresented in the collectionof 176 vessels presentedhere. Only a coordinatedprogramof petrological and trace-elementanalyses, presently in the planning stages, is in the end likely to
result in a truly trustworthypicture of the scale on which pots were importedto late MH
Tsoungiza and of their places of origin.
Commonlyoccurringtypes of inclusionin the MH potteryof Tsoungiza, insofaras these
are discernibleto a researcherwith minimal backgroundin mineralogy,includethe following: white grits, fine to pebble-sized, invariablyrounded and very often "exploded"at the
surfacein such a fashionas to suggestthat the firingof the clay bodyresultedin the volatilization of a constituentof the mineral in the formof either water of hydrationor carbondioxide
(possibly calcium carbonate?);gray, black, and dark red grits, fine to pebble-sized, both
roundedand angular;and yellowish red grits, fine to granule-sized,typicallyroundedrather
than angular (mudstone?).Sparkling silvery inclusions are not uncommon(10, 22, 24, 26,
31, 34, 39, 41, 49, 71, 83, 87, 92, 95, 125, 126, 140, 174, 175) but are neverpresentin large
amounts nor in sizes greater than very fine. Sparklinggold platelets (71, 171), in one case
combined with sparkling black grits (171), are highly distinctive as well as extremely
unusual. In both cases, they almostcertainlyare enough in themselvesto identifyimports,in
all likelihood from the island of Aigina. Although the probablegoblet representedby 71 is
not particularlydistinctivemorphologicallyor decoratively,the tripod cookingpot to which
171 belongedis unique in strataof this periodat Tsoungiza by virtueboth of its shape and of
the wiped ratherthan burnishedsurfacetreatmentapplied to a cookingvessel.15
The goblet rim 8 is highly distinctiveby virtue of a fabric containing only white and
yellowish red grits, a pink to very pale brown slip, and a matt-paintedpattern unusual at
Tsoungiza; it too is almost certainly an import, although in this case the place of manufacture is uncertain.16The unusual combinationof white grits and sparkling inclusions
alone in the fine fabric of the dark burnished goblet foot 140, the closest thing to Gray
Minyan from any late MH deposit at Tsoungiza, as well as the peculiarly sharp ribbing
with which it is decorated,identify this piece too as an import, again of unknown origin.
Finally, the presence of only gray and yellowish red grits in the coarse fabric of the pink15 For a comprehensiveapplication of fabric distinctions to the MH ceramic corpus from a single site
(Lerna), see Zerner, 1986; for proveniencestudies of MH pottery employing physico-chemicalmethods of

analysis, see R. E. Jones, Greek and Cypriot Pottery: A Review of Scientific Studies, Athens 1986, pp. 411-

424; for Aeginetan Gold Mica wares in particular,see Zerner, 1986, pp. 64-66 and 1988, pp. 1-5, as well as
furtherbelow under "Shapeand Decoration".
16 The fine unpainted rim 82, probablyfrom anothergoblet, likewise has a pink (although here unslipped)
surfaceand only white and yellowish red grits in its fabric;it may have been made at the same site as 8, but its
lack of painted decorationmakes it impossible to single this piece out as an oddity in terms of decorationas
well as of fabric and color. Consequently82 cannotbe so confidentlyisolated as a probableimport.
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slipped, matt-painted kantharos rim 122 and its unusual decorativesyntax identify this
piece as yet anotherimport,just possiblyfrom the same sourceas the goblet rim 8.
Somegeneralcommentson the late MH fabricsof Tsoungiza are warrantedon the basis
of the size of the ceramicsample recoveredfrom the site and the representativenature of the
176 pieces fromthat sample publishedhere in detail. First, there is considerablevariationin
the fineness of the fabrics, much more than indicated by the simple tripartite scheme of
"fine","mediumcoarse",and "coarse"adoptedhere for basic descriptivepurposes.
Second, whether the vessels in question are cookingpots or tableware, open shapes or
closed, larger vessels are typically coarser than smaller ones. Thus goblets are ordinarily
somewhat coarserthan kantharoi,while miniaturekantharoiare typically producedin fine
fabrics. The same progressionfrom coarsejars through medium-coarsejugs to fine juglets
like 22 and 23 is evident among closed shapes in the tablewarecategory.Although cooking
pots exhibit a narroweroverall range of fabric grades, it is still the larger vessels which are
coarse and the smaller ones which are medium coarse. All pithoi, owing to their size, are
naturallycoarse.In termsof the three gradesdistinguishedhere, the most commonlate MH
fabric division at Tsoungiza is medium coarse. The numberof vases exhibiting a truly fine
fabric,no matterwhat their size or shape, is small. In this respectas much as in any other, a
majorchange takes place at the dawn of the Mycenaeanperiod at Tsoungiza.
Third, uniformityof fabricis fairly strikingamong cookingpots, with the result that an
import like 171 is easily detectable,whereas there is considerablygreatervariabilityamong
the tableware, thus making it more difficult to identify imports in this group with confidence.The sample of pithoi is too small to permit any commenton homogeneityin fabric
within that category.
Among the tableware, jugs tend to feature sparkling inclusions in their fabric more
often (22, 24, 26, 31, 92, 95) and slips less often (24, 164; less than 10 percent of the jug
fragments) than other common shapes. Kantharoi, on the other hand, are often slipped
(14-18, 56, 58, 60, 61, 122, 124, 147; just under 50 percent of the positively identified
kantharoi) and jars even more so (34, 35, 37, 97, 132, 133, 135, 136, 166, 167; over
60 percent),while gobletsfall somewherein the middle (4-6, 8, 9, 11, 43, 49, 119, 139,144,
145;just under 30 percentof the positivelyidentifiedgoblets).
The normalexteriorsurfacetreatment,no matterwhat the functionor decorationof the
vessel, is a burnish, usually of no great quality. The insides of closed vessels are ordinarily
just roughly smoothed,unless wide mouths (as on cookingpots and such formsof tableware
as bridge-spoutedjars [32]) make their interiorsmore readily accessible,in which case both
interiorand exterior are burnished,as is the rule for open shapes. Some vessels are so large
that burnishing them was evidently consideredto demandtoo much effort (e.g. the pithos
112). Accessoryfeatures like lugs (169 and 170) may occasionallynot receivethe treatment
normallyaccordedto vessel bodies. Otherwisethe absenceof a readilyvisible burnishon the
late MH pottery from Tsoungiza is either a sign of poor preservationor an indicatorthat
the vessel was made elsewhere (e.g. 171).
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SHAPE AND DECORATION
GOBLETS
(Figs. 7-10)

Although no completeor even fully restorableprofilesare preserved,all fragmentshere
attributedto goblets probablybelong to a single basic type, a capaciousdrinkingvessel on a
high pedestal foot furnishedwith a pair of low, verticalhandles. The body or bowl is deep
and almost invariably carinated (39 being a notable exception), conical (1, 42, 137) or
rounded(8, 117) below the carinationand concave-flaring(1-4, 40, 42, 114, 115, 137, 139)
or spreading(6, 7) aboveit. The two verticalstrap handles run from the point of maximum
diameterof the body to the exterior face of the rim but do not rise abovethe rim itself. The
high pedestal foot is cylindrical in its upper profile and flares at the bottom to a roughly
flattenedresting surface (11-13, 43-53, 118, 119, 140-145). Althoughthere is considerable
variety in rim profiles, one feature is common to most goblets and particularly to those
decoratedwith painted patterns:a roughly flattenedtop, though by no means necessarily
horizontal,often with a single shallow grooveat its center (1, 5, 9, 114, 139).
Late MH goblets at Tsoungiza occur commonlyin matt-painted(1-13, 114-119) and
pale burnished (39-44, 46-53, 89, 137-139, 141-145) but rarely in dark burnished (45,
140) forms. Matt-painted goblets normallyhave rim diametersbetween 20 and 35 cm., the
smallest (116) measuring 19 and the largest (2) 38 cm. The feet of such gobletsrange from
12 to 15 cm. in diameter. Unpainted goblets are usually somewhat smaller, with rim diameters in the range of 20-30 cm. (except for the apparently miniature 89 with a rim
diameterof 13 cm.17) and foot diametersbetween 11 and 12.5 cm.
Among the substantialnumber of rims which lack both upper handle attachmentsand
painted decoration,the two criteria by which goblet and kantharos fragments can most
readily be distinguished,those with rim diametersof 18 cm. or more have been identifiedin
these cataloguesas probablybelongingto goblets (68-83, 155, 156), those with diametersof
16 cm. or less to kantharoi (84-88, 157-159). Among the probable goblets are two more
dark burnishedfragments(70, 72), but all the rest are pale burnished.
Matt-painted goblets at Tsoungiza bear decorationon the flatteneduppermostportion
of the rim, the exterior shoulder, and the lower exterior of the foot. Although no painted
goblet handles have survivedfrom the depositsunder considerationhere, it is almost certain
that the backs of these would also have been decorated.The ornamenton the interior rim
consists exclusively of short transversebars in groups of four (2, 9?) or more (5 + on 116,
7 + on 8,14 + on 114). In view of the small size of the survivingfragments,the conclusion
seemsjustifiedthat all paintedgobletsbore such decoration,which probablyalways tookthe
form of bar groups rather than a continuousseries of bars all aroundthe rim, 114 notwithstanding. The lower foot regularly features one (12, 13) or two (11, 118, 119) simple
17 For a roughly contemporaryminiatureof this same shape fromAsine, see Nordquist, 1987, fig. 48:1. The
rim of 89, as Figure 9 shows, was significantlydistortedin the processof attachingthe survivinghandle. The
estimated rim diameter is thus considerablymore open to question than most other dimensional estimates
reportedhere.
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bands.18Only the exterior shoulderof these goblets is decoratedwith patternswhich vary,
in a zone framed either by a single band above and below (1, 3?, 5?, 6, 116?), one band
above and two below (8, 114), or two above and perhaps two below (9, 10). The range of
patterns, however, is extremely restricted:opposed diagonals, whether single (= zigzag: 5,
116), double (2, 3), triple (1, 115), or mixed: double and triple (114) or triple and quadruple (4); large pendent loops or festoons, either continuous (7) or interrupted (6); and
overlappingand partially filled pendent loops on the shoulderproper,with groups of smaller festoonspendentfrom the lowest band on the shoulder(8). One of the opposeddiagonal
patterns may have included a fill of horizontal dashes (2), but otherwise this repertoireof
painted motifs, that on 8 excepted, is strikingly simple. The combinationof painted decoration on the shoulderwith fine incisions on the lower body of 117 is unique at Tsoungiza
and evidentlyhas no publishedparallels among MH matt-paintedgoblets from other sites.
While the pedestal feet of unpainted pale burnishedgoblets are occasionallyribbed in
their upper portions (43, 44, 46, 47), a number of sizable foot fragmentson which one or
two ribs are barely detectable(142, 144) or else altogetherabsent (53, 145) indicatethat the
decorationof goblet stems with pronouncedribs was optional. Likewise, the decorationof
goblet shoulderswith one or more crudelyrenderedribs (78, 83, 138), or with two or three
V-shaped grooves leaving more distinct ribs between them (81, 82), was only irregularly
practiced.Althoughthe ribbingof unpaintedgobletfeet is likely to be relatedto the banding
of matt-painted goblet feet, at least at Tsoungiza the bands tend to be located near the
bottomof the foot while the ribs occur higher up, near and at the transitionto the bowl.
The pedestalfeet of the few darkburnishedgobletsfrom late MH Tsoungiza are decorated with single (45) or multiple (140), finely articulatedgroovesratherthan the broader,
more crudelyexecutedribs and troughs which characterizepale burnishedexamples of the
shape (43, 44, 46, 47) or the even finer multiple incisions on the lower body of the mattpainted specimen 117.
The overwhelmingmajorityof the goblets from the late MH depositsof EU2 and EU6
at Tsoungiza, in terms of such characteristicsas fabric,shape, size, and decoration,fall into
a fairly narrow typologicalrange;pending the results of a thoroughgoingprogramof physico-chemicalanalyses applied to this body of material, this range may be tentatively identified as that typical of potteryproducedat or in the immediatevicinityof the site. The more
an individual piece can be shown to be atypical, the better its claim to be an import. The
matt-paintedrim 8, alreadyidentifiedas a possibleimportbecauseof its unusual fabric,also
bears a unique combinationof patterns and has an unusually roundedbody profile. This
piece is surely imported.The multiply grooved,darkburnishedstem fragment140, equally
atypical in its fabric,is also unique in its decorationand belongsto a class of ceramicwhich
is in any case unusual at the site and occurs there only in the form of goblets. This piece,
18 The rims of matt-paintedgoblet feet (11-13, 118, 119) are very similar in profileto some fragmentshere
identifiedas matt-paintedjar rims becauseof the single paintedband which the latter have on the flattenedtop
of the rim (35) or just below the rim on the interior (34). It would, however,make little sense to decoratethe
resting surfaceor the interiorof a goblet foot, while comparablydecoratedfragmentsexist that are undeniably
fromjars (33).
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then, and perhaps the few other pieces of dark burnished pottery from these deposits as well
(45, 70, 72), should be imported. On the other hand, no decorative or morphological peculiarities distinguish the pale burnished rim 71, which by virtue of the sparkling gold platelet
in its fabric is just as certainly an import.
There seem to be no significant differences between the matt-painted goblets from EU2
(1-13) and those from EU6 (114-119), except for the unique combination of painted decoration and fine incisions of 117 on the upper and lower bowl respectively. Likewise, dark
burnished goblets are sparsely attested in both EU2 (45, 70, 72) and EU6 (140). The plastic
decoration on unpainted goblets, however, does change from one set of deposits to the other.
Of 23 unpainted goblet stem and foot fragments from pure MH units in EU2 (i.e. units
coded as Al, A2, B, or C in the catalogue), 5 exhibit heavy ribbing (43, 44, 46, 47), 3 have
one or two sharply defined grooves (45), and 15 are plain or have ribs so subtle as to be
barely noticeable. Of 8 similar fragments from pure MH units in EU6 (i.e. those coded as E
and F in the catalogue), none has heavy ribbing, 1 has multiple, sharply defined grooves
(140), 2 preserve a single incision like those on 117, and 5 are plain. Although the sample is
small, the conclusion seems warranted that, while clearly articulated grooves on dark burnished stems are common to the deposits in both areas, crude ribbing is characteristic of
goblets only from EU2 and fine incisions are restricted to goblets from EU6.
A few late MH matt-painted goblets similar to those from Tsoungiza are listed by
Buck. Some even more closely comparable examples have been found at Asine since his
article was published, and several fragments from Blegen's excavations of settlement deposits at Prosymna and Zygouries can also be attributed to more or less identical vessels.19
The comparanda from Asine, Prosymna, and Zygouries all feature opposed diagonals in the
shoulder zone. For simple (6, 7) or overlapping (8) festoons in this position, the only published parallels on this shape known to me come from Lerna, where they have been identified as Aeginetan imports.20
Unpainted late MH and LH I goblets have recently been surveyed in some detail by
Graziadio. As he notes, Gray Minyan and dark burnished ring-stemmed goblets are characteristic of middle as well as late MH deposits and persist in small quantities into the LH I
period.21 Fully preserved examples from Asine and Mycenae show that variants equipped
with either two or four vertical strap handles or with two loop handles rising vertically from
the rim were all current during the late MH and LH I periods and that such goblets could
be decorated with ribs, grooves, or incisions, or left altogether plain.22 Pale burnished
goblets exhibit equal decorative and morphological variety but make their first appearance
19 Buck, 1964, p. 243, shape A6; for Asine, see Nordquist, 1987, figs. 46:12, 48:1, 50:6, 7, 54:16, 17, 55:1,
with fuller descriptionsof most of these vases to be found in Nordquist, 1985; for Prosymna, Prosymna,
fig. 642:5, 6; for Zygouries, Zygouries,fig. 121:6.
20 Zerner, 1988, fig. 4:5-8. Note that these Aeginetan parallels are regularly decoratedwith festoonspendent from the base of the shoulder zone, a syntactic feature attested at Tsoungiza only on the imported
fragment8.
21 Graziadio, 1988, p. 364 and notes 124 and 125.
22 Mylonas, 1973, pls. 13a, 66d:1, 2, 156a, 205a:1, 2, 214:A-1 (plain) and A-69 (ribbed and incised),
216:,-173 (grooved),217:Y-233 (ribbed);Nordquist, 1987, figs. 43:10, 47:2, 51:2, 56:1.
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in the late MH period, appreciably later than the dark burnished (including Gray Minyan)
types after which they were presumably modeled. The shoulder, lower bowl, and foot may
be either ribbed, incised, or plain. Two vertical strap handles are normal, but variants with
four such handles,23 with two vertical strap and two horizontal trianguloid handles,24 and
with two vertical strap handles and two doubly horned or crescentic horizontal lugs25 are
also attested. Graziadio accepts Dietz's contention that pale burnished goblets decorated
with incised rings as a rule predate plain goblets and concludes that the incised rings disappear at the transition from MH to LH 1.26 The late MH and LH I deposits excavated at
Tsoungiza support the conclusion that incised goblets disappeared by the early LH I
period,27 but the highly fragmentary nature of the late MH material from the site makes it
impossible to be certain whether plain goblets came into use before the end of the MH
period. The large plain foot fragments 144 and 145 come from mixed deposits and could
conceivably be of LH I date, but other pieces like 53, 142, and 143 from uncontaminated
MH units suggest that plain feet, and hence perhaps altogether plain goblets, may have
been in use at Tsoungiza well before the LH I period began.28 Perhaps more significant is
the information which the deposits at Tsoungiza furnish concerning ribbing as a mode of
goblet decoration. The evidence from EU2 and EU6 suggests that ribbing and incision were
not contemporary alternatives on pale burnished goblets, but rather chronologically successive techniques applied to the decoration of this shape.29 Since the progressive de-emphasis of relief decoration on goblet feet is corollary to the contention that plain goblets
succeeded incised ones, ribbed goblets presumably represent a yet earlier stage of goblet
development and thus indicate that the MH deposits in EU2 predate those of EU6.
At least as distinctive as the pronounced ribbing on the pale burnished goblets of
Tsoungiza30 is the notable height of the pedestal feet on goblets from this site, whether they
Mylonas, 1973, pls. 96y:1, 2, 97a, 205y:1, 215:1-103,217:Y-232.
Mylonas, 1973, pls. 176, 217:0-216; Dietz, 1980, figs. 37, 44. A goblet with only two horizontalhandles
from Shaft Grave I is coatedwith a brown slip (Mylonas, 1973, p. 115, pls. 96a, 215:1-100)and thereforefails
to qualify as a simple pale burnished vessel. Also omitted from considerationhere are the numerous redslipped-and-burnishedgoblets reportedfrom Asine, Mycenae, and Lerna.
25 With doubly horned lugs: Mylonas, 1973, pls. 174a, 216:0-209; with crescenticlugs: Rutter, 1989,
fig. 3:6.
26 Dietz, 1980, pp. 80-81, 141-144; Graziadio, 1988, p. 344 and notes 3 and 4, pp. 354-355 and notes
57-63, p. 363 and notes 119-123.
27 Rutter, 1989, p. 11.
28 A plain pale burnishedgoblet from the floor deposit of Building 2 at Asine (Nordquist, 1987, fig. 51:3 =
Nordquist, 1985, p. 22, no. 14, fig. 2) indicates that plain goblets were in at least sparing use at some sites
before the beginningof LH I, as Graziadio himself acknowledges(1988, p. 354).
29 Although the possibility exists that the distinctionbetween ribbed and incised goblets has spatial rather
than temporal significance,such an interpretationseems implausible consideringhow small the distance is
between EU2 and EU6 (Fig. 1), how much the deposits from the two areas have in common,and how much
other evidencethere is that the pure MH deposits in EU2 slightly predatethose from EU6.
30 For parallels at other sites, see Zygouries,fig. 120:2, 4 (Zygouries),Prosymna,fig. 639:9, 10 (Prosymna),
and possibly Nordquist, 1987, fig. 49:2 (Asine). Ribbing is reasonablycommonon red-slipped-and-burnished
goblets, on which it seems to have survivedinto the LH I period (Mylonas, 1973, pls. 117a, 212a, 215:A-125,
235:551; Zerner, 1988, fig. 3:19). The single rather faint rib on the lower bowls of some final MH and LH I
23
24
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are plain (e.g. 145), painted (e.g. 11, 12, 119), or decorated in relief (e.g. 43, 46). This is
surely a local feature, for it is not paralleled on the otherwise closely comparable mattpainted and pale burnished goblets from Asine but only on dark burnished (including Gray
Minyan) versions of the shape from that site. Comparably high ribbed, incised, and plain
pale burnished fragments from Zygouries indicate that such high pedestal feet are in fact
likely to be a regional rather than strictly local feature. The large series of late MH and
LH I unpainted goblets from Circle B at Mycenae includes vessels with a wide assortment
of different foot heights; this variety is appropriate for a site geographically intermediate between the southern Corinthia, where high feet appear to have been the rule on goblets until
the end of the MH period at sites such as Tsoungiza and Zygouries, and the Argive plain,
where, at least at Asine, lower feet were preferred.

(Figs. 11 and 12)
In their shape, the ordinary kantharoi of late MH Tsoungiza differ from contemporary
goblets in three important respects: their two handles rise high above the rim and are attached to its apex (14, 15, 54, 55, 57, 59, 121, 124); they rest on low feet, normally flaring
and hollowed (19, 54, 55, 60, 61, 146, 147) but occasionally with a profile more vertical
than flaring (148) and sometimes with a flattened rather than hollowed bottom (62, 148);
and they are, with rare exceptions (55), considerably smaller, both matt-painted and pale
burnished examples having rim diameters in the range of 10.5 to 17 cm. and foot diameters
varying between 4.9 and 6.5 cm. The body profile is invariably carinated and, like that of
the goblet, relatively deep. The shoulder is sometimes convex and capped by a short everted
lip (14, 15, 59, 121), but more often the upper body is concave flaring (16, 17, 54, 55, 120,
122, 124, 125), in which case the lip is often articulated by being hollowed on the interior
(16, 54, 55, 120, 122). The lower body is normally somewhat rounded in profile, although
occasionally it is almost conical (19, 20). The shape occurs at Tsoungiza only in mattpainted (14-20, 120-125) and pale burnished (54-57, 59-62, 146-148) versions. Pale burnished rims lacking any indication of an upper handle attachment but clearly belonging to
either a goblet or a kantharos have been attributed to the latter shape when their rim diameters are 16 cm. or less (84-88, 157-159).
The decorative syntax of regularly sized, matt-painted kantharoi from Tsoungiza is
quite distinct from that of goblets. In addition to painted decoration on the interior rim,
exterior shoulder, and backs of the handles, kantharoi often, perhaps even regularly, feature
ornament on the exterior lower body (16, 19, 20, 120) and occasionally on the underside of
the foot (19) but never on the exterior of the foot. Rarely has the decoration of both the
KANTHAROI

pale burnishedgobletsand kantharoi(e.g., Mylonas, 1973, pls. 174a, 216:0-209; Dietz, 1980, figs. 38, 41,42,
45:29, 32 and 33; Nordquist, 1987, fig. 56:4; Rutter, 1989, fig. 3:6; Davis, 1979, p. 247 and note 55,
fig. 10:198, 213) is readily distinguishable from the considerablyearlier, multiple, and more pronounced
ribbingof the goblets frornEU2 at Tsoungiza for which parallels from other sites are cited at the beginningof
this note.
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upper and lower body from one of these kantharoi survived, but when it has (16, 120) the
motif on the upper shoulder is repeated at the top of the lower body.31
In terms of rim decoration, on the other hand, matt-painted kantharoi are ornamented
much like goblets, with groups of transverse bars at intervals around the rim's interior (6 and
2 + on 16, 6 on 120, 7 + on 123, 1 + on 124). The backs of handles likewise bear groups of
transverse bars, the bars themselves considerably longer in this position while the groups are
narrower (2 and 1 + on 14, 3 on 15, 3 and 3 + on 18). In one case (18), the bars are occasionally connected at both ends by bands running along the edges of the handle.32 The hollowed
underside of the only decorated kantharos foot (19) bears a simple painted cross.33
As on goblets, the shoulder zone on kantharoi is typically framed by one or two bands
above and below (14-17, 120, 121, 123), the three bands at the top of 125 being unusual.
The uppermost bands, again as on contemporary goblets, never reach the rim, a feature
which distinguishes these common matt-painted shapes from those found at some other
sites.34 The most popular single motif on the shoulder consists of small festoons pendent
from a band just below the rim, continuous except where interrupted by a handle (14), and
arranged in either a single (14, 120, 122) or double (121) row. Such festoons may either be
framed by an underlying band (120, 121) or hang free (14, 122). Very similar in concept are
the larger pendent loops framed between bands on 16. The pattern on the upper shoulder is
normally repeated immediately below the carination (16, 120, 121?), a fact which suggests
that the double row of freely hanging small festoons on the lower body of 20 is a similar echo
of a shoulder pattern. The panel of vertical bars incorporating a vertical series of small
festoons on 122, together with the underlying framed zone of simple horizontal dashes at
and just below the carination, are decidedly unusual in terms of both motif and syntax. The
second most popular pattern on kantharoi at Tsoungiza consists of horizontal dashes arranged in vertical stacks four to five dashes high, themselves spaced at intervals around the
lower body (19, 20, 120) or shoulder (123). There are no kantharoi bearing the pattern of
opposed diagonals so popular on contemporary goblets.
Pale burnished fragments from MH Tsoungiza positively identified as belonging to
kantharoi lack any form of decorative embellishment. Of the fragments attributed to
31 It is uncertainfrom the survivingpainted ornamenton 122 whether a differentdecorativeprinciple was
operativeon this kantharos,which for a numberof other reasons (see p. 435 below) can be securelyidentified
as an import.
32 For a similarly treatedkantharoshandle from a slightly later deposit at Ayios Stephanos,see Rutter and
Rutter, 1976, ill. 10:247.
3 Painted crossesin this location may be imitationsof incised potmarksof the sort attestedon a later LH I
Aeginetan kraterfrom Lerna (Zerner, 1988, fig. 8:23).
34 Rim bands are standardon the late MH matt-paintedkantharoiand goblets from Ayios Stephanos,for
example (Rutter and Rutter, 1976, ills. 10:246, 247, 11:287, 297, 299, figs. 8:248-263, 10:288-291, 298,
300-305). At Asine, the banding on goblets from BarbounaBuilding 1 is all below the rim as on MH goblets
and kantharoi from Tsoungiza (Nordquist, 1987, fig. 50:6, 7), but on the kantharoiand goblets from Barbouna Building 2 the bands have crept up to the rim (Nordquist, 1987, fig. 54:13-17), a phenomenonwhich
suggests that these two deposits at Asine may date to slightly different periods. The late MH goblets and
kantharoi from Lerna identified as Aeginetan all exhibit the banding characteristicof Tsoungiza and Barbouna Building 1 at Asine (Zerner, 1988, fig. 4:5-8).
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kantharoi on the basis of rim diameter alone, only 86 with some faint ribbing on its shoulder
stands as a possible exception to the rule that unpainted kantharoi are very plain indeed.
Among the fragments identified here as belonging to pale burnished kantharoi, 86 is also
unusual in having rather dark surfaces; it may in fact belong to an atypically small dark
burnished goblet of the type represented on a larger scale by 70 and 72.
The only kantharos fragment that sticks out so sharply from the rest as to warrant being
identified as an import is 122, peculiar in terms of its fabric, decorative syntax, and painted
motifs.35
No differences between the kantharoi recovered from EU2 and those found in EU6 are
readily identifiable as having chronological significance. Unlike the larger goblets and the
smaller miniature kantharoi at Tsoungiza, this common late MH shape changes little with
time.36 The conservatism in this shape at Tsoungiza appears also to be a feature of late MH
and LH I examples found at other northeastern Peloponnesian sites.37 Closest to the mattpainted kantharoi from Tsoungiza are specimens from Asine and Mycenae which feature
carinated body profiles, the repetition of the shoulder pattern on the lower body as a syntactic principle, the decoration of handle backs with transverse bars, and a preference for
horizontal rows of small pendent festoons and spaced vertical stacks of horizontal dashes as
body patterns.38 Of these, however, only the example from Mycenae Shaft Grave has bar
groups on the interior rim and exterior banding which stops just below the rim, both
characteristics typical of regularly-sized MH kantharoi from Tsoungiza.39
35 For a kantharosfragmentfrom near-by Zygouriesdecoratedsomewhat similarly with a panel of vertical
lines on the shoulder and a horizontal row of pendent festoonsjust below the rim, see Zygouries,fig. 121:1.
Another,more fully preservedkantharoswith panels on the shoulderand a horizontalrow of festoonspendent
from a band below the carinationcomes from Tiryns (P. and W. Gercke and G. Hiesel, "Tiryns-Stadt1971:
Graben H," Tiryns VIII, Mainz 1975, p. 25, no. 53, fig. 8:3, pl. 26:3).
36 Pale burnished kantharoi have not changed significantly at Tsoungiza even as late as the LH I period
(Rutter, 1989, fig. 5:7-9).
3 Buck, 1964, p. 244, shape Al1; Graziadio, 1988, p. 364 and notes 126-128. Add Zygouries,pp. 127-128,
no. 106, fig. 118 to Graziadio's list of pale burnished ("Yellow Minyan") comparanda,a reasonably close
parallel for the exceptionallylarge example 55 from Tsoungiza.
38 Nordquist, 1987, fig. 54:14, 15 (Asine); Mylonas, 1973, pls. 1560, 235:--182 (Mycenae). For the repetition on the shoulderand lower body of a carinatedkantharosfromArgos of motifs altogetherdifferentfrom
those employed on this shape at Tsoungiza, see G. Daux, "Chroniquedes fouilles et decouvertesarcheologiques en Grece en 1967," BCH 92, 1968, p. 1037, fig. 31. A carinatedkantharosrim from Zygouries is
decorativelyquite similar to those from Tsoungiza but is preservedonly above the carination (Zygouries,
fig. 121:2). Note that some matt-paintedkantharoiwith roundedbody profiles from both Asine (Nordquist,
1987, fig. 54:13) and Mycenae (Mylonas, 1973, pls. 15a, 234:A-7) do not repeat the shoulder motif on the
lower body. Are both the body profile and decorativesyntax of these pieces characteristicof a somewhat later
chronologicalstage, perhaps LH I?
39 Kantharoi which exhibit these last two features are known from Argos (footnote 38 above), Tiryns
(footnote35 above),and Grave D.5 at Lerna (J. L. Caskey, "Excavationsat Lerna, 1952-1953," Hesperia 23,
1954, p. 11, note 26, L. 80, pl. 7:a, left). For the secondfeature alone (exteriorbanding at the rim), parallels
exist in the North Cemeteryat Corinth (CorinthXIII, p. 10, pl. 5:8-2) and perhaps Manti Grave V at Myloi
(I. Papachristodoulou,"Lerne [Myloi]," AEX7r22, 1967, B' 1 [1968], p. 182, pl. 131:d). On none of these
parallels, however, except for that from Argos, is the shoulderdecorechoedon the lower body. Note that the
kantharoifrom Argos and Tiryns both have a band at the junction of body and foot, a feature unattestedon
MH kantharoiat Tsoungiza.
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A shallow body profile and the absence of a true foot, as well as smaller size, distinguish
the miniature from the regular kantharos. The bases of miniatures may be either slightly
raised (63, 66) or flattened (149), their body profiles sharply carinated (63-65), rounded
but retaining some angularity (66, 149-151), or more fully rounded (126). Most miniatures
are relatively thick walled for their small size and have a lightly articulated, swollen lip
(63-65, 149), but some are thin walled and have tapering lips combined with rounder body
profiles (126, 150). The two high-swung vertical strap handles are normally thin, wide, and
flat near their points of attachment (63, 64, 66, 126, 149, 151) but significantly narrower
and thicker, as well as somewhat U-shaped in section, at their midpoints (21, 149, 151).
Although matt-painted examples exist at Tsoungiza (21?, 126), pale burnished specimens
are significantly more common (63-66, 149-152). The rim diameters of both groups of
miniature kantharoi range between 7 and 9 cm. Raised bases vary in diameter from 3.0 to
3.25 cm., but flattened bases are a good deal smaller (1.8 cm. on 149).
Of the two matt-painted examples of this form from EU2 and EU6 at Tsoungiza, the
rim and handle fragment 126 is decorated with purely linear ornament, while the handle 21
bears a simple vertical band down the center of the back. The upper of the two bands on 126
extends to and over the rim in a fashion not duplicated on any of the goblet and regular
kantharos fragments from either EU2 or EU6. Pale burnished miniature kantharoi, like

unpaintedregular kantharoi,lack decorationof any kind.
None of the miniature kantharoi published here seems to have been imported.There
nevertheless appears to be a significant difference between the specimens from EU2 and
those from EU6. Both examples of the raised base (63, 66) and all the sharply carinated
body profiles (63-65) come from EU2, while the single flattened base (149), the more

rounded body profiles (126, 150), and the lipless rims (126, 150) are restrictedto EU6.
Comparandafrom elsewhere, as well as other examples of the form from Tsoungiza itself,
suggest that such morphologicaldistinctions reflect chronologicaldifferences. In the succeeding LH I period at Tsoungiza the miniature kantharossometimesloses a distinct base
altogetherand becomesa shallow, essentially semiglobular,round-bottomedshape.40Such
a developmentseems a natural extension of the increasingde-emphasisof the base and the
trend away from an angular profile which already sets some of the specimens from EU6
apart from those of EU2. Thus at least three evolutionarystages of this form appear to be
representedat Tsoungiza, of which the intermediateversion is characterizedby a flat bottom and a rounded,although still somewhatangular, body profile. The earliest type, with a
sharply carinated body and a raised base, has parallels in North Cemetery Grave 9 at
Corinth and Grave D.5 at Lerna.41The vast majority,however, of the comparandafrom
40

See, for example, Rutter, 1989, fig. 5:10. On this piece, note the imitationrivet on the preservedhandle at
its junction with the rim, a feature absolutely diagnosticat Tsoungiza of the LH I period on cups of several
differentforms (ibid., p. 11).
41 Corinth XIII, pl. 5:9-2 (Corinth);Hesperia 23, 1954 (footnote39 above), p. 11, note 26, L. 78, pl. 7:a,
right (Lerna).
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Argos, Asine, Berbati, Corinth, Mycenae, Myloi, Prosymna, and Tiryns collected recently
by Graziadio belongs to flat- and round-bottomed versions.42 At least some of the examples
from Circle B at Mycenae suggest that the developmental typology outlined above for
Tsoungiza may not be universally applicable, at least insofar as the two later stages are
concerned. For example, Z-87 with its rounded body and bottom would belong to the latest
version of the form as known at Tsoungiza, and yet it is as early as any of the numerous
other examples of the form from Mycenae, several of which have flattened bases combined
with semiglobular bodies.43 The presence of a distinct raised base on kantharoi of this form,
however, is likely to be an early feature at all sites where it is represented.44

(Fig. 13)
Seven additional matt-painted and pale burnished fragments from the MH deposits of
EU2 and EU6, almost all from very small vases, represent at least two, and perhaps as
many as four, distinct one-handled open shapes. Two profiles, complete in each case except
for most of the handle, belong to angular cups furnished with a simple flattened (153) or
slightly hollowed (67) base, a sharply carinated body profile terminating in a short everted
lip, and a single vertical handle rising above the rim and attached either to its apex (153) or
to its exterior face (67). Their rim diameters are 4.1 and 8.5 cm., their base diameters 2.0
and 2.8 cm. Both are pale burnished specimens, lacking any relief decoration. A pale burnished rim fragment with a diameter of 12 cm. and a rounded rather than carinated, though
still somewhat angular, body profile (58) belongs either to a larger version of this form of
cup or, if two-handled, to an equally atypical kantharos.
Another unpainted fragment from EU2 has a hollowed, raised base, a relatively deep
and smoothly rounded body profile, a pale slipped and burnished exterior, and an unslipped
though burnished interior (90). This odd piece, whose external slip suggests that it bore
matt-painted decoration, presumably only in the vicinity of the rim, probably belongs to a
round-bodied variant of the angular profile represented by 67 and 153, a version of the onehandled cup paralleled in the richest of the MH graves in the North Cemetery at Corinth.45
Similar in terms of its raised (in this case, flat bottomed) base and rounded (but here
more flaring) bowl is the matt-painted fragment 127 which preserves a complete body
profile. The lower handle stump on this piece reveals that the vertical strap handle was very
large in proportion to the diminutive size of the body, a peculiarity which suggests that the
ONE-HANDLED

42

Cups: ANGULAR AND ROUND-BODIED

CuPs;

DIPPERS

A?lMlEvOV
'AKpo7rOAXELS
Graziadio, 1988, p. 364 and notes 129-131. Add C. Tsountas, 'Al 7rpoeUTTopLKaL
Athens 1908, pp. 145-146, fig. 55 (Sesklo) and Nordquist, 1987, fig. 53:12 = Nordquist, 1985,

IffOKXOV,

Kal

p. 24, no. 27, fig. 3 (Asine). Buck's identifications of published whole and fragmentary vases as examples of
this shape are not always reliable (1964, p. 244, shape A10).
43 For example, 1-108 or Al-115
(Mylonas, 1973, pls. 98y, 127,3:1, 233:A-115).
44 Note that a second miniature kantharos from the North Cemetery at Corinth (cf. footnote 41 above) is of
the later, flat-based type (Corinth XIII, p. 9, pl. 4:5-3).
4

CorinthXIII, p. 7, pl. 3:2-3.
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piece may have functioned as a dipper.46The decorationof 127 with two plain bands is
comparablein its simplicity to that on the miniaturekantharos126.
Another fragment which may belong to a dipper, although in this case because of its
convex, dimpled base rather than its exaggeratedhandle, is the pale burnishedvessel 154.
This piece can hardly have been intendedto stand firmlyon such wobbly footing and so was
surely not an ordinarycup (contrastthe hollowed bases of 67 and 90). Rather, 154 would
probably have been hung on a peg by its high-swung handle. Its shallow, lipped profile
differs significantlyfrom the deeper 127 with its simple, tapering rim. The latter, however,
would have been equally unstable on its base in view of the enormoushandle which it once
possessed.Such great variability,if both pieces are correctlyidentifiedas dippers, indicates
that this functional type was a new addition to the local shape repertoirewhose essential
characteristics,a small hemisphericalbowl and a large handle, were fixed but whose ancillary featureswere in the processof being established.
Finally, the pale burnishedrim 152 is more likely, by virtue of its markedlyevertedlip,
to belong to a dipper of the sort representedby 154 than to a miniaturekantharos,the only
other shape certainly documentedin the MH ceramic assemblage of EU2 and EU6 for
which it is qualified by its small size. This thin-walled fragment, producedfrom an unusually fine fabric, is the only MH sherd from EU2 and EU6 which could possibly belong
to a vessel thrown on a fast wheel. Unfortunately,the portionof the vase actually represented by 152 is too small to be identifiedpositivelyas wheelmade.
The angular cup occurs in both EU2 (67) and EU6 (153), but pieces tentativelyidentified as belonging to a round-bodiedbut otherwise similar shape are representedonly in
EU2 (58, 90). All preservedspecimens are pale burnished, although the pale slip coating
the exterior of 90 probably indicates that this fragmentcomes from a matt-paintedvessel.
The late MH and LH I comparandafor the angular version of the form assembled by
Graziadioshow that it was quite commonas an unpaintedshape throughoutcentralGreece
and the northeasternPeloponnese.47Parallels for the round-bodiedvariant representedby
90 and perhaps also by 58 are rare until the very end of the MH period, at which point the
semiglobularteacup, ultimately of Minoan origin, begins to be producedin quantity.48
The dipper is not attested in the MH deposits of EU2 but makes its debut somewhat later in those from EU6. Here, it appears in at least two different guises, a shallow
The shape could conceivablybe a very early, clumsily realized version of a panel cup, but neither the
handle nor the decorationnor, ultimately, the body profile seem close enough to either the Cycladicprototype
or subsequentLH I imitationsto justify such an identification.For the panel cup on the Greek Mainland, see
J. L. Davis, "The Mainland Panelled Cup and Panelled Style,"AJA 82,1978, pp. 216-222; Graziadio, 1988,
p. 356 and notes 66-76; Rutter, 1989, p. 11.
47 Graziadio, 1988, p. 364 and notes 133 and 134. Add the red-slipped-and-burnished
specimenfromAsine
closely comparableto E1-187 from Mycenae: Nordquist, 1987, fig. 55:2 = Nordquist, 1985, p. 27, no. 46,
fig. 4:46. The shape is also claimed as a matt-paintedform by Buck (1964, p. 244, shape A12).
48 Graziadio, 1988, pp. 355-356 and notes 64 and 65, p. 366 and notes 143 and 145; Rutter, 1989, p. 11.
Add the certainly MH piece from Corinth cited above in footnote45. It is questionablewhether the Corinthian cup or the fragmentsfrom area EU2 at Tsoungiza have any connectionwith a Minoan or Minoanizing
prototype.
46
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unpaintedversion (152?, 154) and a deeper matt-paintedvariant (127). The experimentation with this functionaltype is also apparentelsewhere,for example in an unpainted,carinated dipper from Mycenae or in a matt-painted,deep semiglobulardipper from Asine.49
By the LH I period,this era of experimentationhas passed:a versionwith the deep rounded
profile of the example just cited from Asine but with a roundedor only very slightly flattened bottomhas becomestandardat Tsoungiza as well as at other sites.50
(Figs. 14 and 15)
Although one-handled,narrow-neckedpouring vessels of one kind or anotherare common in the MH deposits of EU2 and EU6, albeit only as matt-painted (22-31, 128-130)
and pale burnished(91-96, 161-164) shapes, few fragmentsare sufficientlywell preserved
to permit of their attributionto specific types of jug. Two almost complete profiles and a
pair of distinctivespout fragmentsmake clear that at least three differenttypes were used by
the MH inhabitantsof Tsoungiza, but the variationin rims, handles, and bases, as well as
in the sizes of the vessels to which these belonged, indicates that the jug was producedin
many more than three versions.
A matt-paintedminiaturewith its neck cut away at the back (22) has a hollowedbase, a
narrowverticalstrap handle fromthe shoulderto the apex of the rim, and a neck set slightly
off centerwhich flares gently to a simple, taperingrim.
Also matt-painted but medium-sized and round-mouthedis an odd jug (24) with a
flattened raised base, a vertical strap handle from the shoulder to the upper neck, and a
squared rim sloping down to the exterior, from which rises at a steep angle a ring handle
attachedhorizontallyand centeredabovethe lower verticalhandle.
Two fragments, one matt-painted (31) and one pale burnished (96), belong to much
largerjugs furnishedwith a large spout on the shoulder,in each case presumablyprojecting
from the side directlyopposite the point at which the handle was attached.
Small jug bases with diametersbetween 2 and 3.5 cm. are hollowed (22) or flat (162).
Larger bases with diametersbetween 4.5 and 6.5 cm. are normally raised, either flattened
on the bottom (24, 92, 95) or slightly hollowed (163, 164). In some cases, the profiles of
these raised bases splay or flare (26, 93, 94), and the bottommay be slightly convex (93) or
so markedlyhollowed as to have becomea virtual ring foot (26). Even on matt-paintedjugs
the base is as a rule unpainted (22, 24), and so the single band at the junction of the body
and base on 26 is notably unusual.

JUGS

49Mylonas, 1973, pls. 197b, 232:P-223, with the top of the handle incorrectlyrestoredin plaster, since it
should rise much higher (Mycenae); Nordquist, 1987, fig. 53:11 = Nordquist, 1985, p. 24, no. 25, fig. 3:25
(BarbounaBuilding 2 at Asine). Someof the fragmentsclassifiedby Buck underhis shape A14 (1964, pp. 244245) may also belong to experimentalversionsof this form datableto the very end of the MH period.
50 Rutter, 1989, fig. 5:11 and 12 (Tsoungiza); C. W. Blegen, Korakou. A Prehistoric Settlement near

Corinth,Boston/New York 1921, p. 19, fig. 26. As J. L. Davis remindsme, this standardizationof the dipper
form and its more frequentoccurrencein the LH I period are contemporarywith the introductionin quantity
of the krater, a large bowl with two horizontal handles (e.g. Rutter, 1989, fig. 6:13). The two developments
may well be causally connected,since the two shapes must often have been used together.
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Most jugs are furnishedwith a single vertical strap handle running from the shoulder
(22, 24, 129) to the upper neck on round-mouthedshapes (24, 91, 160, 161) or attachedto
the apex of the rim where the neck has been cut away at the back (22). The thick vertical
strap on the shoulderof 129 is atypical. The ring handle attachedto the rim of 24 directly
above the vertical neck handle is unique in the deposits of EU2 and EU6. On the rare
occasionswhen they are painted, the vertical handles bear along each edge a band which
flares outward at the handle base (22, 129).
Rim types may be crudely classifiedas simple tapering (22, 23, 25, 161), squared and
sloping outward (24) or inward (128), or thickenedwith a horizontal upper surface (91,
160). There is no reason to suppose that particular types of rim belong to simple roundmouthedjugs as opposedto those with a cutaway neck (22, 23), a ring handle (24), or a side
spout (31, 96). The five fragmentswhich are measurable(24, 25, 91, 128, 161) all have rims
rangingbetween 9 and 11.5 cm. in diameter.Bars decoratethe interiorrim only on the front
of the juglets with cutaway necks (22, 23). A band at the rim occurswhere the neck has been
cut away on 22 and also on 128. Somewhatmore commonis a single bandjust below the rim
on round-mouthedshapes (24, 25) or two such bands below the spouted rim of a jug with
cutaway neck (22). Necks normallyjoin bodies smoothly rather than being sharply offset
and are typically distinguisheddecorativelyfrom the shoulderby one or two bands (22, 24,
25,27-29, 128, 129).
Most jugs, whether painted (24, 26, 27, 29, 128, 129) or unpainted (91-95, 163, 164),
were evidently medium sized with preservedrim diametersbetween 8 and 10 cm., maximum diameters in the range of 9 to 18 cm., and base diameters between 4.5 and 6 cm.
Miniature juglets with base diametersbetween 2 and 3.5 cm. and maximum diametersca.
6 cm. may all have been matt-paintedwith cutaway necks (22, 23, possibly 162). Largejugs
with rim diameters over 10 centimeters and maximum diameters well in excess of 20
centimeters,although they include the two side-spoutedfragments31 and 96, were probably not always spouted and could be either plain (96, 160?, 161) or matt-painted(25, 28,
30, 31, 130).
The scrappy state of preservationof most of the painted jug fragments and the extremelyheavy wear which 24 has sufferedmake it impossibleto say anythingdefiniteabout
the decorativesyntax of the matt-painted MH jugs from Tsoungiza. The single, largely
preservedjuglet (22) bears only bandingon the exteriorand lacks any decorationbelow the
two bands defining the junction of neck and shoulder, except for the ends of the two lines
edging the back of the handle. Two medium-sizedjugs bear bands on the lower body below
the point of maximum diameter (24, 26), thus indicatingthat the decorationof jugs could
extend somewhatbelow the shoulder.At least two distinctbody zones of decorationsurvive
on both the medium-sizedjug 24 and the larger 130. By far the commonestsingle motif is
the continuous series of festoons or small loops, which may be arranged in a number of
different ways: a single horizontal row pendent from a band (festoons on 28, somewhat
larger loops on 128), sometimeswith a line or bandjust below (29, 31) and stepping around
and below a spout when necessary (31); a double horizontal row, in one case certainly
framed between two bands (130) and in another, possibly so (24); and two vertical rows,
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facing in opposite directionson either side of the same line, framedby a secondline on one
side and probablyalso on the other (30). Other patternsinclude opposeddiagonalspendent
from a band (27) and similarly pendent "pothook"spirals (130). The only other ornament
attestedon a jug is plastic rather than painted and takes the form of a sharply crestedridge
ringing the lower three-quartersof the base of the spout on 96.
Although there are a few differencesbetween the MH jugs recoveredfrom EU2 and
those found in EU6 (side-spouted and ring-handledjugs, for example, are restrictedto
EU2), the quantity of material surviving is too meager to warrant any chronologicaldifferentiationbetween the ceramicassemblagesrecoveredfromthese two areas on the basis of
the jug form alone. An excellent parallel for the ring-handledjug 24 comes from the North
Cemeteryat Corinth,51which also providesgood parallels for the side-spoutedjugs 31 and
96.52 Jugs with cutaway necks of the late MH and LH I periods have recently been surveyed by Graziadio.53Perhaps the closest parallel for 22 once again comes from the Corinthian North Cemetery.54
Insofar as decorationis concerned,there are numerousparallels for a single horizontal
row of festoonspendentfrom a band which servesto set off the neck fromthe shoulderas on
28, 29, 31, and 128.55For a double horizontalrow of festoonsin the upper of two shoulder
zones (130), as well as for the use of opposed diagonals on the shoulder (27), once again
Corinthianparallels exist.56
In conclusion,although the evidenceis certainly scrappy and sometimesheavily worn,
the morphologicaland decorativeparallels between the fragmentsfrom Tsoungiza on the
one hand, especially those from the earlier deposits in EU2, and those from the North
Cemeteryat Corinth on the other seem particularlyclose.
51 CorinthXIII, p. 7, pl. 3:2-2. This shape is not isolatedas a distincttype by Buck, who seems, like Blegen,
to have consideredthis piece to be an atypical example of a type of "cup"furnishedwith a similar combination
of handles and possibly functioning as a ladle or dipper (Corinth XIII, pp. 5, 10, 12, pl. 5:8-1, 11-3, 13-2;
Buck, 1964, p. 243, shape A9). Both 24 and the close parallel from Corinth Grave 2 are at least one-and-ahalf times the size of the largest of the "cups"furnished with similar handles,lbothhave pronouncednecks,
which are missing from these "cups",and 24 has the unburnishedinteriortypical of a closedratherthan open
form. Despite the resemblancein the handle forms, two distinct shapes, a true jug and a related but considerably smaller and less emphatically closed "cup",are surely represented.A somewhat later (probably
LH I) version of the jug with a squatter body profile, a shorter neck, and a wider mouth comes from MH
Grave XXIV at Prosymna (Prosymna,pp. 44, 386, no. 1057, figs. 75, 650).
52 CorinthXIII, pp. 8-9, pl. 4:3-5 and 5-1; Buck, 1964, p. 246, shape B5. The only other example of this
shape known to me, from ProsymnaGrave I, is of LH I date (Prosymna,p. 382, no. 1, fig. 643).
5 Graziadio, 1988, p. 367 and notes 155-160; see also Buck, 1964, pp. 246-247, shapes B8 and B10.
54 CorinthXIII, p. 9, pl. 4:5-2. Also from this cemeterycome a series of squat, round-mouthed
jugs which
providegood parallels for 29 and 91 (CorinthXIII, pls. 3:1-2, 4:5-4 and 7-1). Called "cups"by Blegen, these
Corinthianvases are essentially identical in form to the ring-handleddippersor "cups"from the same cemetery discussedabove in footnote51, except that the formerlack the horizontalring handles of the latter.
55 E.g., Zygouries,p. 131, no. 96, fig. 125 (Zygouries);CorinthXIII, p. 10, pl. 4:7-1 (Corinth);Mylonas,
1973, pp. 84-85, Z\-68, pl. 66/3 (Mycenae).
56 Corinth XIII, pls. 4:5-1 (a large side-spoutedjug of the type representedby 31 and 96) and 3:2-1 (a
medium-sizedjug with cutaway neck) respectively.
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JARS(Figs. 15-17)

Fragmentsof jars with at least two horizontalhandles, whether or not such vases were
providedwith one or two verticalhandles as well, can usually be distinguishedfrom pieces
of jugs in the MH deposits from EU2 and EU6 at Tsoungiza becauseof differencesin size
and decoration as well as in vessel morphology. Moreover, unlike jugs, jars are almost
invariablydecoratedwith matt-paintedpatterns,the single certainexceptionbeing the unslipped, pale burnishedrim 165.57Of two distinctformsof jar, the far more commonversion
has a moderateto ratherhigh neck, two horizontalhandlesuptilted slightly fromtheir point
of attachmentat approximatelythe point of maximum diameter,and an unburnishedinterior. The second, rare version has a hole-mouth, two horizontalhandles rising almost vertically from the shoulder,a burnishedinterior,and a spout placed somewhatbelow the level
of the handles.
Although the single positively identifiable fragment of a hole-mouthedjar (32) is too
small to permit estimationof the vessel's size, the body is likely to have been comparablein
its dimensions to those of the largestjugs and of ordinarynarrow-neckedjars. The latter
shape typically has rim diametersranging between 11 and 14 cm. (33-35, 165), maximum
diametersbetween 25 and 35 cm. (38, 131, 133, 134), and base diametersbetween 7 and
10 cm. (97, 166, 167).
The rims of narrow-neckedjars are always squaredand are occasionallyalso hollowed
on the interior (33, 34). Necks most commonlytaper upwards over the lower two-thirds of
their profile and flare rather abruptly at the top (33, 36), but some necks flare gradually
from the very bottom (165), while others include a cylindricalsegment (34). Handles are
large horizontal loops (38, 131, 132) set just above the point of maximum diameter (38,
131). Bases may be flattened(166), raised and flattened(97), or raised and hollowed (167).
Only the swelling near the point of attachmentis preservedon 32, and so the precise
type of handle on this hole-mouthedjar cannotbe identified.Likewise, only some tracesof a
perforationthrough the shoulder have survivedon the interior, and so neither the type of
spout nor its size can be determined.Nevertheless, there is little doubt that this sherd belongs to a hole-mouthedjar or that its closest parallel among the late MH and LH I
specimensof the form recentlyassembledby Graziadiois the example from Shaft Grave I at
Mycenae.58
57 The three unpainted base fragments 97, 166, and 167 are all coated on the exterior only with a palefiring slip and almost certainlyall belongedto vases with pattern-paintedshouldersand handles and linearly
treatedrims and necks. Buck distinguishesat least four types of matt-paintednarrow-neckedjar on the basis
of differencesin the numbersand locationsof the handles (1964, pp. 248-249, shapes C5-C7, C9).
58 Mylonas, 1973, p. 116, pls. 97,, 230:I-104; Graziadio, 1988, pp. 367-368 and notes 162-164. Note that
1-1-04is by far the closest to 32 among the parallels listed by Graziadio in having the handles positionedat a
level above that of the spout. The decorationof this shape with pendent festoons,though commonto several
other examples, is likewise paralleledon I-104. See also Buck, 1964, p. 246, shape B6; at least one of the pieces
cited by Buck from Korakou (Blegen [footnote 50 above], fig. 35:8) dates to the LH I period (Davis, 1979,
p. 246, fig. 7:87).
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Both the linear and the patterned decoration of the narrow-neckedjars from MH
Tsoungiza are highly distinctive.A band below the rim on the exterior and one at the rim
(33), slightly below it (34), or partially coveringit on the interior (35) leave a reservedband
of variable width at the apex of the rim which may in some cases (e.g. 33) have been
decoratedwith bar groups. The neck itself is usually plain (33-35) but occasionallybears a
pattern in the form of a discontinuouspendent double loop (36), otherwise attestedonly on
goblets (6). One or two bands set the neck off from the shoulder(33, 36, 37, 133). The most
commonpattern on the shoulderof narrow-neckedjars consistsof various sorts of triangle
groups in a continuousseries pendentfromthe lowest neck band:large cross-hatched,plain
(37) or outlined (136); small cross-hatched,framedbelow by anotherhorizontalband (135);
and double triangles, plain (38) or overlapping (134). Also attested is what is probably a
double circle (133). Handles may be ringed at the points of attachment(38) or have a band
acrossthe back from which dependthree triple-bargroups (132), or both; 131, with both an
undecoratedhandle and a lower body zone in which a series of short diagonal bars are
framedby two bands, is sufficientlyunusual to suggest that it may belong to a variantshape
of some kind.
As with jugs, there are simply not enough narrow-neckedjar fragmentspreservedfrom
the MH deposits in EU2 and EU6 at Tsoungiza to permit the two series of deposits to be
differentiatedin terms of this one form. The closest parallels come from Asine and Mycenae. A four-handledjar from Barbouna Building 1 at Asine offers parallels for the rim
profile and decorationof 33 and 34, the handle decorationof both 38 and 132, and the
nature but not the positioningof the pattern in the lower body zone of 131.59For the small
cross-hatched,large cross-hatched,and large cross-hatchedand outlined triangles on the
shoulders of 135, 37, and 136, close parallels exist on N-1 59, A-4, and I-98 respectively
from Grave Circle B at MycenaeA60Equally close parallels in the form of J-39 and A\-66
from other graves in Circle B exist for the double-circlemotif on the shoulderof 133.61 In
marked contrast to jugs, the best parallels for the late MH jars from Tsoungiza all come
from the Argolid rather than the Corinthia. This differencemay be due largely to the fact
that the graves of the North Cemeteryat Corinth containedno jars, whereas they are common in the tombs of Grave Circle B at Mycenae. It is also worth noting, in this connection,
that there are no particularlyclose parallels for the double-triangledecorationof 38 and 134
among the Argive comparanda.
59 Nordquist, 1987, fig. 50:5 = Nordquist, 1985, p. 20, no. 5, fig. 1:5. The handle of 131 rises from approximatelythe point of maximum diameterand not from the shoulderas do two of the four horizontalhandles on the piece from Asine. Thus the positioningof the lower body zone on 131 cannot be consideredidentical to that on the jar from Asine although the spatial relationship of the decorationto at least one pair of
horizontalhandleson the Argive piece is the same. The rim 33 fromTsoungiza may have been decoratedwith
bar groups on the interiorlike this piece from Asine but is now too worn for them to be detectable.
60
Mylonas, 1973, pls. 140a, ,8, 222:N-159; pls. 14a, /3, 221:A-4; pls. 95a, y, 223:I-98.
61 Mylonas, 1973, pls. 48,8 and 66a respectively.
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COOKINGPOTTERY(Figs. 17 and 18)

The vast majorityof the cooking pottery from the MH deposits in EU2 and EU6 at
Tsoungiza consists of wide-mouthedjars burnishedon both the interior and exterior. Relatively narrow necks on two of them (98, 101) preventedthe standardburnish from being
applied to their interiors, but such pieces are few. All these cookingjars appear to have
rested on comparativelysmall, very thick-walled feet (104-111, 175, 176), which seem to
have been designed to be implanted deep into the coals of a -cooking fire rather than to
providea broad,stable surfacefor standingon roughlyflattenedareas next to a fire or on the
fringesof a hearth.An alternativeapproachto cooking-potdesign, the tripodleg 171 (which
was likewise embeddedin an inch or two of coals while in use, to judge from its distinctive
pattern of wear) is unique at Tsoungiza in deposits of this period. Its unusual fabric and
wiped ratherthan burnishedsurface,along with its atypicaldesign, identifyit as an import,
probablyfrom Aigina.62The only other shape producedin the mottled,dark-surfaced,and
generally coarse fabrics typical of MH cooking pottery at Tsoungiza is a simple hollowbottomedlid representedby a single rim fragment (100), a form no doubt devised to supplementthe basic functionof the cookingjars by speedingup the processof bringing liquids
to a boil.
At least three distinct types of handle arrangementare representedon the cookingjars
which were probablyproducedlocally at MH Tsoungiza. Neck-handledjars like 101 with
a rim diameterof 11 cm. have a vertical strap handle running from the middle of the short
concave-flaringneck to the shoulder and an unburnished interior. The rim 98, though
somewhat smaller, probablycomes from a vase of the same shape since it featuresa similar
neck and an unburnishedinterior. Two other rims with comparablediameters,however,
are burnished inside (99, 168) and probably belong to one or more somewhat different
shapes, perhaps small versionsof the ordinarilylarger rim- or shoulder-handledjars.
Rim-handledjars like 172 and 173 with rim diametersbetween 17 and 18 cm. exhibit
short flaring necks terminating in a squared rim, a broad but thin vertical strap handle
running from the rim to the shoulderand decoratedwith multiple shallow verticalgrooves
along its full length, and an inverted horseshoe-shapedlug on the shoulder, either 90 degrees aroundthe shoulderfrom the handle (172) or on the lower neck directlyopposite the
handle (173). These two vessels are in fact so similar that they are likely to have been made
by one and the same potter. A fragmentfrom a jar of comparablesize and profile, though
lacking a handle, is neverthelessfurnishedwith the same sort of horseshoe-shapedlug and
probablycomes from a similar rim-handledvase (102).
Finally, shoulder-handledjars like 103 and 174, with rim diametersbetween 20 and
30 cm. and horizontal handles roughly rectangularin section rising steeply from points of
attachmentjust abovethe level of maximum diameter,illustrate a third distinctsize as well
as handle arrangement.
62

See p. 421 above and footnote 15.
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It is likely that the largest cooking-potfeet, those with a splaying profile like 176 or a
disklike profile like 111 and with diametersof 7 or more cm., belong to shoulder-handled
jars. The smaller raised feet with diametersbetween 3.5 and 6.5 cm., whether flat bottomed
(104-106, 108, 110) or slightly hollowed (107, 109, 175), presumablybelong to the smaller
rim- and neck-handledjars. Aside from the horseshoe-shapedlugs of some rim-handledjars
(102, 172, 173), these late MH cookingjars also exhibit verticallyset elliptical lugs (168),
button knob-lugs (169), and crescenticledge-lugs (170). All such lugs probablyfunctioned
as stops against which simple lifting tools like sticks could gain purchase when the handle
had becometoo hot to be touched.
There appears to be no significant differencebetween the cooking pots from the MH
deposits in EU2 and those from EU6. The dichotomybetween smaller rim-handled and
larger shoulder-handledcookingpots survivesinto the LH I period in cookingpotteryproduced locally at Tsoungiza, as a somewhat later deposit of fully restorablevases from the
site makes clear.63Comparandafrom elsewhere are rare, becausemost published late MH
potterycomes from tombs and ceramiccookingpots are very rare as burial goods. The sites
of Asine and Lerna in the Argolid have producedquantities of late MH settlementpottery,
but the dominant forms of cooking pottery in use at both sites are rim- and shoulderhandled vessels imported from Aigina.64Far to the south at Ayios Stephanos, however,
where Aeginetan imports do not appear until LH I or perhaps even LH IIA times, small
and thick-walled "toe"feet closely resembling104-110 and 175 appear for the first time in
deposits which are probablyjust slightly later in date than the late MH groups from EU2
and EU6 at Tsoungiza.65Tripod legs first appear at that site at the same time but are
presumably derived directly from Minoan prototypes, whereas the tripod leg 171 from
Tsoungiza is an Aeginetan product like similar tripod legs from a somewhat later LH I
context at Korakou.66
(Fig. 17)
Only a few small fragmentsfrom pithoi occur in the MH depositsof EU2 and EU6 at
Tsoungiza, not enough to permit any significantdiscussionof the form'sshape or decoration
during this period at the site. The rim 112 and the plastically decoratedshoulderfragment
113 are presentedhere principallyto demonstratethat extremelylarge storagevessels were
required at Tsoungiza within a very short interval after the site's reoccupationlate in the
PITHOI

Rutter, 1989, fig. 7:18, 19.
Zerner, 1988, figs. 22:10, 23:18 (Lerna); Nordquist, 1987, fig. 50:8 = Nordquist, 1985, p. 21, no. 10,
fig. 1:10 (Asine). Similar vessels were imported to Tsoungiza, but no earlier than the beginning of the LH I
period (Rutter, 1989, pp. 11-12, fig. 6:17). Another cooking jar from Asine, if a local product, shows clear
Aeginetan influence in its sharply offset rim, deep ovoid body profile, and relatively large foot (Nordquist,
1985, p. 21, no. 11, fig. 1:1 1). Of the numerous cooking-pot fragments reported from a LH I deposit at Korakou, most exhibit the loop handles, sharply offset rims, and splaying flattened feet bearing potmarks which are
the hallmarks of imported Aeginetan cooking pots (Davis, 1979, p. 252, fig. 11:241, 242, 245-254).
65 Rutter and Rutter, 1976, p. 45, figs. 18:584, 585, 19:586, 587.
66 Rutter and Rutter, 1976, p. 45, fig. 19:592-594 (Ayios Stephanos); Davis, 1979, p. 252 (Korakou).
63
64
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MH period.This need was presumablymet throughthe local productionof these enormous
containers,whether by local or itinerantpotters.
CONCLUSIONS
Despite the fact that severaldistinct,superimposedstrata containingnothing later than late
MH pottery were excavated in both EU2 and EU6, neither area produced compelling
evidencefor more than one ceramicallydistinctchronologicalhorizon.That is, within EU2
the.potteryfrom stratigraphichorizonsAl, B, and C cannotbe distinguishedon typological
grounds, nor can that from horizons E and F in EU6.67 There do, however, seem to be a
meaningful number of typological differences between the MH pottery recovered from
EU2 on the one hand and that from EU6 on the other. These include a choice between
crude ribbing (EU2) and fine incision (EU6) as the mode of relief decoration on pale
burnishedgoblet feet, a choice between miniature kantharoiwith raised bases and sharply
carinated bodies (EU2) and those with flat bases and less angular profiles (EU6), the
restrictionto EU6 of dippers in a variety of types suggestingexperimentationwith a vessel
form devisedto serve a novel function, and the restrictionof side-spoutedand ring-handled
jugs to EU2. No valid grounds exist for assigning spatial significanceto these differences,
but subsequent developmentsof the goblet, miniature kantharos,and dipper forms in the
LH I period all indicate that these differencescould have chronologicalsignificance.This
constellation of relatively minor changes uniformly implies that the material from EU6
postdatesthat from EU2.
Deposits containingthese two putative sub-periodsof late MH pottery,however, have
not been found unambiguously stratified one above the other at Tsoungiza. The identificationof two phases differentiatedby as fine-tuneda set of criteriaas those outlinedabove,
even if it accordswell enough with what is known at present of ceramic developmentsat
other sites in the region (Argos, Asine, Corinth, Korakou, Lerna, Prosymna, Tiryns, Zygouries), must remain tentativepending confirmationfrom either new excavationsor fresh
analyses of already excavatedmaterials. The duration of each phase can only be guessed.
The two togethermay well representno more than a generationor two, to be placed within
the secondhalf of the 18th centuryB.C., if the reviseddating for the eruptionof the Theran
volcanoin the later 17th centuryis accurate.68
Tsoungiza was reoccupiedlate in the MH period after a hiatus in settlementof at least
three centuries. Does the earliest reoccupationpottery, that from EU2, furnish any clues
about the locale from which the new settlers may have come? Providingan answer to such
67 Horizons D and G are omittedfrom considerationsince they containlater Mycenaeanmaterialof several
different periods. Because the stratigraphicposition of horizon A2 with respect to the Al -B-C sequence as
well as its very integrity are hypotheticalrather than proven, the pottery from its constituentunits has also
necessarily been ignored in assessing the evidence for ceramic development within the MH stratigraphy
excavatedin EU2.
68 S. Manning, "The Bronze Age Eruption of Thera: Absolute Dating, Aegean Chronology and MediterraneanCultural Interrelations,"Journal of MediterraneanArchaeology1, fasc. 1, 1988, pp. 17-82.
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an ostensibly simple query is complicatedby the fact that relatively few sequencesof MH
settlement pottery, particularly of the later phases of the period, have yet been published
from either the Argive plain or the region of the Corinthian Isthmus, which, along with
Arcadia,are the most likely candidatesas areas of immediateorigin for the new residentsat
Tsoungiza. Moreover, the question is almost certainly a larger one than simply who the
new arrivalswere at Tsoungiza, since the same pattern of abandonmentlate in the EH III
period followed by reoccupationno earlier than the late MH period is also attested at
Zygouries and Prosymna,and almost certainlyat a substantialnumberof other sites in the
northeasternPeloponnese.69Finally, the earliest reoccupationpotteryreflectsfirst and foremost the economic situation and relationshipsof the new settlers at Tsoungiza after their
arrival ratherthan some earlier set of socioeconomicconnections.It is, in fact, anything but
clear, in view of our ignorance of the specific historical circumstancesof Tsoungiza's resettlementat this time, to what extent the practicesand preferencesof the new arrivals in
their former home(s) may have conditionedthe nature of their ceramic repertoirein their
new location.
Such importantcaveatsnotwithstanding,on the basis of the ceramicevidencepresently
available,Tsoungiza's new inhabitantsare likelier to have come to the site late in the MH
period from the north or west than from the south. The most striking parallels for some of
the more unusual pieces in the MH ceramicrepertoirerecoveredfrom EU2 at Tsoungiza
(e.g. 24, 31, 96) come from the graves of the North Cemeteryat Corinth. With allowances
made for differencesbetween tomb and settlement pottery, which in this case include the
absenceof both goblets and narrow-neckedjars from the tombs in question, the Corinthian
cemeteryperhaps providesthe closest overall match for the material from EU2 and EU6 at
Tsoungiza among published corpora of MH pottery. Conversely, although there are numerousparallels between the vases found on the floorsof Buildings 1 and 2 at Asine and the
potteryof late MH Tsoungiza, there are also a numberof significantdifferences,such as the
lower goblet feet, the much higher percentageof dark burnished pottery, and the greater
frequencyof importedAeginetan matt-paintedand cookingwares at Asine.70Possibly the
most decisive considerationaffecting the question is the total absenceof both Minoanizing
and Gray Minyan pottery from pure MH deposits at Tsoungiza, classes of ceramicwhich
are abundantly representedin and around the Argive plain both at coastal sites such as
Asine, Lerna, and Tiryns and at sites furtherinland like Argos and Mycenae. The absence
of these classes of potteryfrom the CorinthianNorth Cemeteryin graveswhich are notable
for their relativewealth (see Appendix, pp. 455-458 below) may thus be viewed as a further
link between the Isthmus and Tsoungiza at this time. Of course, such ceramic clues constitute only one of severalbodies of data which may contributeto establishingthe origins of
69 For Zygouries, see Zygouries and Rutter (footnote 3 above), p. 35;-for Prosymna, see Prosymna. The
evidencefrom the Nemea Valley Surveysuggeststhat the valley was thoroughlydepopulatedthroughoutmost
of the MH period (J. F. Cherry,J. L. Davis, and E. Mantzourani, "The ArchaeologicalSurvey,"in Wright

et al.).
70

Nordquist, 1985; Nordquist, 1987: pp. 47-54, 62-65, 85-86, figs. 49-54.
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the MfI settlers at Tsoungiza and one which should perhaps not be overemphasized.Furthermore,it is impossiblein the present state of our knowledgeof MH ceramicsto evaluate
the candidacyof Arcadiaas a potential sourcefor these immigrantsinto the Nemea Valley.
The conventionalpicture of Peloponnesianespecially but also central Greek culture at
the end of the Middle Bronze Age portrays a society in transition from the material impoverishmentand isolation which characterizethe bulk of the MH period to the vastly
enriched repertoireof artifactual forms and the full integrationof the Mainland into the
complexnetworkof exchangesand interactionthroughoutthe southernAegean which typify the early Mycenaean era.71The principal indicatorof the cultural enrichmentachieved
by the integrationof the Mainland into an expandedAegean sphere of interactionsis evidence of contact with the far wealthier, more varied, and more technologicallyadvanced
society of Minoan Crete, whether directly through Minoan trading or military activity or
indirectlythrough middlemenresidentin the Cycladesor other islands such as Kytheraand
Aigina. The vast majorityof the evidence for the reconstructionof late MH society in the
Peloponnesestems from excavationsat coastal or near coastal sites: Nichoria in Messenia;
Ayios Stephanosin Laconia;Argos, Asine, Lerna, Mycenae, and Tiryns in the Argolid;and
Korakou in the Corinthia. At all these sites, both Minoan and Cycladic imports and influences, in some cases present since the very beginning of the MH period, have reacheda
crescendoby its end, the immediate prelude to the birth of the Mycenaean era. The importanceof the late MH ceramic assemblagesof Tsoungiza lies in the fact that, although
they come from a site within a few hours' walk of Mycenae, they reveal no evidencewhatever for contact with either Minoan Crete or the Cyclades and only minimal, and surely
indirect,contactwith Aigina.72They indicatethat in the immediatevicinityof Mycenae and
at about the same time that remarkable amounts of wealth in an astonishing variety of
media were being acquired by an elite at that site, human groups could resettle formerly
occupiedsites at locations such as Tsoungiza and Zygouries and yet seemingly not be participants in the process whereby the leading inhabitants of Mycenae, presumably in addition to emerging elites at other sites near or on the coast (e.g. Lerna, Corinth), were
amassing their wealth. At a time of greatly heightenedinteractionbetween Argive, Corinthian, Laconian,and Messenian coastalpopulationsand the Aegean world, the small group
of recently arrivedresidents at Tsoungiza is astoundinglyisolated;and yet this isolation is
not quite absolute,since at least a handful of ceramicimportsof this periodhave been found
at the site, some of which almost certainly come from Aigina. Against this backdrop,it is
difficultto make a directconnectionbetween the expansionof MH settlementin the Nemea
Valley and near-by areas and the rise of the enormouslywealthy and, one imagines, militarily potent elite at Mycenae: surely if such a connectionhad existed there would be more
II
0. T. P. K. Dickinson, The Origins of Mycenaean Civilization, G6teborg 1977, passim, esp. pp. 17-24
and 32-38 on the MH period.
72 The only evidencefor Minoan influence (as opposedto contact) at MH Tsoungiza consistsof the tripod
cooking-potleg 171, a fragmentof a Minoanizing ceramicform which, however, appears to have been produced on Aigina, as may have been the probablegoblet rim 71.
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evidence at Tsoungiza for the dramatically expanding horizon of cultural interactions
which is such a prominentfeature of the Shaft Grave period at Mycenae.
The parochialismwhich makes the late MH pottery from Tsoungiza so noteworthy
may be explained in part by the origins of its producers,particularlyif they came from an
area like Arcadiawhich is further removedfrom the coast.73Much more evidenceremains
to be collected,however, before such a scenariocan be proposedwith any real confidence.
For the time being, it is enough to draw attentionto the fact of an episode of colonizationin
the Nemea Valley and near-by areas which, althoughcontemporarywith or even somewhat
earlier than the earliest Shaft Graves at Mycenae, need have no causal connectionwith the
Shaft Grave phenomenon.74
APPENDIX: THE NORTH CEMETERY AT CORINTH
In his publicationof the 13 gravesof the late MH period found clusteredat the west side of
the North Cemeteryat Corinth,where the other graves are predominantlyLate Geometric
through Classical in date, Blegen drew attention to the fact that the area occupied by the
prehistorictombs had not been encroachedupon by later graves.As a possible explanation
for this freedomfrom seriouslater disturbance,Blegen proposedthat the zone of MH burial
had been "markedin some way that was still recognizablein Geometricand classicaltimes
when hundredsof burials were made in the region round about."75The original excavators
of the cemeteryevidentlyfelt that the tombs were to be connectedwith a rubble wall to the
north, bedded on earth 2.90 m. below the modern ground surface and running roughly
north-south. Although evidentlyprehistoric,the wall was, as Blegen noted, not certainlyof
MH date and in any case did not seem to form part of any intelligible precinctsurrounding
the MH graves;he himself seems to have been skeptical of any connectionbetween it and
the tombs. But he failed to proposeany other constructionwherebythe MH cemeterymight
have been spotted, and thus carefully and very narrowly avoided,by the excavatorsof the
numerousArchaictombs which surroundthe MH burial area in a roughly 100-degreearc
to the east.
7 S. Sutton ("AnthropologicalStudies,"in Wright et al.) has demonstratedthat the Nemea Valley was
repopulatedduring the early 19th century after Christ by groups moving into it from the west. Although in
this instance conditionedto a large extent by the rise of Athens as the political and economichub of a modern
nation-state,and by the consequentdevelopmentof the Tretos Pass as the majornorth-south communications
corridorbetween the Argive plain and the Corinthia, such a pattern of resettlementcould conceivablyhave
been prefiguredin the later MH period under quite differenthistoricalcircumstances.
7 For the view that the resettlementof Tsoungiza and other near-by sites in the late MH period is causally
connected with the rise of Mycenae as a center of power, see Wright, Davis, Cherry, and Mantzourani
(footnote 5 above), Wright (footnote 5 above), and Wright et al. Tsoungiza and Zygouries may have been
resettled somewhat earlier than the first burials were made in Circle B at Mycenae. The inhabitants of
Mycenae at this time, if indeed there were any, have left behind nothing to suggest that they had the capacity,
much less the interest,to colonizethe valley systemsto the north. For MH Mycenae priorto the firstburials in
Circle B, see Dickinson (footnote71 above), pp. 39, 114, notes 1-5.
7 CorinthXIII, p. 1. For other prehistoricfinds in the vicinityof the MH cemetery,see Hope Simpsonand
Dickinson (footnote2 above), p. 62, site A53.
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As the accompanyingsketch adapted from the published plan of the North Cemetery
shows (Fig. 19), the MH tombs themselves, with the exception of the outlying Grave 12
some twelve and a half meters southeastof Grave 11, are organizedin a relativelycompact
semicirclemeasuringroughly fourteenmeters in diameterfrom north to south. This semicircle is definedby the rough arc in which Graves 1, 2, 7, .8, 11, 10, and 9, in that order,are
distributedto the east and by the straight north-south line which, slightly marred by an
irregularjog around Grave 4, constitutesthe western perimeterof the North Cemetery as
excavated.Among the ten graves in this group which preservethe oval-to-rectangularoutline of the original grave pit, underlying from one to three cover slabs of sandy conglomerate, the seven lying closest to the circumferenceof the semicircularburial zone are
aligned with their major axes perpendicularto the circumference.That is, most of the
graves appear to have been orientedalong and near the ends of radii of a partially exposed
circularprecinctrather than "helterskelter following no obviousplan or system"as Blegen
claimed.76Moreover,the elevationof the coverslabs found above the grave pits was almost
invariably appreciably lower over graves around the periphery of the circle (Fig. 19:
Graves 1, 2, 7, 11) than abovegraveslying closerto the center (Fig. 19: Graves 4, 5, 6, 8, 9),
only Grave 10 being anomalousin this respect. The circularoutline of the burial precinct,
the orientations and relative depths of the graves within it, the period during which the
burials were made, and the failure of the burials to be disturbedby numeroustombs dug at
least a millennium later, albeit to a generally much shallower depth, are all consonantwith
the conclusion that the graves in question were dug within a substantial earthen tumulus
which rose well abovethe level groundin the immediatevicinity until at least the end of the
Classical period.77
Is there any other evidencein favor of identifyingthe MH portion of the North Cemetery at Corinth, apart from Grave 12, as a burial tumulus? Blegen noted that the MH
graveswere dug into a fill of rich brown earth, averaging1.10 m. in depth, which was full of
potsherdsand obsidianchips. The potteryfrom this fill for the most part predatedthe MH
period and included both EH and Neolithic material.78In view of the absence, within the
area occupied by the graves themselves, of any settlement architecture,one wonders how
this deep depositof soil containingabundantand mostlyearlier artifactualdebriscame to be
depositedhere. Its identificationas the core of an artificiallyconstructedtumulus consisting
76 Corinth XIII, p. 1. A similar approach to the orientation of MH graves within a circular precinct is
evident in the arrangementof the pithos burials in the tumulus at Ayios loannis Papoulion (0. Pelon, Tholoi,
tumuli et cerclesfune'raires,Paris 1976, pp. 76-77, 107, pl. XVII:2) and, albeit less strictly observed,in the
alignments of both pithos burials and cists (but not shaft graves) in the earlier tumulus at Aphidna (ibid.,
pl. XXI; 1). Radial dispositionsof cist gravesare also characteristicof the recentlypublishedTumuli A and C

at Marmara in Phthiotis (F. Dakaronia, Mapuapac. Ta
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1987); a date for them in the Shaft Grave era of the late MH and LH I periodshas now been persuasivelyargued by J. Maran ("Zur Zeitstellung der Grabhugel von Marmara [Mittelgriechenland],"Archaologisches
Korrespondenzblatt18, 1988, pp. 341-355).
77 For MH tumuli, see Pelon, op. cit., pp. 73-152; Hope Simpsonand Dickinson (footnote2 above), p. 429;
Dietz, 1980, pp. 71-74; 0. T. P. K. Dickinson, "CistGravesand ChamberTombs,"BSA 78,1983, pp. 55-67,
esp. 58-60 and note 21; Nordquist, 1987, p. 100; Maran (footnote 76 above), pp. 350-351, 355, note 133;
S. Muller, "Les tumuli helladiques:ou? quand? comment?"BCH 113, 1989, pp. 1-42.
78 CorinthXIII, pp. 1-2.
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of redeposited occupational debris from some near-by settlement provides a satisfactory answer, although it remains anyone's guess how far this substantial mass of earth was actually
transported when the tumulus was constructed.
A further peculiarity of this group of graves, namely their relative architectural complexity and wealth in a period notorious both for the simplicity of its burial customs and for
the poverty of its grave furnishings, is also explained by identifying them as tombs dug
within this era's only form of monumental architecture on the Greek Mainland, the burial
tumulus. Ten of the eleven graves within this Corinthian tumulus had cover slabs of sandy
conglomerate; only two (Graves 4 and 6) lack grave goods. One tomb contained a number of
silver, bronze, paste, and stone items of jewelry (Grave 2), another a gold diadem in addition
to a similar array of simpler jewelry (Grave 3), and yet another a bronze dagger (Grave 5).
At least five of the graves contained three or more distinct items among their burial goods.
Nordquist's recent detailed analysis of MH burial practices at Asine makes abundantly
clear how truly unusual such a concentration of architectural embellishments and grave
offerings is for this period.79
Two final features of the Corinthian tumulus are noteworthy. First, Blegen's contention that the MH graves had not suffered much disturbance was perhaps somewhat overstated. The discovery of several intact or restorable MH vases outside tombs within the fill
of the tumulus (e.g. 1-3, 3-5, 6-1, 13-1, 13-2) suggests that at least some graves were
disturbed after the burial ceremony. The discovery of cover slabs no longer in situ in the case
of "Grave" 13 provides additional testimony for such disturbances. The period or periods in
which these tomb assemblages were dispersed and their graves partially or even fully destroyed unfortunately cannot be determined from the data which Blegen presents; the disturbances could, in fact, all have taken place within the MH period when the tumulus was
still very much in use as a place of burial.
Second, Blegen's description of "three rectangular pits ... which had been sunk well
down into the underlying bedrock" within the tumulus in addition to the "deep fill of large
stones, boulders and slabs" found under the disturbed cover slabs of "Grave" 13 makes one
wonder whether a few of the tombs within the Corinthian tumulus may not have been
genuine shaft graves, robbed like those of Lerna at some date late in the MH period or at the
very dawn of the Mycenaean era. Certainly the wealth in some of these Corinthian tombs
(e.g. Graves 2, 3, and 5) is fully comparable to that from the earliest graves of Circle B at
Mycenae. Whether it once contained shaft graves or not, the monumental late MH tumulus
in the North Cemetery at Corinth is the only example of this burial form yet to have been
recognized at any site in the Corinthia.80
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7 Nordquist, 1987, pp. 91-106, Tables 8.2 and 8.4; see also Dickinson (footnote 77 above), pp. 59-60 and
Maran (footnote 76 above), pp. 350, 355, note 135.
80 For the definition of shaft grave followed here, see Dickinson (footnote 77 above), p. 56.
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